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Mother Seton ‘Venerable,’
Her Virtues Galled Heroic
VATICAN CITV - Mother
Seton’* life presents the world
with an example of the “tri-
umph of charity," Pope John
XXIII said here as he presided
•t ceremonies at which Mbther
Seton was proclaimed venera-
ble.
The proclamation was a ma-
jor step in the beatification
cause of the American nun, a
convert who founded the Sis-
ters of Charity in the U.S. and
may become the nation's first
native-born saint.
Pope John interlaced his eul-
ogy of Mother Seton with
praise for the U.S., declaring
that the country has “passed
Its time of development and
approaches full maturity in na-
tional and international serv-
ice."
THE PROCLAMATION cere
mony was held in the Vatican's
Clementine Hall. Among those
attending were Cardinal Spell-
man, Cardinal Muench, Apos-
tolic Nuncio to Germany, and
Cardinal Meyer of Chicago.
Msgr. Enrico Dante, pro-sec-
retary of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of Rites, read the decree
entitling Mother Seton to be
called venerable. A similar de-
cree concerning Brother Jer-
emy of Wallarhia, an Italian
Capuchin, was also read.
Earlier, a general assembly
of the Congregation of Rites—-
with Pope John presiding—had
declared that Mother Seton had
practiced Christian virtues to a
heroic degree. That finding
paved the way for the public
proclamation ceremony.
When Msgr. Dante finished
reading the proclamations at
the latter ceremony. Rev. Lui-
gi Bisoglio, C.M., postulator of
Mother Seton’s cause, stood be-
fore the Pope to thank him for
approving the action. He also
spoke on behalf of the Capu-
chins present for Brother Jer-
emy’s cause.
RESPONDING, the Pontiff
said that simplicity and char-
ity are the virtues to be found
in Mother Seton and Brother
Jeremy.
Charity, he said, was the
dominant virtue In Mother Se-
ton’s life. “When the burning
dart of charity penetrated her
heart more deeply,” he said,
“then she knew no other meas-
ure than the perfect imitation
of Him who out of love for us
became man and died on the
Cross."
He noted that Mother Seton
had 10,000 spiritual heirs ip the
Sisters of Charity and said that
they carry on the same sort of
charity as their founder in the
service of God and of souls.
Brother Jeremy’s life empha-
sizes simplicity, he declared,
i adding that the virtues of sim-
plicity and charity “are need-
ed by the modern .world, dis-
satisfied because of every man-
ner of complication and confu-
sion, but above all feverish
with egoism which is a con-
tradiction of the tranquil and
fruitful life and of human and
Christian fraternity."
DURING HIS talk, Pope John
again referred to his recent
participation in centennial cel-
ebrations at the North Ameri-
can College in Rome. He called
his visit there one of the
“greatest comforts” of the cur-
rent year.
He spoke of the Bishops he
met during the celebrations,
of meeting priests who were
trained there, and of the “se-
rene Joy of the young students"
at the college.
“They,” he said, “have open-
ed our heart with the most sin-
cere admiration for what is
done in America for the honor
and service of the Lord in the
Holy Church and present a
hnrizon of the most beautiful
hopes for the triumph of the
reign of Christ, a living expres-
sion of the ‘Thy Kingdom
Come’ in the Lord’s Prayer
It was In these encounters,
too, he said, that "we were
reminded of the noble and
characteristic figure of Eliza-
beth Seton who we had already
heard hailed
... as the first
flower of sancUty of North
America.”
MOTHER SETON was born
Elizabeth Ann Bayley in New
York City in 1774. A devout
Episcopalian, she married Wil-
liam Seton when she was 20
years old.
After his death in 1803 she
was left with five children.
She became a Catholic in 1805
and four years later founded the
American Congregation of the
Sisters of Charity. She died in
1821.
Although the cause for her
beatification was started be-
fore World War I, it was held
up because of the war and was
not officially introduced until
1940. In December. 1958, at the
first public consistory of Car-
dinals he called. Pope John
gave formal consent to the
proceedings for her beatifica-
tion.
Capuchin Brother Jeremy ol
Wallachia was born in what is
now Rumania on July 29, 1556.
He went to Naples, Italy, to
join the Capuchin Order. The
first steps in his beatification
cause were taken two years
after hjs death on Mar. 5, 1626.
His cause was not taken up
again until 1952.
DECLARED VENERABLE: The heroic virtues of Mother Elizabeth Ann Scten (1774-1821) were proclaimed in
a formal decree read in the Vatican's Consistorial Hall on Dec. 18, 1959. The American-born convert and foun-
dress of the Sisters of Charity in the United States may now be called “Venerable.” The pictures show the
statue of Mother Seton on the campus of St. Joseph’s College, Emmitsburg, Md., and a section of the nearby
Sisters’ graveyard where she was originally buried behind the large tree at the right. The body is now entombed
in the little chapel (above), built in 1846. Her nephew, also a convert. Archbishop James Roosevelt Bayley of
Baltimore, who was the first Bishop of Newark, and who died in 1877, was entombed there at his request.
Early Copy
Because of the New Year’s
holiday, the issue of The Advo-
cate for Dec. 31 will go to
press one day early. Copy for
thaf issue must be in The Ad-
vocate office no later than
3 p.m. Monday, Dec. 2*.
New Cardinals Assigned,
Given Titular Churches
ROME America’s two new Cardinals took possession
of their titularchurches here after receiving their red hats
from Pope John XXIII at the final consistory in a series
at which they became Cardinals.
Cardinal Muench, former Bishop of Fargo, N.D., and
Apostolic Nuncio to Germany,
took possession of San Bernardo
•lie Terme, a Roman ruin con-
verted to Christian use.
At almost the same time in
another part of the city, Cardinal
Meyer of Chicago took possession
of Santa Cecilia, one of Rome's
oldest sanctuaries. Built over the
home of the early Christian
martyr for whom it is named,
the church is administered by
Cistercians.
CARDINAL MUENCH spoke
first in Italian, and then in
French. German and English. He
recalled the history of the church
and thanked the Pontiff for as-
signing it to him.
Cardinal Meyer spoke in Ital-
ian and then in English as he
took possession of Santa Cecilia's.
Titalar churches are older
Roman charcbes, the assign-
ment of which preserves the
tradition that the first Cardi-
nals were Roman pastors who
senrad *as consnltars to the
Holy Father la his capacity as
Bishop of Rome.
The tame day they received
their red hats, the new Cardinals
were named to various congre
gallons which administer the af-
faint of the Church.
CARDINAL MUENCH was
named a member of the Sacred
Congregation for Extraordinary
Ecclesiastical Affairs, the Con-
gregation of Rites, and the Con-
gregation of Religious.
The ' Congregation for Ex-
traordinary Affairs io connected
wKh the Vatican Secretariat of
and division of dioceses. It Is
also concerned with civil laws,
concordats and other agree-
ments between the Holy See
and different nations.
The Congregation of Rites has
charge of liturgical matters and
ot beatification and canonization
causes. The Congregation of Re-
ligious handles all matters per-
taining to religious orders and
congregations.
Cardinal Meyer was made a
member of the Sacred Congre-
gation for the Propagation of the
Faith, which has charge of mis-
sionary activities; the Congrega-
tion of Seminaries and Univer-
sities, which deals with educa-
tion, and the Congregation of the
Basilica'of St. Peter's, which ad-
ministers the assets of the ba-
silica.
_
SEVEN OF the new Cardinals
received their red hats at St.
Peter's on Dec. 17. The eighth,
Cardinal Marella, Apostolic Nun-
cio to France, received his from
French President Charles de
Gaulle. He was also awarded the
Grand Cross of the French Le-
gion of Honor.
The ceremonies at St. Peter’s
were hailed by the Pontiff him-
self as "a .magnificent display
of the Chnrch’s vitality.” At-
tendance was light, possibly
because the ceremonies were
being televised, and, In defer-
ence to Pope John's own oft
repeated wishes not to cheer,
the crowd was silent.
Before the red hat was award-
ed. consistorial advocates form-
ally requested that three causes
for beatification be considered by
the Congregation of Rites. The
causes were those of, Cardinal
DuSmet, 0.5.8., of Catania, who
died in 1894; Bishop Francois de
Montmorency Laval, first Bishop
of Canada; and Rev, Antoine
Frederic Ozanam. founder of the
Society of St. Vincent de Paul,
who (lied in 1853.
HAVING PLEDGED their loy-
alty to the Pope in the side
chapel, the new Cardinals ap-
proached his throne, each to
make three genuflections, kiss
his right foot and arise to em-
brace the Pontiff. In a typical
gesture of gentleness, the Pope
raised his foot higher for the
more- elderly of the new Cardi-
nals and then leaned over to help
them up from the floor.
Passing the senior Cardinals,
and embracing each In tarn,
the new Cardinals took the
places prepared for them and
donned the blrettas given them
the day before at a semi-public
consistory.
They returned to the throne to
receive their red hats individ-
ually, as the Pope told each:
“For the praise of Almighty
God and the honor of the Apos-
tolic See, receive the red hat,
the special badge of the rank of
a Cardinal. By this you are to
understand that you must show
yourself fearless, even to the
shedding of blood, in making our
holy Faith respected, in securing
peace for the Christian people,
and in promoting the welfare of
the Roman Church. In the name
of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Ghost. Amen."
I Another consistory followed the
recessional, the meeting dealing
with the formal assignment of
titular churches and appoint-
ments to the Vatican congrega-
tions.
AT THE PREVIOUS days
semi • public consistory, Pope
John spoke of the eight beati-
tudes preached by Christ in His
Sermon on the Mount. Observing
that "beatitude" means happi-
ness of spirit, the Pope said:
"To every perfect churchman—-
whether has reached the sum-
mit of honor of the hierarchy
or is beginning his humble priest-
ly mlnistery—the beatitudes re-
peat an Invitation, as they also
do to the simple faithful—to
what Is most serious for the
peace and honor of everyone and
for the adornment of Holy
Church."
CARDINALS' CHURCHES: Pope John XXIII has assigned titular churches to the two new American Cardinals
Cardinal Muench has been assigned the Rome Church of San Bernardo alle Terme (left). A round church built in
1598 and staffed by Cistercians, it rests on the foundations of the calidariumof the baths (Italian term)of Diocle-
tian. The Basilica of St. Cecilia (right) has been assigned to Cardinal Meyer of Chicago. It k located in the
Trastevere section of Rome, and dates back to 821 when Pope Paschal I built an oratory there and had the re-
mains of themarytred St Cecilia brought from the catacombs and enshrinedthere.
Radio Pontiffs
Christmas Talk
To All Nations
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope
John XXHI’s Christmas Message
was broadcast in 10 languages to
the four corners of the earth, In-
cluding countries behind the Iron
Curtain.
Nine European networks were
to carry the Pope's voice as he
spoke words of hope and peace to
the world two days before Christ-
mas. Other networks In Eu-
rope and North America were to
broadcast translations of the ad-
dress.
Radio Free Europe beamed
the Pontiff’s speech in transla-
tions to Poland, Bulgaria. Ru-
mania, Hungary and Czechoslo-
vakia. Vatican Radio also beam-
ed translations to all parts of the
world. It cancelled regular news
broadcasts and features to make
way for broadcasts of the ad-
dress.
A full report on the Holy Falh
er's talk will be carried in next
week's Issue of The Advocate.
To Consecrate
Auxiliary for
Trenton Feb. 25
TRF.NTON—The Trenton Dio-
cese will have its first Auxiliary
Bishop Feb. 25, with the conse-
cration of Most Rev. James J.
Hogan in St. Mary's Cathedral
here.
In one of the most solemn cere-
monies in the liturgy of the
Church, Bishop Hogan will be
consecrated by Bishop George
W. Ahr of Trenton at 10:30 a.m.
The sermon will be preached
by Archbishop Thomas A. Bo-
land of Newark, Metropolitan of
the ecclesiastical Province of
New Jersey.
Bishop Hogan is the Trenton
Chancellor and pastor of St
Catharine's, Spiing Lake. He
was named Auxiliary Bishop of
Trenton by Pope John XXIII on
Dec. 2.
Church in Arctic
Resembles Igloo
INUVIK. Northwest Terri-
tories (RNS) At this far north
community 120 miles Inside the
Arctic Circle, the new Church of
Our Lady of the is near-
ing completion with all the ap-
pearance of an immense Eskimo
igloo.
The building is the workman-
ship of Brother Maurice La roc -
que, a French Canadian who,
without any architectural train-
ing, came from Quebec to the
Arctic 30 years ago aa a car-
penter-missionary.
To Confer Pontifical
Decorations On Laity
On Jan. 7 at 8 p.m. at Sacred Heart Cathedral, Archbishop
Thqpias A. Boland will confer on the laity recently honored
by Pope John XXIII the pontifical decoration symbolic of the
distinction received by each person. The Papal honors, an
nounced by Archbishop Boland last month, are as follows:
Knight Commander of St. Gregory the Great (Civil Class):
Dr. Luke A. Mulligan. '
Knights of St. Gregory the Great (Civil Class): Floyd E.
Anderson, Hugh X. Connell, Francis J. Cunningham, George C.
D'Annunzio, Dr. John J. Flanagan, William J. Griffin, William
T. Henderson, Dr. Maximilian F. Hubach Jr., Dr. Edward P. J.
Kearney, John R. Kennedy, Frank V. Mcßride, Joseph A.
Mcßride, J. Nevins Mcßride, and Frank W. Young.
Recipients of the Cross Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice: Edith
Callaghan, Mrs. John A. Conlin, Margaret Finn, Jule Flannclly,
Marie A. Fournier, Mr*. Harry A. Hanson, Mary A. McCarthy,
Mary E. McDonough, Catherine M. McGann, Eleanor McGlynn.
Mrs. Thomas F. McHugh, Marcia M. Meehan, Mrs. Leo V.
Norton, Mary C. O'Neill, Mrs. John J. Reilly, Anna M. Russo.
Genevieve J. San Filippo, Mrs. James A. Sebold, Mrs. Richard.
J. Strasaer, and Gladys _ ■*»__ __
Peru Warned
On Schooling
LIMA, Peru Calling at-
tention to the Christian
character of the nation, the
Bishops of Peru have ex-
pressed concern over the ex-
clusion of the Church I from Uie
stepped-up education campaign.
In a joint pastoral letter on
the eve of Catholic Education
Day, the Bishops declared,
"It is not right to separate edu-
cation from the social body, en-
trusting it solely to the state . . .
and excluding other autonomous
organizations, such as the local
community, the family, or . . .
the Church.”
THEY WERE commenting on
the education drive which has
seen Peru’s illiteracy rate drop
to 43% in the past five years
Their pastoral called on par-
ents to defepd their rights in edu-
cation, and warned against those
"who try to restrict education
to the sphere of secular learning,
and who wish to exclude God, re-
ligion, Christ and His Church
from school rooms, study pro-
grams and textbooks."
400 Priests to Get
Christmas Baskets
LONDON (NC) - Four hun-
dred of the poorest and loneliest
priests in England will receive
baskets of food at Christmas,
thanks to an appeal by the Uni-
verse, national Catholic newspa-
per. Its readers responded with
$9,800 that will go for purchase
of food baskets.
Plea to Motorists
For Safe Driving
SACRAMENTO (NC) The
“beautiful” Christmas season too
often is "disfigured by all too fre-
quent and unnecessary death on
the highway," Bishop Joseph T.
McGucken declared in an appeal
for caution while driving.
"Everyone at the wheel of a
car has the precious life of others
in his hands,” he said. Careless
driving, especially after having
taken alcoholic beverage, is a
sin that is particularly reprehen-
sible.
"Let us give ‘glory to God In
the highest and peace on earth
to men of good will’ on the high-
ways, as well as at home and in
church ”
National Interracial
Conference Formed
CHICAGO (RNS) Creation of a National Catholic
Conference for Interracial Justice was announced here by
leaders of the Church’s Interracial Council movement.
In a statement of purpose adopted by the new group,
the leaders pledged to try to "meet the challenge of inter-
racial relation! in the life of the
Mystical Body and in our com-
munitiei here and in other parts
of the world." They stressed that
the 39 existing local councils
would maintain their autonomy.
FIRST CHAIRMAN of (he new
conference, which will open a na
lional office in 1960, is Dr. John
J. O'Connor, Georgetown Univer-
sity. Rev. John Lafarge, S. J.,
associate editor of America, na-
tional Catholic weekly mag aline,
and chief organizer of the Catho
lie inter-rgeial movement in this
country, will serve as honorary
national chaplain.
Executive director will he
Matthew Ahmaaa, assistant di-
rector of the Chicago council.
Other officers include John T.
Nelson, New Orleans attorney,
vice chairman; Dorothy Matt-
ingly, St. Louis council, secre-
tary; and Charles W. Weiier,
Detroit lawyer, treasurer.
Among the tatka assigned to
the national organization are
enunciation of the philosophy of
the Catholic interracial move-
ments, development of additional
local councils, and organization
of national meetings. A national
meeting has been scheduled for
Aug. IMP in SI. Louis.
Church Cannot Be Destroyed,
Pope John Says at Audience
VATICAN CITY
- Those who
attempt to destroy the Church
deceive themselves in thinking
that it can be destroyed, the
Holy Father told a general audi
ence here.
“The Church continues on her
way Jg the accompnifimeht of
her mission” despite auch efforts,
the Pope said. He added:
“THE CHURCH may suffer, it
may face, difficulties. But all its
persecutors will fall . . . because
the Church la an expression of
liberty and the extender of civili-
zation."
At the same audience, the
Pontiff, who has twice enlarged
the Sacred College of Cardi-
nals, Indicated that he might
do so again.'
“There arc supposed to be 70
Cardinals,” he said, referring to
the old limit, "but as the Church
goes on it gets broader and
broader. So the number of Cardi-
nals has risen to nearly 80 ... If
we need more, we shall elect
more."
Last week the Holy Father also
sent a message to the fourth gen-
eral assembly of the Internation-
al Federation o( Catholic Youth
meeting in Argentina, received
three Polish Bishops in audience,
counseled officials of the Euro-
pcan Community on the uk of
the year* being added to the Ule
fcpan, and received a gift of hit-
jtorical volume* front the See city
of his native Bergamo Diocese.
He also presided at a consitcry
of the Sacred College of Cardl
nals (story to left), sent a
second gift of relief money to
tiie victims of the tragic flood in
southern France, and received
Cardinal Lcger of Montreal'and
other prelates in individual audi-
ences.
IN HIS MESSAGE to the youth
meeting, the Holy Father spoke
of "the need for a constantly
closer collaboration" so that Cath-
olic youth may achieve their own
brothers to Christ.
He declared that new scUa
lific discoveries and "difficult
conditions of life .
. . demand
more than ever before a sound
moral, professional, social and
civic formation, and abote alt
a profound Christian life." Con-
tinuing, he askgd the youth:
"Who will give you a sense of
sacrifice and help you under-
stand in your souls the quiet in-
dications of the Lord and to re
spond to them with a generous
life of prayer and with frequen'
attendance at the sacramenta and;
with the gift of yourselves to<
others, if not the priest who Is
placed by a watchful Church at
your side to help you and to
make you grow In grace, so that 1
you may be among your brothersj
the witnesses that God is waiting!
for?"
THE POLISH Bishops received!
by the Pope were the first to |
come to Vatican City since Car
dlnal Wysrynski was received a;
year ago. They were hero to
mako their "ad limina" visit*,
reporting on conditions la their
Sees.
UK winter It was reported
la Warsaw that Cardinal Tar.
dial. Vatican Secretary el Stole,
la persons! tellers U ell FeUa*
Ordinaries, had retsmaundad
that they make their ad Uatlas
visits in IKS. Daring Fniaad‘s
"Stalinist" period. Polish Bish-
op* were net free to travel.
In his remarks on man’s In-
creased life expectancy, the Pope
said that the bonus year* provid-
ed by science must be used by
man for the growth of the spirit.
AT A SPECIAL audience, (he
Tope accepted books on the his-
tory of Bergamo. Leafing
through them he told the dele-
gation making the presentation:
"Yon have exposed aae to a
grave temptation. This evening
I begin the spiritaa) exercises
(Advent retreat.) and I do ant
know if | will aria out over the
temptation to go throagh theta
books and read them."
Besides sending relief funds for
the second time to the stricken
French city of Frejus, where 3M
are dead and missing after a
,dam burst, the Pope expressed
his “paternal compassion" for
the victims in a special telecast.
During the sreek. Vatican Radio
announced that the Pope will
offer Maas on Christmas Day at
the high altar of St. Peter’* Bead-
lea. The Mast will be in addi-
tion to one which be will cele-
brate at midnight on Christmas
Eve in the Pauline Chapel of the
Vatican Palace for foreign diplo-
mats accredited to the Holy See.
INSTALLED: Msgr Anthony DiLuca. pastor of Holy
Family, Nutley, is invested by. Bishop Stanton in his
pontificals as a Protonotary Apostolic, to which he was
recently elevated by Pope John XXIII. At left, assist-
ing in the ceremony is Msgr. James P. Looney. Chan-
cellor. The took place Dec. 20.
People in the News
Bev. Regis N. Earwig, 0.5.8.,
of St. Procopius Abbey, Lisle,
111., has been decorated by Spain
for his efforts to foster good re-
lations between Spain and the
U.S.
,
.
Bev. Timothy L. Bouscaren,
SJ., Jesuit procurator-general,
and Neat Ahern, prominent Cin-
cinnati civic leader, have been
given the St. Francis Xavier
Medal awarded by Xavier Uni-
versity, Cincinnati.
Rev. Angnstine Louis Bounder
of the White Fathers in France
has been awarded one of Eng-
land’s highest medals for gallan-
try for quieting a rioting mob
attacking British personnel in
Northern Rhodesia last Spring.
Msgr. Leo M. Flynn of Bridge-
port, Conn., K. of C. supreme
chaplain, is among five priests
of the Bridgeport Diocese raised
to the rank of Protonotary Apos-
tolic.
Msgr. Francis F. Reh, rector
of St. Joseph's Seminary, Yon-
kers. is among four priests of
the New York Archdiocese ad-
vanced to the rank of Protonotary
Apostolic.
Bishop Richard O. Gerow of
Natchez-Jackson, Miss., is one of
three men selected for an award
given for outstanding service to
Mississippi by the University of
Mississippi, which administers
the awards program.
Bishop Pier Giorgio Chiappero,
O.FJM., first Latin Rite Bishop
in Israel, has arrived in Haifa
to take up his duties.
Rev. James Murtagh of Mel-
bourne, Australia, due to illness,
has resigned as assistant editor
of the Advocate, Melbourne Cath-
olic Weekly.
Cardinal Siri of Genoa has
been awarded Belgium's highest
decoration for the role he played
as Papal Legate during the Cath-
olic Days at the Brussels World’s
Fair.
Msgr. Joseph R. Lacy has
been named Chancellor and vicar
for Religious of 4he Hartford
Archdiocese.
Rev. W. Patrick Donnelly, S.J.,
president of Loyola University of
the South, has been elected chair-
man of the scholarship commit-
tee of the Cordell Hull Founda-
tion for International Education.
Rev. Ralph Reilly, 0.F.M., a
native of Fort Wayne, Ind., has
been named superior of Francis-
cans in Formosa, Hong Kong,
Macao and Malacca.
#
Bishops . . .
Bishop • designate Vincent J.
Hines of Hartford. Conn., will be
consecrated as Bishop of Nor-
wich. Conn., in Norwich on. St.
Patrick's Day.
Bishop Thomas J. Riley has
been consecrated in Boston to
serve as one of three auxiliaries
to Cardinal Cushing.
Bishop-designate Ernest J.
Primeau of Chicago will be con-
secrated as Bishop of Manches-
ter, N.H., by Cardinal Meyer of
Chicago in Holy Name Cathedral
there Feb. 25.
Died
. . .
Mrs. Bernard J. Cronin of Glens
Falls, N Y., mother of Rev. John
F. Cronin, S.S., assistant direc-
tor, NCWC Social Action Depart-
ment.
Dr. George R. Ellis of Wash-
ington, former treasurer of the
National Council of Catholic-Men.
Bishop Johannes Baptist Diets,
80, former Ordinary of the Fulda
Diocese, Germany.
Bishop John R. MacDonald of
Antigonish, N.S., 68.
Rev. Joseph Relth, S.J., a na-
tive of Baltimore who has been,
serving in the Philippines for the
past 28 years.
NEW CARDINALS: Seven of eight new Cardinals pose with Cardinal Tardini, Vatican Secretary of State, just
before they received their red hats from Pope John XXIII. Left to right: Albert Cardinal Meyer of. Chicago; Aloi-
sisus Cardinal Muench,formerly of Fargo, N.D.; Gustavo Cardinal Testa, Papal Nuncio to Switzerland; Cardinal
Tardini; Arcadio Cardinal Larraona, secretary, Sacned Congregation for Religious; Francesco Cardinal Morano,
an official of the Roman Curia; William Cardinal Heard, Dean of the Sacred Roman Rota; and Agostino Cardinal
Bea, S.J., confessor to the late Pope Pius XII. Not present was Paolo Cardinal Marella, Papal Nuncio to France,
who received his red hat in Paris, from President Charles de Gaulle of France in accordance with a tradition of
long standing.
Fatima Credited
By Padre Pio
FATIMA, Portugal <NC)
Padre Pio, Italy’* famed stig-
matic Capuchin prlect, has sent
documents here stating that the
cure of his illness last summer
was due to the intercession of
Our Lady of Fatima.
Msgr. Joseph Borges, rector
of the shrine here, said that
Padre Pio sent a gold Rosary to
the sanctuary for the statue of
Our Lady of Fatima.
Dying Girl, 18,
Becomes Nun
HAMDEN, Conn. Antoinetta
Galata, 18. a novice for only two
months with the Missionary Zela-
trices of the Sacred ]>art, was
allowed to fulfill her life desir«
of becoming a nun shortly before
her death.
Ordinarily, it would have taken
two years before she could take
final vows However, she was
suffering from leukemia and an
abdominal tumor and although
doctors suggested an operation
they held out little hope for re.
covery.
Just before being taken to the
operating room, she was allowed
to make her final vows before
bar mother, other nuns and the
Mother Provincial. Three days
tftar the operation she died.
StablesExhibited
AtBologna
BOLOGNA. Italy (RNS)
Stables from all parts of tho
world, as figurative reproduc-
tions of Jesus’ birthplace,
were assembled here for the
First International Exhibition
of the Stable.
Exhibited in the Basilica of
St. Francis of Bologna, under
auspices of the Italian Associa-
tion of the Friends of the Sta-
ble, the <0 displays represented
the national characteristics of
their creators from a Japan-
ese stable which included the
groat Fujiyama volcano to a
stable from the Netherlands
which showed Jesus being born
in a typical Dutch kitchen, com-
plete with shining copper pots
and pans.
The inventor of the figurative
stable is considered to be St.
Francis of Assisi who, on
Christmas Eve of 1220, is said
to have invited the inhabitants
of Greccio to a Solemn Mass
in .ie woods.
In order to render his
preaching more effective, he
asked to have at his side a
donkey, an ox and a manger.
Thus the tradition of the sta-
ble was born.
Georgia Bishop
Would Avoid
School Closings
Atlanta, Ga. (NC) Bishop
Francis E. Hyland of AUanta has
said that he would deplore the
closing of public schools, “even
temporarily," in Georgia. ■
A Federal District Court has
ordered the AUanta Board of Ed-
ucation to end racial segregation
in the schools. Under present
Georgia law, admission of Ne-
groes to schools which now are
white would force their closing.
The Bishop issued a state-
ment which said: “As ChrisUans
and as Catholics we would de-
plore most earnesUy the severe
handicap under which the chil-
dren of our fellow citizens, and
some of our own children as
well, would labor were their ed-
ucaUdn to be interrupted even
temporarily or curtailed or im-
peded in any way.”
Bishop Hyland said he had
been hesitant to comment on the
situation because most Catholic
children of Georgia attend par-
ochial schools, but that the time
had come to speak out. He said
that Catholics, as citizens and
taxpayers, “desire ardenUy” the
preservation of public educaUon.
Stamp to Aid
Refugee Year
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. A
special commemorative postage
stamp series will be issued by
VaUcan City to aid the World
Refugee Year.
Announcement of the stamp
was made here by Auxiliary Bish-
op James H. Griffiths of New
York, representative of the Holy
See at the UN Pledging Confer-
ence for refugee aid funds. Pro-
ceeds from the stamp issue will
be turned over to the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees.
Bishop Griffiths also confirmed
the Holy See's special World Ref-
ugee Year contribution of (4.000,
double the usual annual donation.
He also told of the Pope’s special
concern for refugees as evidenced
in his talks on behalf of the
Refugee Year.
Maryknoll Gives
Baptism Report
MARYKNOLL. N. Y Mary
knoll missiqnaries baptized 67,-
314 people during 1959, the Amer-
ican mission society announced
here.
It also has 34,267 catechumens
under instruction.
The society, which has estab
iished missions in Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Oceania, also
revealed that it conducts 208 par-
ishes and 1,709 out-stations. Its
65 mission dispensaries treated
466,077 patients during the past
year.
Maryknoll employs 3,781 cate-
chists and conducts 106 primary
and 18 high schools. Its missicn-
ers have established four credit
unions and are training 365 na-
tive seminarians.
Places in the Week's News
A Christmas spiritual bouquet
for the Holy Father is being pre-
pared in Manitnwec, Wit., by the
National Pray for Peace Com-
mittee.
The Alexian Brothers Hospital
in Chicago has been cited.by the
Commission on Human Relations
there for a policy that excludes
discrimination in patient intake,
nurse training and staff selec-
tion. "X . -
People in Ctndad Jnarex,
Mexico, are observing the 300th
anniversary of the city's found-
ing by a Franciscan missionary.
Ground has been broken in
Dallas for anew $l3 million hos-
pital to be operated by the Cath-
olic Daughters of Charity of St.
Vincent de Paul.
A bill aimed at setting stand-
ards for motion pictures suitable
for children under 16 has been
filed in Albany for consideration
by the 1960 Legislature.
In the three months ending in
November, the U. S. Public
Health Service awarded grants
totaling $361,761 to St. Louis Uni-
versity's School of Medicine.
Christmas Mass will be tele-
cast throughout Italy this year
from the parish church of Sotto
II Monte where Pope John XXIII
was born.
Loyola University of Chicago
will conduct a symposium for
priests on contemporary Protes-
tant theology next Arpil.
Thirty-six billboards in South-
ern California, donated by out-
door ad firms at the request of
the Christian Family Movement,
carry a religious Christinas mes-
sage.
Some 165,000 students are en-
rolled in 1,000 Catholic schools in
Sooth Vietnam.
A gift of 83 acres of land
valued at about {830,000 in
Hooston is paving the way for
establishment of a $3 million
prep school to be conducted by
Jesuits.
Cardinal Tardini, VaUcan Sec-
retary of State, on behalf of Pope
John has thanked the Catholics
of Germany for their contribution
to relief programs.
The Bishops of Germany have
voiced opposition to establish-
ment of television networks con-
trolled by government or com-
mercial interests.
The Post Office Department
has taken action against two Los
Angeles film distributing con-
cerns for mailing advertisements
for allegedly obscene movies.
A New Orleans branch of Citi-
zens for Decent Literature has
been organized in the wake of a
report by the Louisiana Legisla-
tive Council which charged that
Louisiana lags behind many oth-
er states in enacting laws tough
enough to curb obscenity.
Celebrating the 300th anniver-
wry Of the flm Catholic vicari-
ates of Vietnam, the 82-year-old I
Cathedral of Saigon has been 1
consecrated a basilica.
Church officials in Brisbane,
Australia, have protested to the
city and the state government
about building standards which
are higher for Catholic schools
than for city schools, thereby in-
creasing construction costs.
The marble walls and columns
of St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome
are being restored as part of a
program which will see the mod-
ernization of ihe basilica's eleva-
tor system.
Sixty-one per cent of those
queried in a survey in Aaitria
agreed that the Church should
take a definite stand on all so-
cial, political and economic ques-
tions.
Prodded by President de
Gaulle, the Cabinet in France
has agreed to the principle of
extending state aid to church
schools.
j A spokesman for the Associa-
tion of Catholic Trade Unionists
told a Senate subcommittee in
Washington that migratory labor
conditions In the U 5. are ‘‘inimi-
cal to decent family life."
69% Would Vote
For Catholic
As President
PRINCETON (NC) - The Gal-
lop Poll says the great majority
of American voters have no ob-
jection to electing a Catholic as
President.
Dr. George Gallup, director,
American Institute of Public Op-
inion here, said 69% of a cross-
section of voters said yes to this
question: "If your party nomi-
nated a generally well qualified
man for President and he hap-
pened to be a Catholic, would
you vote for him?”
Of those questioned, 20% said
no, and 11% "don't know." Dr.
Gallup also said that 61% of vot-
ers who are not Catholic would
have no objection to a Catholic
President.
Vocation Indulgence
Members of the Apostolate
for Vocations can gain a ple-
nary indulgence under the or-
dinary conditions on:
Dec. 25, Christmas
Dec 7. Feast of St. John,
Apostle and Evangelist.
A partial indulgence of 100
days may be gained for each
act of charity or piety perform-
ed for the intention of foster-
ing vocations to the priesthood.
CITED BY CWV: Jim Bishop, author, reporter and
columnist, is presented, with the New Jersey Catholic
War Veterans award “for home” by Albert J. Schwind
of Clifton, past state commander and now national
CWV third vice commander. Looking on are Cresenzi
W. CaaUldo, state commander, left, and Nicholas M.
Nimetz, South Plainfield, state executive director and
national CWV welfare officer. Bishop was out of the
country on a newspaper assignment when the awards
were made at the June Catholic War Veterans state
convention.
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Rehearsal Set for
Presentation Ball
NEWARK j — A rehearsal for the debutantes, their
fathers and their ladies-in-waiting for the second Presenta-
tion Ball will be held Dec. 27 at 11 a.ra. in the Hotel Robert
Treat, it was announced this week by Mrs. John Quincy
Adams, president of the Catholic presentation committee.
The same day at 1 p.m. a prac-
tice will also be held In Sacred
Heart Cathedral.
The event will take place on
Jan. 2, starting with a Pontifical
Mass at 10 a.m., celebrated by!
Archbishop Boland.
The sermon will be delivered
by Migr. John J. Dougherty
president of Seton Hall Univer-j
aily.
The music for the Mass will
be sung by the male choir of:
Sacred Heart Cathedral under
direction of Rev, John M. Oates.
James P. Johnston will be the
organist.
Participating in the procession
at the cathedral will he the offi-
cers of the International Federa-
tion of Catholic Alpmme (under
whose sponsorship the festivities
are held), and officers of the
Suburban Circle of the IFCA, as
well aa the debutantes with then-
fathers. preceded by their ladies-
in waiting.
Knights of Lithuania
Elect New Officers
NEWARK Charles Strolis
was elected president of Council
No. 29, Knights of Lithuania, at
the last meeting. Also elected
were Jack Remeika, vice presi-
dent; Aldona Vosylius, recording
secretary; Peter Podgalzky.
treasurer; Charles Sipaila and
Victor Vosylius, sergeants at
arms.
The executive board will be in-
stalled at the Jan. 19 meeting.
New Providence
Fund Drive
Totals $228,600
NEW PROVIDENCE The
building fund drive at Our Lady
of Peace parish topped its goal
of $225,000 this week, according
to a report made by chairman
James Farrell to Rev. Peter J.
Doherty, pastor.
At the final report of the gen-
eral campaign committee on Dec.
21, Farrell reported a total of
$228,000 pledged in memorials,
benefactor gifts and fair share
donations. More than 200 work-
ers had taken part in the cam-
paign which- opened one month
ago.
The money pledged will be used
as down payment on the cost of
erecting anew church, a six-
room addition to the parish
school and a cafeteria-auditor-
ium - gymnasium. Architect's
plans will shortly be submitted
to the Building and Sites Com-
mission of the Archdiocese of
Newark.
Bergen Holy Name Broadcasts
Rosary Over WSOU-FM
SOUTH ORANGE Beginning Jan. 1, WSOU-FM
(89.5), Uie Seton Hall University radio station, will broad-
cast the Rosary at 10 p.m., Monday throughFriday. Recit-
ing the Rosary for the broadcast will be men from various
parishes in the Bergen County Federation of Holy Name
aodeties. ,s ‘
They thui Join the Essex-West
Hudson Holy Name Federation,
which haa been broadcaating the
Boaary for several years at 8 90
p.m. Sundaya over WVNJ (620).
The new broadcast plana start-
ed last Spring at St. Leo's Holy
Name Society, East Paterson.
The matter was presented to Hie
Bergen County Federation, and
after conferences with A1 Klose,
WSOU director, arrangements
were completed for the 10 p.m.
program, closing WSOU's daily
broadcasting period.
The possibility of afternoon
broadcasts is being considered,
with the thought that schools
could carry the program over
their public address systems.
ARRANGEMENTS for the pro-
gram are under a committee
! beaded by John D. Kerwin, St.
|Leo's, chairman; John Mahady,
federation president: Henry
Crowley and Stephen Ryan. Rev.
Edward J. Holleran of St. Leo’s
>is adviser.
Thirteen Bergen County pariah
societies have registered to par-
ticipate in the Rosary broadcasts.
At 8 p m. each Tuesday, the des-
! ignated society makes a “live”
broadcast from WSOU. This is
taped and replayed for five
nights at 10 p.m.
The first taping was made by
St. Leo's Society on Dec. 15.
Other societies wishing to partici-
pate may get in touch with John
D. Kerwin. 135 Franklin St., East
Paterson.
RADIO ROSARY: Members of St. Leo’s Holy Name Society record the first “Radio
Rosary Program” at WSOU-FM, “The Voice of Seton Hall.” The station will carry
the program five nights a week, sponsored by the Bergen Country Federation of
Holy Name Societies, starting Jan. 1. Leading the recitation is Rev. Edward J. Hol-
leran of St. Leo’s. Seated with him are, from left, Stephen Ryan and Henry Crow-
ley, Radio Rosary committee members; John J. Mahady, Bergen County Federation
president; John D. Kerwin, St. Leo’s president; Anthony Jorlett, secretary; and
James'Donlevy, treasurer, St. Leo’s HNS.
Essex Jury Indicts
Three on Obscenity
NEWARK Throe more indictment* in obscenity
casos have been returned by the Essex County Grand
bringing to four the number of persons now awaiting trial
on obscenity charges.
Among those indicted last week was Jerrol Picker-
ing of New York. He was
charted with advertising obscene
photographs for sale. According
to the county prosecutor's office,
he operated a mail order busi-
ness from a post office box here.
Also indicted were Louis C.
North of Irvington and Sidney S.
Uittleman of Linden. North was
charted with possesing obscene
movies allegedly sold to him by
MitUeman. Both were arrested
Oct. IS by detectives from Sher-
iff Neil Duffy's office.
SHEBIKF'S detectives made
another arrest during the week,
holding Harry Well* of 556
Broadway, Newark, operator of a
secondhand book (tore there, on
charge* of possessing obscene
literature. Forty-nine bundle* of
allegedly obscene magazines
were confiscated.
Helping to make the arrest was
Detective Arthur Magnuson, who
has been assigned full-time to
investigations regarding the dis-
play and sale of obscene mater-
ial. According to Duffy, Magnu-
son will also help the prosecut-
or's office prepare the cases for
presentation to the grand jury.
Bewildering Court View:
You Can’t Sell Obscene Books
Unless You Haven’t Read Them
WASHINGTON No one. il
would appear, is more confused
over the issue of obscenity than
the U.S. Supreme Court.
For the second time tdw its
1957 ruling holding that obscenity
does not enjoy constitutional
guarantees, the court has upset
a statute designed to control the
display and sale of objectionable
material.
) In its latest ruling, the court
upset a Los Angeles ordinance
forbidding the sale and posses
J sion of obscene books. The court
held that the law was so strict
that it also tended to restrict the
distribution of unobjectionable
material.
WHILE THAT was the major-
ity opinion, there was no lark
of others, even though the court
was unanimous in throwing out a
conviction under the law. One
other opinion sided with the ms
jority in upsetting the conviction
but opposed the majority in de-
claring the Los Angeles ordi-j
nance unconstitutional. Three
other opinions were also given *
The total of five opinions was {
owe shy of Use six given by the
cent in June when it stnsck i
•town a New York Stale deci-
sion under which showings ol
the meric, "Lady Chatterley’s
Lever,” were banned.
The most recent case involved
an appeal by Eleatar Smith, a
Los Angeles bookstore proprietor
sentenced to 30 days in jail in
1957 for offering an allegedly ob- 1
scene book for sale. While lifting
the conviction, the court did not
rule on whether or not the book
was actually obscene by the
standards it outlined in 1957.
Then the court established this
test for determining obscenity:
"Whether to the average person,
applying contemporary commun-
ity standards, the dominant
theme of the material taken as a,
whole appeals to prurient inter-
i est."
JUSTICE HII.I.IAM J. Bren 1
nan Jr., who wrote that opinion,
gave the majority opinion In the
* Los Angeles case. Justice Johnj
111. Harlan agreed to upset thei
conviction but voted to uphold
the law. Concurring opinions
were given by Justice* Felix
Frankfurter, Hugo L. BUck and
William O. Douglas.
Brennan said that a booksell-
er may not be convicted unless
it is proved that he knew the
book he offered for sale was
of questionable content. It is
unreasonable, he said, to ex-
pect that he will read every
book be offers for sale.
“By dispensing with a require-
ment of knowledge of the con-
tents of the book on the part of
the seller, the ordinance tends to
impose a severe restriction on
the public's access to constitu-
tionally protected matter. For if
the bookseller is criminally lia-
ble without knowledge of the con-
I tents, he will tend to restrict the
books he sells to those he has
inspected, and thus the state will
have imposed a restriction upon
the distribution of constitutionally
protected literature,” Brennan
I said.
BRENNAN DISMISSED a com
parison between pure food and
drug legislation and anti-obscen-
ity legislation. "There is no spe-
cific constitutional inhibition
against making the distributors
of food the strictest censors of
their merchandise, but the con-
stitutional guarantees of the free-
dom of speech and of the press
stand in the way of imposing a
similar requirement on the book-
seller,” he said.
Asking himself what law en-
forcement agencies can do if a
bookseller disclaims knowledge
of a book challenged as obscene,
Justice Brennan commented:
“We might observe that It
has been tome time now since
the law viewed itself at Impo-
tent to explore the actual state
of a man's mind . . . Eyewit-
ness testimony of a booksell-
er’s perusal of a book hardly
nerd be a necessary clement
in proving hit awareness of Its
content. The circumstances
may warrant the Inference that
he was aware of what a book
contained, despite his denial.”
I The book Smith had displayed
deals with female sexual devia-
tion. ,It was placed with others
on a table over which hung a
sigiv andglaring that "only per
sons 21 years of age and over
may handle books on this table.”
The Los Angeles judge who
heard the case held this indicat-
ed that Smith was aware of the
objectionable content of the book.
JUSTICE FRANKFURTER, in
his opinion, asked his colleagues
to make it clear “that the court's
decision in its practical effect is
not intended to nullify the con
ceded power of the state to pro
hibit booksellers from trafficking
in obscene literature.”
Justice Douglas in his con
curring opinion called the book
sold by Smith "repulsive.” But.
as he has in other cases, hr
thok the position that the court
errs in denying to obscenity
the protection of the freedom
of the press.
“The notion that obscene pub
llcations or utterances were not
included In free speech developed
in this country much later than
the adoption of the first Amend-
ment (1790).” he declared. He
expressed the hope that the
court’s decision may “provide
some degree of safeguard by
making those who patrol book-
stalls proceed less highhandedly
than has been their custom.”
JUSTICE BLACK went* even
further, asserting that by even
Indicating that there can be any
constitutional censorship of books
the court’s majority had struck
a blow against the Bill of Rights
"Censorship Is the deadly
enemy of freedom and prog-
ress,” he declared. "The plain
language of the Constitution
forbids It. I protest against the
judiciary giving it a foothold
here.”
Justice Harlan said the court
should not upset the Los Angeles
ordinance because “the striking
down of local legislation is al-
ways serious business." He said
he would upset the conviction but
send the case back for anew
trial on the grounds that lower
courts had denied Smith the op
portunity to prove that commun-
ity standards would tolerate the
book in question.
Seton Hall Receives
Research Grant
JERSEY CITY - The Seton
Hall College of Medicine has re
celved a $19,852 research grant
from the National Institute of
Health.
The grant will be used to study
the effects of the new human
growth hormones on diabetes and
related diseases. The principal
Investigator* will be Dr. Dorothy
H. Hcnneman and her husband.
Dr. Philip Henneman.
Find No ‘Catholic Vote’
For Catholic Candidates
NEW YORK (RNS) —1( a
Catholic is nominated (or Presi-
dent, the average Catholic would
not vote for him unless hij is
convinced that the nominee is
the candidate best qualified for
the office, iccording to a na
lion-wide Newsweek survey.
The survey also discloses that
the Catholic voter:
“Would like to see a Catholic
run, and win, mainly to wipe
out the shibboleth that no Catho-
lic can be elected President.
“Deeply wishes that the reli-
gious issue could be kept out of
the campaign, but knows it’s im
possible.
“Feels that there is far less
anti-Catholicism today than in
1928 (when A1 Smith ran for
President), nevertheless he is
frankly worried about the extent
of religious bitterness that may
be engendered, and sees signs of
it now in the birth control issue.
"Sometimes wonders if it
might not be better to postpone
a showdown for a few more
years, but, on balance, he would
prefer to face the issue now.
“Is worried, too, by the pos-
sibility that if a Catholic is elect
ed, any mistake he makes in the
White House will be blamed on
his religion or on the Pope.”
December 24, 1959 the advocate 3
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#arb!l?«J"#s ,^r B .!*0 ” nl roowo revival,raaturtn* famed "Oladlola Girl- spoof•« Jan Aft moMcais
aw«!.t^*# Sunshine outreseously
Of the old stylo musical
£E7r.2i“ Ju~p “ r* UM ■ cor * »*
*
of One- Heart warm
S*. romedy. fuU of East-Wast
r^ii^U'_,yUl Oortrudo Bora aa aSlrooklyn widow wooed by a Tokyo ty
~T** -«»u"d - Crudely
■o*jjo*j«»ei»oo Play havoc arlth what
boon a XvUlaad domaaUc
_
Ulrad* Warfcar Tanas, movlna
•rams aa mettlesome Anne Sullivan
Jamas a small but ferortou. Helen Kel
lar to laacb her the wonders of words
j-jßar^rrt.ggra
S.SSZ “» *“• B
**v PMr LMt Brilliant trealniHr
adaptation of gnaw'. comod, about Um
Cochnap flowar-ctrl tranaformad br Um
Ip*. Wb*—r af apooch. Romo low.
MSSI *■ *"*■»*« **
"“•Wb and marhcm la ■ quaint wax
of oli T andao tan profanity
**bSSTI^.*, uISS& ataaad waD-
amw muatral about huh and low tlfa
In Om distant New Orteana and Sara-
°lu*H Nlaht Slickly
auaarroata Immorality aa two rharming
unhappy paopla find la a caaual llaiaon
tha atuw cnra for thalr a motional Ilia.
Tho Sound of Moalc Enchanting
JEJ'uIS wMh wln *° m » “'T Martta aatho Jlaaly convent alrt who la unr had
lh * ,7r* pp children g choral earoar.
Famllr antarUlnmant.
_**•••, Wrd *f Y«lfll —' TennMHf
WlUlsms latest iipoh of Dwp South
ibliu with atrkantnaly ran-
did atudlos In daaanaracy.
T*ko Mo Alana Molodie OTMatl]
moMcol. aattlliur Uto amolttown Ufa
problama of mnlvbl Unci* Sid (Jarkia
Gloom) and hla bookish taanadad no-
»ho«. Ona dubious danca bat raaaraUy
O.K. »
Tba Tanth Man— Plaaaant romantic
parabla In anafona aatuna anUaanad
with wry Jewish humor. Oppoalns to
day's skepticism. sanll mentally Undo aU
faltha. raaardlaaa of baala for baUaf.
Warm Ponlnaula Shy Milwaukao
mlnatar loaea aoma romantic UluMona
In faat llrtna Miami. Subplot casual
about Illicit lora.
World of Suila Wans Painfully
aantlmantal hokum alamorlzlna a Hons
kaitat Inddaatal humor mostly
OPENING NIGHT: Anew Christmas play for schools,
“Through Advent to the Manger," by Msgr. Henry M.
Veith, pastor of Holy Trinity, Passaic, opened Dec. 20
at the author’s parish. Above right, Msgr. Veith, left,
discusses the program with Bishop McNulty and Rev.
James C. Turro, diocesan censor, between acts. Above
right is a scene in the Court of King Achaz were Isaias
made prophecies of the coming Redeemer.
Religious Emblems
In Cars Protested
PITTSBURGH (RNS) The
Pittsburgh Are* Protestant Coun-
cil of Churches has asked author-
ities that religious emblems and
statues be removed from all city
and county government-owned
automobiles. ,
‘Bert Hur’ Heads Critic’s
List of 10 Best Movies
By William H. Mooring
This year the annual game of
picking the “10 best" calls for
some definitions and stipulations.
Best by reason of what? Best in
artistic or technical values? Best
as mass entertainment? Best be-
cause of sharp impact, "shock"
content, thematic timeliness or
social significance?
I select my 10 because I think
they best applied artistic percep-
tion to good, moral purpose, in
an effort to entertain and per-
haps, in. varying degrees, elevate
tha human mind.
Thus I arrive at the following:
"Ben Hut,” "The Nun’s Story,"
“The Diary of Anne Frank," "The
FBI Story," "The Wreck of the
Mary Dearc,” "North by North-
west," “Shake Hands With the
Devil," "Blue Denim," "John
Paul Jones” and "Compulsion."
I OFFKR NO apologies for
omitting several 1959 pictures
other critics may be'counted up-
on to include. In • year of in-
creasingly contradictory signs,
movies have reflected wider va-
riety in thematic*. Some have
presumed to explore, at greater
depth and with intensifying real-
ism, the twists and temptations
of mankind. Too often ostensibly
serious screen dramas have
merely exploited certain evil*
they set out to explore. Dramatic
solutions based on moral, spirit-
ual and social realities have been
»ll too rarely arrived at.
While I have selected my "10
best” without eying box-office re-
port*, I do not ignore the fact,
too frequently overlooked nowa-
days, that movies are a mass me-
dium of entertainment. While a
hodge-podge of spectacular hok-
um called “Hercules” and a
puerile, tasteless comedy called
“Some Like It Hot” raked in for-
tunes at the theater, so too did
the pornographic but technically
polished "Anatomy of a Murder,”
which doubtless will show up on
many a list.
"Anatomy” cannot have been
"best” for most of those who
saw It. Morally it may have
been the worst film of the year
in Its effect upon children and
youths; perhaps many adults
also.
Another "Separately Gasified”
film, Tennessee Williams’ “Sud-
denly, Last Summer,” which deals
nauseously with sex perversion,
can hardly be deemed a "best”
by anyone who appreciates the
Legion’s concern that theater
owners rccogniie their "social
and moral responsibilities to the
impressionable and immature.”
While the film may, as the Legion
states, be "moral in its theme
and treatment," it is repellent in
the extreme.
Again, “On the Beach,” which
may figure in many lists, negates
all moral, artistic and theatrical
purpose by its nihilistic philoso-
phy and itj theoretical condona-
tion of mass suicide. Some of its
central characters are creatures
of cardboard. It presumes to
bring mankind a momentous
message, but its' hackneyed, Hol-
lywood insistence oo sex ro-
mance, clinches my opinion that
it is a fake.
Journey to Center
Of the Eartf\
Good (Family)
Jules Verne's descriptive gen-
ius lay largely in his Icnack for
making the most fantastic adven-
tures seem plausible, even pro-
phetic. This film abandons all
such pretention. With tongue in
cheek and occasional snickers at
its own incredibility, the picture
develops into weirdly spectacular
color fantasy. Pat Boone, in a
virtually non-singing role, plays
assistant to a scientist (James
Mason), and with lovely widowed
secretary (Arlene Dahl) tagging
along, they descend through the
crater of a volcano into the bow-
els of the earth. There they find
mountains and oceans, plus mon-
sters the like of which no horror-
film trickster aver before con-
jured up.
Happy Annirer*ary
.Fair (Objectionable In part)
The screen version of the Jo-
seph Fields • Jerome .Chodorov
stageplay, with David Niven and
Mttzi Gaynor in great comedy
form, might have become a
healthy, hilarious spoof on fam-
ily life. Its sallies against TV
(Pop hates the small screen and
smashes set after »et), are riot-
ous, but premarital relations as
a repetitious topic of family con-
versation present embarrassing,
even disgusting overtones, espe-
cially since two young children
are repeatedly involved in highly
risque situations and dialogue.
The film’a glib endorsement of
“trial marriage" may draw cheap
guffaws from moronic types, but
reflects no credit on the authors
or the actors.
MOVIES
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Thud Baa
Television
SUNDAY, DSC. 17
11
a.m. (11)—Christopher*.
IJO pm («) Catholic Hour
SATURDAY. JAN 1
1 P m. (11l - Bishop Sheen
Radio
SUNDAY, DSC. 17
0:15 am WNEW—Sacrad Htart
Procrom
11 * an. WRCA—Hour of St. Francis
TJO a.m. WHOM—-Sacred Heart Hour
IJO a m. WOR Marian Thaatcr
*5O a.m WMCA Ara Maria Hour
N*w Year's In a Taxi.
*« a.m. W'MTR—Hoar ol St. Francis
me a.m. WOR * Marian rtieatar
mo a.m. WRCA Catholic Hour
1150 pm. ill* Chrlotnpher*.
*.30 pm. WVNJ LI vina Rosary
Procram
MONDAY, OSC. 11
lam. WSoU «FM> sacra* Heart
Prof ram
TUISOAY, DIC. 1*
S pm W&OU iTM> - Sacra* Heart
Procram
WSONRSDAY DIC M
* *» WSOU <FM> - Sacra* Heart
730 p.m. WBNX SL Stephen's
Church. Novena
THURSDAY, DIC. II
Jem. WSOU <FMt - Sacra* Heart►5O p.m. WSOU cFM> - Are Marla
FRIDAY, JAN. 1
1 pm. WSOU IFMI _ Sacra* Heart
7 15 p rn. WSOU tFM) Hour of SL
frueti
*3O pm. WBNX Perpetual Help
*s* P m WSOU trio Hour ot the
Cruel fie* Procram
SATURDAY. JAN. I
7 0® Pm. WOR Family Theater.
10 Best Sellers
For December
The 10 best-sellidg books for
December, as listed by Ameri-
ca. national Catholic weekly re-
view, are as follows;
1. This Is Your Tomorrow
. . . and Today, by M. Ray-
mond, 0.C.5.0.
2. The Cathqlic Marriage
Manual, by George A. Kelly.
3. It Is Paul Who Writes, by
Ronald Knox and Ronald Cox.
4. The Devil’s Advocate, by
Morris L. West.
5. Life of Christ, by Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen.
6. Image of America, by
Raymond L. Bruckberger.
7. Lamps of Love, by Louis
Colin, C SS R.
*. A Family on Wheels, by
Maria Augusta Trapp with
Ruth T. Muroch.
». The Cardinal Strictch
Story, by Marie C. Buehrle.
10. The Hidden Face, by Ida
Friederike Goerres.
Films on TV
rollaaUad la a 110l of film, on TV
* • fan 1 There may bo rhaniM
1* some dua to rula for TV uoa. but
•enormity. Iho orlclaal Lesion of Da
raocy ratinca may bo accepted aa
corraot
FOR THE FAMILY
Bor WMh Groan
Hair
( all of Foroat
Chip of Flytn* U
Derm* Yount
Dark Command
k vary body's llobby
Gawoi Man Votes
Hold That Choot
Ivory Hunter
Ja*uar
Km* of llorkoy
1-ody In lha Iron
Moak
lm«a Wolf Return*
Mikado
My Do* Khan
OSS
Tan Ganilaman
From Wool Foint
Tan tin* TiaUM
on Old Gamp
Ground
This b My Affair
Thundar in V allay
Tobor lha Croat
Troojuro Island
Two Glrb A Sailor
Way Out Wanl
W yomtn*
Yank In RAF.
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Adam A Evalvn
After Thin Man
Karon of ArUono
Karkn Corrosposs-
dout
Caamr A
Ciooyotra
Canyon Fisas*#
Cant. Black Jock
Cast a Dork
Shadow
Chino Sky
( aronor C.r~k
Crock t>
IW*U Thumb* a
Bute
fhsffy'a Tavam
Follow iha j ap dor
4 Jlila in Jaap
Get-Away
Hi*h Wail
Lee Mlaorabloo
Matete Gats Man
Man te Iron Ma*A
M*ht In Casa-
klanco
Rinas on ller
Ftetara
Stairway te
Heaven
Sir ah* a Affairs
Susy
Talas af lloffman
Tondac Com rad a
That Hamilton
Those Rndaarln*
Youn* ('harms
TUht UtUo loUnd
Tl*ht Shoo*
U Root Fit sonar
Woll
Whan laadteo
Moot
Winter Wonder-
land
OBJECTIONABLE
Kuliftehters
Iteter K ary on
Flahtin* Man of
Ghoat Shin
llslfbrvad
In Nama Only
My Ultia
OUckade*
Never Wave at a
Wa*
Thrill of BrssJl
Tuttle* of Tabid
CONDEMNED
Haven
New Catholic
Book Releases
. YoGooloa U a Bat at no. Catholic
aa——lad Mr the Catholic Inner-
Mia at A— artaa Lbrmnr.
Chrtrtieattr and Art, By Trank G—lam
Malarr at aartaal. medley.l and
■aa.laaoaro art alraaMaa < hurch
“• “naiad rata at Um -ho- .id
•he nit—aauaUl trait- at a hetae
eavtreaa— <—Oar —art. <Pidaa.
»»■ taraa—i The kaaa at Batklat—, by
Ckartaa C. Mu roe. fat a 111 bioar*
—Ur 'Bruce —90 t.
Tka Ordiaattaa at a •ebdaecaa. a Do.
tMM, a Brtart. Be.loioa aad aaaanMaa
at aa earlier ——ltalian <B|. At
tt—r QMk Hr. aaa—l.
kratkaia far*. hr Carol— Now to—a
'lgttSs&M
*Sr£r
ttrr£?ls£:S
REMEMBER THAT Chriatmai
la ChrUt'i birthday.
Evaluating Recent Books
BffUy: I. General readme. II Adnlta
.*y— •* <»> advanced ran lent
«Jloj_'b> Immoral lanxuarr er tn
eklmU; VTI. Parroinibla far dtarrimia-
-l}r‘‘ Not ***•"*"*»** ta
*
T ESm (lie), br mere and
TANARUS»the laUnda nu hr Randolph Slew
°^*k*.W^*t * ,W “’ ‘ T Cfertetenterr
Adventurer of the Mind ilia), edited
Threlaen and Koehler.
7 *'VJSk**T *** hT Herman
■ll*?t.****> **»rß (Hal. be Ftrure Palmer.
L rTulT'*”* V, * r * (~* >- br Robert
W H*f perk!' “•'’A' Aetb <'<•', br Joaenb
T *S Cr, _T*.* f AHeannl Vantvrl ill. br
Haward Shaw.
Tl SliuJr *"* * #Wmto# **
SS*y. <!!•)» by Da rid RUrton
"raJS?. ***" "»
**f|l »i| D ***' •« R'*» dial, b, p»ta,
T>
? i* A,a dial, brAnaee c. Vaughan.
T, Wear'rt " '"A I- *>» Horrta U
' l
3orrS
,,* r * ** dlraahlma 111. br Edita
MW,n "* "*'• h
**'■ c ' ,u ’ *»
The Charlatan (IV) br Chrtatin AmoUvr
• r *er (III) br Stephen hirm:ae
- **" ~m' *»
'• *• "»> *»
W> Alternate Cm (Ha) br Jnna T
T
rtl«mlmrjl ***''"*• <Mk> b t Paraldena
■ (Ilk) hr Ua Pluming
d'Ara ll > by Foamcy hi Pa
Tha ■ wayira I Lila Hla) by Noal Car-
Tha Rattla af Praaca. laaa ilia) by
Cat A. Goulard
Tka AaaarlcaalxaHaa al Imlly (IV) ay
William I. Rai.
(atari Laad (IV) by William ■
Jaan tlbnllua (lla). by Harold E. John
■on
(Pranyara an tba I Kara iIV) by Daaalaa
Blar
(vary Wamaa (Hal by Rickard
Jlmar Whitehall War (Ilk) Arrry Roik
Tha OMar Saldltr (lib) by J W. UmMl
Tha Praadlaa Itblc dial by Richard La
Ptaru
Tka Tawa Hauaa (III) by Nora Lofta
Whan Iha Shl» tank (III) by Jamaa Maa-
Cruwar
A Kay la tba Marina HU) by Robart
Martin
Artaen'a talaad (III) Elaa Moranla
Tha Mllla al Caaa (I) by Robart N«n
Ha Mad II Mada HID by Salary 0(1)1
Walla Rlaa Up and Haiy Autumn In Yaar
Hand (lla) by George S- Parry
Klllar an tha Catwalk Hla) Judion Phil-
lira
fhadaar at Oulll (Ilk) by Patrick Qoci.Ua
Nat Ha, Inapneter (lla) by llalrn Ratlly
What la Tha Slarat (Ilk) by Arthur J
Rath
Raaad thank illk) by Alma Routaong
Oaaphtar at Praaca (lla) by V. SarknDa-
krat
Thraaah Iha NlyKI Hla) by Hana Urban
I waa a TaorvAno Dwarf ilia) by Maa
Shutman
Saturday Night and Sunday Mur Mag IVI
by Alan Sillltoa
Tha Man Wha waa Tkraa Jumna Akaad
(Ilk) by Hornpton Stoana
"tT£V?*T * *— *. <•»' W SUM.
Tha kMI •« w.n» ni«) hr lank Taaa>
«a (It h, Laato Ma
rSm’Lmm On. (Mai by Ml
Mar. U 1. * dial br LaMt VriiaT
Tba C mm illli hr Km raaa tma
Tba Darthr la (Mb) hr 4arh «abh
wmd m wmmrnm tiu> tqi asrabm t*
«S~e m Mw »«tk iMt Oftoto tor
Mtnwnu sutfl
w>wr nm an •<*#«» (Ila), ia Atasp
M. Sinn
The PMtoh) Qwrrtl (11, by Bfvyti
Mtwwn »• Oette (I). toy 14 star M*
TVfw
Tba Tbrbwto AMctto dial, tor >r
•ana Yaie
Academic Precemlen dial, by Rmf
VMM
HytbUni— ma». by w |i Yaata.
Mara Hearts Art far Cabtoaaaa dial, tor
VU Puiium •
lemur Knewtedee dial, toy Palmaa*
Schwarts
Lerena (lU>. tor Frank Slaughter
Ana Anafbar Thlna dla). toy IfbaH Ft
lattk
Maart*. Needle dial, by W. D. SnaA*
craaa
Rattle. Tba itenr a# tba Imlm dial,
tor Jabn Totand
William Dimand i Drum (I), toy Ah
P. Tourtrllot.
A Family an Whaal. (I), toy Marts
Augusta Trapp
Tba tim af Philip Flamina (IV). toy
Ir»«n* Wallace.
Tba Affair In Arcaay (lib), by Jama*
Wellard
osadness Mad Nath.no ta Da With It
ilto). by Mae Weet.
CaMWalw: IHt (IW toy Kite Saearal4
Tba Fresh and fba Salt (Ilto). by OUa
Mr in*fellow
Jett arson Davd dla), by Hudson St rad a
Tba Imbadled Isacvtlve (I), by Siren*
and Hortnel
toast Star las tram tba Paris Review (Ilto).
edited by W illtam Styron
R*der an a White Horae (I). by Reee>
irury Sutc’ ff
law at All Aaas and), by Angela Thirkell
Ratrayal illb'. by Ethel E. Tl*ua *
Pater the Flrtt lib . by Alexey Tolstoy
The Master at Radasr*t Mall (Ilto). tor
Hen tv Traece
Tba Fiery Fls war (in, by Paul I*
Wellman
■arly India and Pakistan (lla). toy
Mortimer Wheeler »
Tba Tempted lie), by Norbert Wiener
Tewn towmina III), by Thomas William*
Family Reader at American Masterpiece
'Hal. edited by Ralph L. Woods.
Came Hart and Dm ills), by Jerem?
Loyola to Expand
CHICAGO Loyola University
has announced plans for a *93
million expansion program, to lie
completed in 40 years. Plans it*,
elude development of three exist*
ing centers and crea-
tion of anew one.
4 THK ADVOCATI Deember *4,1»»
IRISH SPECIAL
•£?'& sx:'ou.'":x
50 Fins Irish Stamps $l.OO
American Stamps
Mint U.t. 1945-44-47-4S
25 Stamps only $l.OO
"*•*' W&'j. 7^
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
1 I 6 Wciihinytof ‘ *rp< *
MA 7-5071 Newark, N J
EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS PASSION PLAY
<**-**l I Q*.r—
I TWO OMATUf CATHOLIC IVINTI Of IHO
■f IW MlnulMi Madat IkrlM latan* A lirkll la ilaataaa
-VaAai. IMlaMala, laaaknK*. Await ia 1.1. Gw.—, a. Mwalak
Vaalaa. Maa, fWaata. Aaaial aaf llataal lata. TVaa
Oaaaa. Maala Carla aid laarAaa.
«Mh>ml«». «»a. -~n Mrwlaa.
Aacarwaaaia* ataa fcy a Man aa iai.itwal Olraata*.
I fara-aaty |M« A VAIU* tOU CAN'T ATTOiO TO Mitt.
t«M tm H.m. • WaaAlntaa. D. C.
I
Anew /
star in your
neighborhood...
M/. Wfk U Bmm. Iml. .1
I«toHlh Um nnart to
/
V
The spotlight’s on
SCIENTIFIC SHOE FITTERS
Join us In a day full of values as we open our new (lewis store. Heed-
quarters for fit, quality and fashion in this neighborhood. StyUe for the
whole family—the pre-school youngsters and the grade school gang—at
family budget prices.'(herds is the shoe for your childrm Bring the whole
family in for a day full of footwear fun.
SCIENTIFIC
SHOE FITTERS
DIRECTION Of JOSEPH LA JtOCCA
SOI BIOOMfIKLO AVI MONTCLAIR
COMPUTE orthopedic shoe service
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A 16-page
color folio of
great paintings of
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LIFE
OE
CHRIST
In this week's special Christ-
mas issue, the editors o( the
Post are presenting the most
beautiful and moving feature
ever published in The Saturday
Evening Post - “The Life of
Christ." These magnificent
color photographs are superb
reproductions of rare frescoes
and wood-panel paintings dis-
covered in the churches, con-
vents and monasteries of Italy.
The accompanying test is from
the Holy Gospels.
These paintings selected
from over 80,000 works of art
—took over two years to photo-
graph. and arc being printed in
a 16-page removable section
that you'll want to keep for
many yean. Don't miss this
memorable publishing event
“The Life of Christ."
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We in particularly pleaied to
welcome your distinguished gath-
ering today, beloved sons who
claim the honorable and respon-
sible title of Catholic Jurists. You
bare come to Rome to celebrate
| together the
[ 10th convention,
one of a series
of yearly meet-
ings organised
by your, union.
Ibis denotes
the seriousness
of your duty
and . the . con-
stant fruitful
diligence of
your work, which is considerably
productive.
We tell you, therefore,’ of Our
great satisfaction with the pro-
gram that you pursue with such
competence and nobility of feel-
ing. You are conscious of your
lofty mission, and you wish to
live it fully in the light of God
sad of a fearless conscience.
The word jurist indicates a
highly qualified person, of noble
Steadfastness and sensitivity. It
bespeaks a profound interior in-
tellectual and moral formation
which has pentrated to the roots
of pensive youth in his fruitful
•nd generous years; a formation
that constantly renews itself in
*n effort of uninterrupted updat-
ing.
THE WORD Jurist also refers
to the strict interpreter of the
law, the guardian and defender
of juridical principles, the tire-
less practitioner and fashioner of
that development of the law
which is anchored in the two
tables of Divine Law, which
finds its expression and con-
firmation in the natural law,
fashioned by the creative hand of
God in every human soul.
The Jurist fives further ap-
plication of the commandments
of this law to the specific cases
of the limitless variety of life,
and at the same time he de-
duces sanctions from the law,
according to the image of that
God who Is a Just, strong and
* wise Jadge (ef. Pa. 7:11).
' Your position aa convinced and
~ practicing Catholics throws a
special light on your mission,
which We do not hesitate to de-
scribe as a real and lofty voca-
tion. It finds its consecration and
its crowning in the faithful ad-
herence to the laws of God and
His Church.
BUT A SPECIAL proof of your
seriousness of intention and of
your work has been offered to
Ua by your congress’ theme,
which haa attracted lively atten-
tion: “The Freedom of the Preaa
in the Juridical Order.” You
have devoted your atudiea to thia
question for aome time past,
dedicating many and scholarly
treatments in the specialized re-
views published by your union.
This is one of the truly crucial
points of today’s social life, and
We are grateful to you for having
recalled it once again to the at-
tention of the juridical world.
A long time ago, when We
occupied the episcopal throne
of St. Mark'*, We had. the re-
sponsibility of serving at presi-
dent of the Tri-Veneto Episco-
pal Conference, and the idea
occurred to Va then to devote
a thoughtful and substantial
document to the multiple prob-
lems of the press in the name
of all the Bishops of the Three
Veakes. And now the Lord has
willed Vs here and We con-
tinue to think of it often, for
there pass before Vs every
day pages of printed material:
dallies and periodicals, books
and reviews, as well as reports
on books and their evaluation
from a religious and moral
standpoint.
In this respect We would like
to tell you, with simplicity and
paternal confidence, as one
would to a gathering of attentive
and beloved sons, of a recollec-
tion of Ours. We keep in Our
heart the memory of the simple
and healthy environment in
which the Lord wished Us to open
Our eyes to the light of this
world. From Our adolescence We
found Ourselves immersed in a
domestic and diocesan tradition
that was always open to the
knowledge of what is true and
beautiful. It was a tradition
friendly to the abundance of an-
cient'ud modern chronicles of
regiooil We which illustrated the
habits and customs of the people.
KETUXNING IN Our thoughts
to the things aeon and heard and
the people encountered. We hare
the Joy to say that in Our youth
Our spirit was never offended by
disconcerting sights, words or ac-
counts, and We can therefore
testify to the forthrightness, hon-
esty and delicacy .of conscience
of Our family and Our people.
Here We speak not only of the
clergy and teachers with whom
We came into contact, but also
of the laity of various classes;
yes, also .the laity, whose fate
it was to live in tempestuous and
polemical times which were, in
certain respects, of less favor-
able conditions than those in
which the Catholic laity live to-
day!
In the memory of the sound
uprightness of those days, how
can the Pope who feels the
harden of the spiritual respon-
sibility entrusted to him,
though his usual calm may
hide from the eyes of the faith-
ful the worries he has how
can he remain indifferent to the
propagation of a chronicle, a
publicity and a romanticised
exhumation of history which
have nothing to do with instruc-
tion and honest information?
Will not his heart suffer at the
thought of the poison that is ad-
ministered with unrestrained de-
tail to so many innocent people
and to youth in their inexperience
and in the confusion of their
adolescent years, with accounts,
exposes and illustrations which
hive nothing to do with the
knowledge of truth, the attraction
of what is good and the vision
of what is beautiful, but which
are clearly excluded from them?
Whoever has the duty of
evaluating the things of this
world according to the high crite-
rion of the laws of God and of
safeguarding the moral beauty of
the soul cannot fail to recall
solemnly those terrible words of
Jesus: “Whoever causes one of
these little ones who believe in
me to sin, it were better for him
to have a great millstone hung
around his neck, and to be
drowned in the depths of the sea.
Woe to the world because of
scandals!. .
.
but woe to the man
through whom scandal does
come!” (Matt. 18:6-7).
Because of these things We are
emboldened, and with entreating
voice and strong heart We sub-
mit to the attention of parents
and educators, of statesmen,
legislators and Jurists, of publish-
ers and industrialists these fol-
lowing points, trusting in their
good will and rectitude:
Press Must Not
Abuse Freedom
(1) One must above all have a
clear conscience, constantly in-
spired to a right equilibrium, and
not inclined to insensibility and
laxism.
THE RIGHT to truth and pri-
entation toward an objective mor-
al norm, founded on the lasting
value of the divine law, is an-
terior and superior to every other
right and demand. The freedom
of the press must conform and
discipline itself in this respect
to the divine laws, which are
reflected in the human laws, just
as the freedom of individuals is
conformed and disciplined by
positive precepts.
And as It Is not lawful for the
free clUxen by the mere fact
that he proclaims himself free
to do violence and bring
damage to the freedom, prop-
erty and life of his neighbor, so
neither Is It lawful for the press
under the pretext that H
must be free to assail dally
and systematically the religious
and moral well-being of man-
kind.
Every other requirement,
whether of gain or dissemination
of news, must be subject to
these basic laws.
This clear conscience must be
Joined to the precise understand-
ing of every man's proper mis-
sion. This mission is, in faet,
not only informative but for-
mative, and it therefore alms at
giving an education. No one can
deny that the organa of the press
an not only means through which
publfc opinion la expressed^but
tkm and formation, and there-
fore sometimes instruments ef
the deformation of public opinion.
NOW, EDUCATION in none
other than respect of human
values, which is gradually
formed, but which also can be
upset if it is not sufficiently pro-
tected against sinful inclinations
This education, according to an
ancient and still valid Socratic
concept, is a drawing out of the
intimacy of the.human spirit so
as to bring it to light, Ufa rod
perfection: therefore it cannot he
an injection of poison, a con-
scious enticement to evil inclina-
tions, a contribution toward con-
fusion. or indeed an oppressing
and diebasing of human dignity.
Rights ofPress
Are Limited
(2) This clear conscience of it-
self invokes and assumes by its
own action those due limitations
which must restrain the rights of
the press in respect, order and
legality. These limitations are
imposed upon the desire to speak
of or treat a matter in a morbid
fashion, upon the eagerness for
the sensational and illicit They
are imposed upon the flattery of
gain, upon inconsiderateness and
levity which violently destroy the
innocence of the child and the
adolescent while they Justify
themselves with the claim that
this is inevitable and fateful.
It is better to be explicit to
this matter, without regard for
what one would say Mt of hu-
man respect, so that there wffl
be no connivance with com-
plicity: It is not the tove of
knowledge, of culture and of
troth that guides certain pews,
but the unhealthy fire of cer-
tain passions and tbo immoder-
ate desire for notoriety and
gain which passes ever the In-
sistent appeals of the cow-
science.
Can it be lawful that one may
blatantly offer details and de-
scriptions to the cupidity of
curiosity which should be re-
served to police laboratories and
the magistiature? Is H ever law-
ful to allow criminal deeds to be-
come the occasion and incentive
to vice, when it would be better
to throw a veil of pity over these
crimes?
Publicity itself, especially la
certain fields, obeying nefarious
rules, has assumed disconcerting
and frightening aspects that can-
not bo justified except by the de-
liberate intention of-violently af-
fecting the senses and penetrat-
ing the force of minds without
concern for the wounds left on
the soul.
THE ATTENTIVE examination
of this painful situation must
therefor* lead tha responsible au-
thorities and offices to a logical
and dutiful conclusion: that there
must be necessary limitations In
the exercise of the freedom of
the press. ,
And these ttmUsttons mast he
strictly determined an the heals
of the lav and three gh it, an
that sack a delicate, Important
sad decisive field ter the fntnre
at every nation may net be left
to the mercy of Improvisation,
feeble self-control, of nrhieh
mack hat been said: or norm,
to the merry of had faith and
It is up to you also, beloved
sons who have made this the ob-
ject of study sod constructive
action during this convention, to
apply the contribution of your
doctrine and also your authority
as Catholic journalists to the so-
lution of this very serious prob-
lem.
What Must
Catholics Do?
(3) Finally, there must be
clearcut positions and a positive
program.
By natural disposition of mind
We do not like to apply —and
only rarely do We apply
strong expressions to the multi-
ple situations of social life. We
do so only when We fed con-
fident that they can be im-
proved. But in this case We fed
the need to say everything, and
to confide Our anxieties and Our
hopes to those who are Our
friends and brothers brothers
because of the practice of the
Catholic Faith and also because of
the mutual sincere and human
feeling we share on this matter
of the degenerating press and the
valuation made of writers worthy
of the name.
THE FIRM positions required
of Catholics are therefore as fol-
lows: not to havo fear of being
silenced as "scrupulous" and ex-
aggerates* ( in their attitude of
disapproval of a certain proas.
Hence, not to buy, nor credit, nor
favor or even speak of the per-
verse press. Not to fear to avail
oneself of every means of chan-
neling this sector toward a hu-
man and civilised discipline, even
before channeling It toward a
Christian discipline.
It Is the Cathedra who are
called prtodpady to this west
alee all thsee whs knee an ban-
desire to be aeeful to society,
because to Ms (Md above ad
sue should feel toe sirtiaaeem
of the sto ef eaaleaton. *
As tor the positive program to
be loftowed: After noting hew
U|<giitU| Unf m rtt
rilht* at tht kna person, tt|
mutt be agreed that the mm
cannot he. nU re*aiding the
pna. Yet aha here tt is a ques-
*■«<« right that
“the nitetthe of this freedom,"
as was stressed by Oar predeces-
sor Kaa xn in IK7, “is the aim
•t every juridical order worthy
•t that Mat. . . One wou’d
lowed the press. . . to un«Mr-
■ke the reß*ioas and moral
kaadatiaos of the life of the peo-
ple. One aeed not even bo
Chrbtiaa to understand and ac-
cept this principle. The ase of
*»*■*■ and of a soand amral and
kridkal sense, undisturbed by
passinas. is eaou*h** (Discourses
and Radio Messages. voL Vin,
Jan. *. IM7. p. Mi).
Now the scope of the many
coa*resses and individual meet
in*s treatin* of studies and pub-
lications should be to enlighten,
convince and dear the air on
these question).
THE KESrOSSIBIUTT with
which each perm feel* himself
inrested win be foe men of id-
—
as wen as for all people
of rood win and lucid mind —a
peat incentive to act quickly and
wefl. to move promptly and with
a spirit of apostolate.
The lave af truth, the mo
staary of aae's own convictions
and shun seal far tools wOl
he an impetal far an those who
hire at heart the haaar of the
Chareh and the satratiaa af so-
ciety.
May this propim he enlivened
for you by the words of the
Apostle: “And in doing good let
u not grow tired; for in doe time
wa dun reap if we do not relax.
Therefore, while we have time,
let m do good to an men, bat
eepedaDp to thooe who are of the
household of faith" (Gal. «:M0).
beloved SONS! We have ac-
quainted you with Oar profound
anxieties and worriei, and hav-
ing done so has afforded Vt some
relief, like a person who has rid
himself of a weight baldening his
•nal: "I have spoken and un-
burdened my soul.” And We are
now comforted by' the thought
that We find in you a full under-
standing of the seriousness of the
problems, together with a win-
ing intention of remedying them.
Coatiaae with yaar atadln
*»d with the light ef good «■
eagle that jrw ghre. We hmke
■pee yea the faOaess ef Arise
gift* through the mate real la-
terceaaiea ef the laimacalate
Virgin. Mather ef Geed Ca-
ul, ae that yea may he ■«*-
tallied la year lahars, enconr-.
aged la geed will and he ghrea
aerenity of ceaacience.
Asa token of the heavenly fa»
vors. We are happy to impart to
you, as well as to the worthy
president, all the members of the
Union of Italian Catholic Jurists
and, to the people dear to you,
the propitiatory apoatolic bene-
diction.
Statesman Now Priest
ROME (RNS) - Dr. Luis Ig-
nacio Andrade, 64, former Colom-
bian Minister of Interior and
once his country’s ambassador to
the Vatican, was ordained a
priest Dec. 20 after 2-1/2 years of
study.
LAST LAP: Student nurses at Seton Hall University
received their rings recently at University College,
Newark, where they attend classes. The rings were
formally presented and blessed by Rev. Edward J.
Fleming, dean, University College Assisting are
Stanley P. Kozakowski, director of student affairs,
and Patricia Press of the nurses’ sophomore class. The
recipient here is Lois Farabaugh. She and her col-
leagues will be entering the senior class in September.
‘Green’ Mass Listed
By Accountants
NEW ORLEANS (NC) A
“Green" Mass, sponsored by
the Catholic Accountants' Guild
of New Orleans to implore
Divine guidance for all ac-
countants in their professional
work, will be offered for the
first time Jan. 9 in St. Louis
Cathedral here.
It is patterned after the
“Red” Mass of the St. Thomas
More Catholic Lawyers’ Asso-
ciation, and the "White" Mass
of Catholic physicians.
Czechoslovak Priest
Sentenced to Jail
VIENNA (RNS) Rev. VoJ-
tech Zabransky, a priest of
Rohatcs, Moravia, has been sen-
tenced to three years’ imprison-
ment for “anti state activities,"
according to the Cxechoslovak
communist newspaper, Nase
Pravda.
The paper said the priest urged
local farmers not to Join collec-
tive farms and claimed during a
sermon that “lies are being
spread in all sectors of publie
life.”
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According to St. Luke
At that time: a decree went forth from
Augustus Caesar that the whole world
should he enrolled. This first enrolment,
was made by Cyrlnus, the governor of
Syria. And all went to be enrolled, every
one Into his own city.
And Joseph also went up from Galilee,
from the city of Nazareth, into Judea to
the city of David, which is called Bethle-
hem, because he was of the house and
family of David, to be enrolled with Mary
his espoused wife, who was with Child.
And it came to pass that while they were
there the days for her delivery were com-
pleted. And she brought forth her first-
born son, and wrapped him up in swad-
dling clothes, and laid him in a manger:because there was no room for them in
the inn.
And there were in the game country
shepherda watching, and keeping the
night-watches over their flock. And be-
hold, angel of the Lord stood by them,
and the brightness of God shone round
them,and they feared greatly. And the an-
gel said to them: Fear not; for behold, I
bring you good news of great joy, which
shall be to all the people; for this day is
born to you in the city of David a Savior,
who is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a
sign to you. Ye shall find a babe wrapped
in swaddling clothes and lying in a manger.
And suddenlythere was with theangel
a multitude of the heavenly host, praising
God, and saying: Glory to God on high: and
on earth peace to men of good will.
Our Savior Is Born
On the flrit Christmas the angel told the
shepherds that he brought tldinga of great. Joy
to them and all people, for there was born to
them a Savior who was Christ the Lord. How
could they recognize the Savior? “This shall be
a sign unto you,” the angel said; "you shall
Cn4 the Infant wrapped in swaddling clothes
ind laid in a manger."
A Savior in swaddling clothes? Great joy in
a manger? No room in the inn for the Creator
of the world? These words seem contradictory.
Vet they were the sign of Christ.
When the Infant was presented to God in the
temple 40 days after His birth, the holy man
Simeon took Him in his arms and said: "Now
Thou dost dismiss Thy servant, O Lord, ac-
cording to Thy word, In peace! because my
eyes have seen Thy salvation, which Thou hast
prepared before the face of all peoples: a light
of revelaUon to the Gentiles, and a glory for
Thy people Israel." The Holy Spirit had promis-
ed Simeon that he would not die "before he
bad seen the Christ of the Lord.” Now he is
ready to die in peace. Blessing Mary and Joseph,
Simeon says to Mary: "Behold, this Child is
destined for the fall and the rise of many in
Israel, and for a sign that shall be contradicted."
Contradiction is the sign of Christ! The
Savior and the glory of Israel, He is taken to
Egypt to escape the sword of King Herod. He
is not only poor but a migrant Tha years roll
by and Our Lord begins His mission. He teaches
as no man ever taught before. He works miracles
of power and mercy. He goes about doing good.
Yet He says: "The Son of Man hath not whereon
to lay His head." When for His goodness and
divinity He is condemned to death. He died naked
on the Cross the sign of contradiction.
There are many today who say that it were
better for a child not to be born at all than
to be born in a stable, to become the occasion
of the slaughter of innocent children, to be driven
into exile and finally to die on a cross. We
thank our merciful Savior for thinking otherwise.
Nothing in His life happened by chance. Every-
thing had been wisely planned. In all things He
gave us good example.
He came into the world, which He had made,
not to take anything out of It but to put some-
thing back into it. That something was the
grace by which man might again become the
image of God and the imitator of His Creator.
Christ, the second Adam, restored what the
first Adam had lost for himself and his de-
scendants by sin. He came to give men who
would receive Him and believe in His Name
power to be made the sons of God and heirs
of Heaven. This is why we are merry at Christ-
mas and why we wish all men a Merry Christ-
mas.
The President’s Trip
By the time these lines are being read, Mr.
Eisenhower will have returned from his 23,000-
mile Journey In search of ‘‘peace with security’*
and will have reported to the people of America.
Even he may not be too sure of just what he
accomplished, though he Is in a beter position,
perhaps, than anyone, to know. Even so, a few
comments from an outside point of view will not
be out of order.
If be achieved nothing else, the President at
least provided an occasion for the masses of
three continents to voice, with great power and
unity, their longing for peace. It has always been
recognized that the common people want peace,
that they want their leaders to find solutions to
problems without resort to bloodshed and war.
Rarely, however, if aver before, have the people
had so significant, so dramatic an occasion to
make manifest their deep desire for peace as
when, by the millions, they paid tribute to the
President of the United States, the man of peace.
Democratic governments will, nay, must, pay
heed to this powerful expression of popular hatred
for waf. Even dictators even Khrushchev
will ignore it at their peril. The will of the people
in this matter is right; that it should prevail is
right also, especially since it is the people who
pay the incredible financial costs of modern war
and the sons of the people who shed their blood
and give up their lives in fighting it.
It is worthy of note —and of appreciation
that Mr. Eisenhower made it clear that his desire
for peace is not for “peace at any price," that
it will not be purchased by concessions to the
communists. Such reassurance, given especially
in Ankara and in Paris, was the more welcome,
as developments here at home have deservedly
caused concern in this regard.
Tnere has been too much talk of the "spirit
of Camp David," as though the conferences here
between our American President and the Soviet
dictator had removed all differences between the
free and the slave worlds. The retirement of
Robert Murphy from State Department service
and the appointment to a high position therein
of Charles (Yalta) Bohlen, added to renewed talk
in certain circles of the “necessity" of recognis-
ing the communist slave-masters of China, have
given more than slight reason to fear that the
forces of appeasement may be again striving to
lead us down the road to disaster. Let us take
assurance from the President's reassurances —•
but let us remain vigilant against betrayaL
The final days of Mr. Eisenhower’s trip were
marked by the show of sharp disagreement be-
tween France and the othe- NATO
While we hope and pray that these differences
will not be pressed so far as to endanger the
safety of the free world, we cannot help com-
paring, with the communist method, the way in
which differences among the free nations are
handled.
In Paris the leaders of the free world discussed,
argued, debated, pleaded, perhaps, but always
with the respect of one free man for another, of
one free nation for another. In Hungary, however,
in 1934 a difference was eettled by treachery,
brutality, bloodshed and violence; the weaker
nation was forced to yield to the imperialist de-
mands of the stronger, to sink back into the
slavery from which 1U bravery had briefly lib-
erated it.
As was the case with the Khrushchev visit
here some weeks ago, as will be the case with the
summit meeUng in April, Ume alone will tali the
real value of Mr. Elsenhower's heroic Journey
for the sake of peace. Until that verdict is in.
he —and wo - may be satisfied at least with the
Justice of the cause for which be spared no effort
—and for which we must omit no prayer.
Guest Editorial
Does It Apply Here?
The problem of the freedom of the preis
ii one of “the truly crucial points of today's so-
cial life.” This assertion was made last week by
Pope John In an address to Italian Catholic
jurists. Freedom of the press, if not the absolute
which some would make it, is good in itself. But
It must be precisely defined, and Is not without
limitation; moreover, in its name are perpetrated
abuses which are totally unwarranted and do
serious damage to society. His Holiness cited
such abuses as he has observed them in his own
reading of the papers. His remarks, therefore,
primarily have to do with the Continental press,
for he la not familiar with the American press.
The Continental press includes influential papers
which are blatantly and bitterly anti-religious,
and these have no American counterparts. It
also Includes papers whose chief stock-in-trade
is the unrestrained peddling of scandals; there
are somewhat comparable papers in this country,
but they do not approach in filthiness and circula-
tion their European relatives. Are we therefore
to conclude that we in America need pay no
heed to the Pope's words in this instance?
No. In the first place, the caution that the
press must inform, not deform, publle opinion
certainly is pertinent here. Editors should per-
ceive and fulfill their obligation to be objective
and soundly judicious in commenting on the is-
sues of the day, political and social, for ex-
ample, International, national and local. Fair-
ness is always requisite, and the promotion of
strictly partisan interests by whatever means is
a violation of the responsibility which goes with
freedom.
In the second place, all too many American
papers, even those of respectable age and reputa-
tion, are edging toward exploitation of crime and
sex sensationalism. While cutting down on bal
anced news reporting, they increasingly pepper
their pages with stories and pictures which are
aimed straight at the excitement of morbid curios-
ity. They are no longer above mere scandal mong
erlng.
In the third place, not unknown in the Ameri-
can press is advertising evidencing "a deliberate
intention of arousing passions and swaying deci-
sions" without regard for the wounds left on
souls. Motion picture advertising is a case in
point.
Hence Pope John's warning that the press
must discipline itself should be soberly con-
sidered by American papers. They are now de-
claring editorially that the groes irregularities in
television have resulted from that industry's fail-
ure in self discipline, and resulted in a loss of
public confidence. Their analysis la correct, and
it exactly applies to their own case. The
Catholic Transcript, Hartford, Coaa.
Peter Speaks
Under the Hand of God
The weak »nd the Infirm thins■ of the world
arc changed and strengthened under the hand
of God, Who oometimet conceals them, delicate-
ly molding them, Improving them, and revivify-
ing them. So it happens that the gifts which
He conceals In His chosen ones, the Lord some-
times seems to render unfruitful and Indeed al-
most destroyed and loot; that Ore, first kindled
In their hearts, He would almost appear to ex-
tinguish, depriving it of all fuel. But do you
not see that He Who gives to the grain of wheat
its fecundity, first buries'll in the ground; then
leaves It there as U to die in order that it may
later spring up and take on new life in fruitful
golden grain? 80, too, a lovely but rough block of
marble, chosen for its fineness and the beauty
of its coloring, after it la cut. sculptured, and
apparently changed beyond recognition by the
artist, Is placed upon the summit of the temple
as a noble ornament.—Pins XXL to Missionary
Waters el the Sacred Heart, inly 9, Utg.
Peter Speaks
What Labor Is
Labor is not merely the fatigue of body
without sense or value, nor is it merely a
humiliating servitude. It la a service of God,
a gift of God, the vigor and fullness of human
life, the gage of eternal rest. Lift up your
beads and hold them up, workers. Look at the
Son of God, Who with His eternal father created
and ordered the universe; -»«g man Uke
us. sin alone excepted, and having grown to
age. He enters the great community of wash-
ers; in His work at salvation He labors, wear-
ing out His earthy hto.-Ptoe XII. CMstmas
Ifilgt. HU.
The First Christmas
Theology for the Layman
A Knowledge of Theology
Increases Love of God
By Frank J. Sheed
I cannot say how often I hive
been told that aoma old Irishman
Hying his Rosary U holler than I
am, with all my study. I daresay
b* I*. For his own sake, I hop* he
is.
But If the
only evidence
is that he
knows less the-
ology than I,
then H is
evidence that
would convince
neither him nor
me. It would
not convince
■ him, bitiuM
»11 thoM Rosary loving, tabernac-
le-loving old Irishmen 1 hava aver
known (and my own ancestry is
rich with them) worn avid (or
mom knowledge of the Faith.
It doe* not convince mo be-
came while It ii obvloui that an
Ignorant man can be virtuous, It
la equally obvious that icnorance
la not a virtue; men bava been
martyred who could not have
stated a doctrine of the Church
correctly, and martyrdom la the
supreme proof of love: yet with
more knowledge of God they
would have loved Him mom still.
KNOWLEDGE serves love It
can turn sour of course and serve
pride or conceit and not love, and
against this we poor sons of Eve
must be on our guard.
Knowledge does eerve leva.
It serve* love In one way by
removing mlsusdemUndlags
which are la the way of lave,
which at the host bloat love's
edge a little for example,
the fart af hell can raise a
doubt of God's love In a man
who has not had his wind en-
riched with what the Church
can teach him; se that he le
driven ptonsly to avert his gate
from seme tmlh about God la
order to keep his love Bedim-
med.
But knowledge serves love In a
still better way —as these arti-
cles will show because eachj
new thing learned and meditated
about God Is anew reason (or
loving Him.
NOW A CATHOLIC might still
feel that all this Is convincing
enough, but that nooe of it Is for
him all the same: the Church
does not command him to go deep
Into theology; If his soul la not
getting all the food U might It
suffers no hunger pangs, the half-
dark seems pretty light to him,
he knows be loves God: and any-
how it Is his own business.
New In safer as a Catholic la
satisfied with whet he Is
getting, them Is ne mere In be
said. It Is bis business; al least
It's net mine. But life Is net
emly getting; It aumt be giving
ns well, and a CalheUc can
hardly bn an easily satisfied
with what be Is giving.
The most obvious fact of our
day la that we am surrounded
by millions who am starved of
food that Christ Our Lord wasted
them to have—they am getting
too small a ration of truth, and*
of the Eucharist an ration at all.
We regret their starvation, of
course, but we (le net loss any
sleep ever It; which raise# the
guestlon whether wo really ap-
predate the food wo ouraelvdo
fd fro* tho Church: wo *ouid
not take it so calmly If their
starvation was bodily: lor we
do know the value of the bread
that perishes.
IF SPIRITUAL starvation Is to
be relieved. It must be largely
tbe work of the laity, who are in
daily contact with starvation's
victims. We must come to an un-
derstanding of the great dogmas,
so that we know them in them-
selves and In their power to nour-
ish; we must bend every effort to
mastering their utterance. Only
so can we relieve the starvation
that now lies all about us. Once
we see it, we see that we mutt
set about it—primarily and over-
whelmingly for the sake of these
others, since it Is intolerable that
men should be perishing for want
of truth that we could bring
them. But not only for their sake
For our own sake too: for it it
not good to be the sane minority
in a society that is losing con-
tact with God.
TkU series of articles will
be concerned with theology
from the point of view of this
two-fold weed—the need of our
own souls for the food and light
aad love of God that the great
degmas bring with them; and
the seed of mea all abo at as,
a need which caa be met only
1/ we meet 1L
Our nest articles will contain
practical advice on how to study
theology. Then we shall embark
upon what the Church has to
teach us about God. The articles
will be linked together; it might
be worth while to keep back
numbers for re-reading. It cannot
all be easy. Some of it will be
tough going but the reward is
great: as physical fitness means
tough going but U worth the ef-
fort.
U. S. Reds Obey
Khrushchev’s Will
By Louis F. Budenz
On the eve of I ; •** vs
"delegates" to the 17th national
convention of (he Communal
Party arrived in New York, each
was given what amounted to ha
marching orders.
These took the form of (be
leeding article in the December
Political Af-
fairs earlier
than usual to
thus serve the
convention. It J
was written by
William Z Pos-
ter. national I
chairman (mer-
it u*. Bearing
the Innocuous
title. “On the |
Draft Resolution," U contained
much weightier matters than
that Indicated. It contained com-
mands to tho convention of whit
it should do and the prophesy of
what It would do.
OVKK THE whole series of
exhortations In Poster's utter-
ance hangs one basic moral And
that 1* recognition of the cruel
hoax practiced on unthinking
America and Its flaws services by
the 10th national convention In
Pebruary. 1*67 Then, fulfilling
Khrushchev's will aa Indicated In
IBM, the party declared boldly
that It was taking “the American
road to socialism." Thereupon
news services sent out the glad
tidings that American commu-
nists were severing Moscow's
apron strings
William X. Peater's com-
mands te the party new assure
us that the UK. Caw mesial
Party In Msatew'a servile Inal
Inday as It bee been consistent-
ly since tie cmslleo 44 years
age.
tlllce Khrushchev has aa ku
chief hope la 1B«0 the whole
business ef getting the United
Slates to continue ita appease
m«nt. while he proceeds with ap-
parent Innocence to create “new
revolutions" against ua. Poster
lakes the sense inch. And the
convention did likewise. Hum we
rend la Porter's command# that
"the party must give tho most
■tHllbrt support u the Cuban.
Ir»<jl. and other revolution!."
There *■ have, reiterated for
the Red faithful, exactly what
thli column hat been stating la
the Krvmlin'a purpose, derived
from the World Harriet Review
and the New Time*.
There la alio the continued
neeetalty. r oetrr declare*, for
the party "to demand that the
United Stae* get out of Taiwan"
and for the US. to rrcognlie
Red China and x« that It la
•eated In the United Nation*
Thia Khruahchev atlmulated de
mand. appearing In hi* report*
to the recent Congresses of the*
C'ommunUt Party of the Soviet
Union, la naturally accompanied
hy acclaim for Rad Hungary and
alibi* for the slaughter there.
WHAT IS particularly eloquent
of Paster'* aubeervience to the
new Stalin, aa ha aJwaya waa to
the old. ta the constant reitera
Hon of Khrushchev's authority aa
Ihe reason why US. Rada should
set aa they were supposed to act.
Below are a few Items from Poe
teCa piece:
On "general and complete dla-
armament'' "To this great goal,
Premier Khruahchcv'i speech at
the UJf. *ij in 4iiodiihia| con-
trlbutioo * Again: “The war mak
Ing lanperialuta are already car-
rying on a determined campaign
to defeat Khrushchev's historic
speech but their eflorts wfll
tail * They will fail, because the
American communists will help
to ace that this la aa
On American trade ueiowi+m'
"U la significant that Premier
Khruahchev on hla recent trip,
when dealing with certain Amer-
ican trade union lenders, stated
that they were capitalist tnckeya
and talked like capitalists “
Therefore, the American Reds
musi carry thia thought into ac-
tion. They mud engage In “a
claas druggie policy of working
together with the progressive
element* In the trade unions"
ifim tJMH iMTif >**
We Rmw la earkddet aa agea
n dedicated ta d# whatever the
SevWt dictator vlahee damn. It U
• mam unhappy date af attain
that smty American land era art
deaf and Miad*le thia Perhaps
fM «• help to eallSß them.
THE QUESTION BOX
, *•* 76 S”* St. Bloomfield, NJ,k editor of TkeQueUiou Box Question, mey be submitted to himfoe Miifir m this column.
Q - U th* pceeeet discessioe
W birtk coatrol the statement
ku keen made several time*
tkat CatkoUci do not agree
wilk tke teaching of the Church
abMt tke ihritaeu of artificial
Mrtk coatrol. What should we
answer.
A. Just answer: V ’taint so.”
Or answer that this is the use of
“divide and conquer” political
tactics applied to morality. Those
who wish to spread this immor-
ality would like to have Catholics
who are tempted agree with them
that their Church teachers, the
Topes and the Bishops, are
wrong, perhaps Just this once.
What about th* facts? Are
there some Catholics who claim
that the Church is wrong in this
matter? And are there Catholics
who claim that artificial birth
control in their lives is not a mat-
ter for confession?
I am sure that some Catholics
do claim this; Just as some do
claim that divorce is permitted
and some that drunkenness and
impurity are not particularly
wrong; and so on. You will al-
ways find some of our Faith who
refuse to live up to our teachings
and who attempt to ease their
conscience by claiming that the
priests, or the Bishops, or the
Pop* is wrong and they are right.
Yet these are a small minority.
And who are they? Arc they
trained teachers of morality?
Have they studied this subject as
priests have for years? You will
find that they are more likely
average Catholics, with perhaps
a less than average knowledge
of their faith.
You will find some also who do
not confess this sin of birth con-
trol (for it is a mortal sin) in
Confession. Frankly, they do not
confess it for they know that they
could not be absolved unless they
resolved to stop th* sinful prac-
tice. They hope that the priest
will not ask about this sin and
they do not confess it themselves,
I although they do confess other
serious sins.
Such persons deceive them-
I selves. Artificial birth control is
seriously sinful. Catholics are
| obliged to accuse serious sins in
confession without waiting for
jany questions from th* priest.
And they must be resolved, tin-
wrely and seriously resolved, to
stop the sin. Otherwise their ab-
solution will not be valid; and
indeed to the tin ol birth control
they will have added the sacri*
lege of a bad confession.
The next time any man or
woman tells you that he doesn't
accuse artificial birth control in
confession, tell him that he ia
wrong and fooling only himself.
As for the birth control groups
that would like to divide and con»
quer Catholic morality, they are
not worthy of reasonable disci's-
sion. Some Catholics are bad
Catholics and of them some may
claim that artificial birth control
is not wrong. Likely there are
some Catholic politicians who
take graft; some Catholic busi-
nessmen who engage in shady
deals: but these do not change
the moral law against stealing.
In the matter of artificial birth
control, just remember that the
Church is infallible in teaching
universal morality. The Church
can no more be wrong in this
condemnation of artificial birth
control than she can be in the
dogma of the Trinity or the Eu-
charist. It is the birth control
groups who have departed from
traditional and sound morality, *
Q. Does the Church allow
two Catholics whose grandpar-
ents were brothers to marry
without a dispensation? Would
such a marriage be valid?
A. The Church law forbids and
makes invalid a marriage con-
tracted by the baptized who are
related by blood within the third
degree of collateral relationship.
Only with a dispensation could
such persons marry validly.
When two persons have grand-
parents who were brothers they
are related in the third degree
of collateral relationship by
blood.
More simply they aro second
cousins. Such require a dispensa-
tion for a valid marriage.
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Register Protests
Against Dan Herr
Editor:
I have Just finished • reading,
from beginning to end, your is-
sue of Dec. 10. It concerns itself
a great deal with the Legion of
Decency.
May I suggest thst the Legion
censor yOur columnists. I have
In mind “Teenage Dilemmas,"
by Dan Herr. Surely that brand
of sarcasm should be labeled
Adult Only, if it isn't in too poor
taste to be printed at all.
In my opinion, there is a great
deal of good common sense in
the columns at which Dan Herr
pokes fun.
Perhaps we shouldn’t leave
The Advocate lying around for
Just anyone to read.
PatrWa M. May,
Glen Ridge.
Editor: (
I have been a reader of your
wonderful paper since its begin-
ning, first by newsstand buying
and now by subscription.
Your editorials have thrilled
me on occasion, particularly
"Letter to Three Governors,"
"One Man and God at Howard,"
"A Catholic Humane Society,”
and many others.
I am writing today to protest
against the stupid and inane col-
umn in this week's Advocate,
“Teenage Dilemmas,” by Dan
Herr. To my mind such a column
has no place in a paper like The
Advocate. I doubt even a teen-
ager would wade through this
stuff.
It seems to me Mr. Herr is a
newcomer to The Advocate.. Let
us hope he will soon put his tal-
ents (?) to use elsewhere. .
* Grace E. Koelbel,
West Orange.
Aid for Kearny
Orphanage
Editor:
In the rtame of the Christ Child
Who will come to you on Christ-
mas morning, I must beg a dona-
tion of you for my Sisters and
children.
A devastating fire has com-
pletely changed the picture of
our pnee happy home. We have
had to send 50 children else-
where; at present over 90 chil-
dren are sleeping on army
stretchers in the school audi-
torium; the Sisters have been
living a day-to-day existence in
a dormitory, which formerly
housed the older boys, for more
than a year.
Our apostolate is the care of
]the needy and orphaned boy, be-
tween the ages of four and 17.
Up to the time of the fire we
were able to adequately care for
these needy children. Today, we
are confronted with the problem
of raising enough money to built}
new quarters for them.
Could you plan to make rdom
for us on your Christmas gift
list and send us a donation to
help Rebuild our home, and aboVe
all, may we ask your jhrayers
that God will bless this new
undertaking of ours? With your
spiritual and moral support we
|are prayerfully confident that we
shall not fail in this great task
of teaching and guiding God's
little ones.
Mother M. Eleanor, Superior,
Sacred Heart Orphanage,
22 Wilson Ave.,
Kearny, N. J.
Work of Home
Study Course
Editor:
j As 1959 draws to a close, I am
Clad to report an average of over
10 requests each month for our
Catholic Home, Study Course.
From January to Dec. 11, there
have been 128 requests for this
free course, chiefly from non
Catholics who are sincerely in-
terested in learning more about
Catholic teachings, but who can-
not, or at least for the Ume will
not, take personal instructions.
It Is gratifying to note also that
while most referrals to the Home
( Study Course are by priests, no-
tably service chaplains, a great-
er number than previously have
jbeen interested throughthe work
,ot Catholic friends or neighbors
among the laity.
! It is our hope that this apos-
tolic opportunity may come to
many more in 1960. If any Advo-
cate reader should know any
j person, not a Catholic, interest-
ed in any phase of Catholic
teachings or practices, and who
■ at the same time cannot be per-
suaded to seek oot a priest in
person, we should be glad to an-
swer questions or provide a
| complete Home Study Course by
i mail. There is no charge; no ob-
: ligation.
! Simply have the interested par-
ity write: Catholic Home Study
Course, Immaculate Conception
Seminary. Ramsey P. 0., N. J.
(Rev.) Aloysius J. Welsh,
director, Ramsey.
REMEMBER THAT Christmas
is ChHst’s birthday.
God Love You
Not ‘Merry’
But ‘Mary’
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
The usual greeting ia “Merry
Christmas” because we rejoice
that on this day is born to us a
Savior. But over and above that,
we must wish you a ''Mary
Christmas.*’ That' is the kind of
of Christmas Mary had, namely
I Christ in her
and from her
and with her.
May Christ be
in you as with
Mary; in your
soul through
Holy Commun-
ion as He was
in her body
through the In-
carnation.
May Christ be from you as you
radiate His Truth and Love and
Charity to those around you and
to the missions, as ?*ary put
Jesus in the hands of the home
missions of the shepherds and in
the foreign missions of the Wise
Men in all their t>omp.
May Christ be with you in your
home, your office, your journeys,
your works, your trials as the
Divine Child was with Mary in
a stable, in her journey to the
land of the Sphinx, during her
flight from the bloody sword of
Herod.
NO ONE CAN be truly merry
on Dec. 25 except through' Mary.
Why?
Because "He was born of
the Virgin Mary.” Either we get
Christ the Son of God from Mary,
or we have only a Jesus who is
nothing more than another teach*
er like Buddha or Confucious.
Mary formed Jeans within
her chaste body; so may she
form Him within yoor soul that
He as the Vine may entwine
Himself a boot the branches of
your thoughts and lives and
deeds until yon are less your
own than His.
And finally, remember, he who
writes this column about Christ-
mas, knocks at your door to ask
you to help him, help the Holy
Father to bring Christ to the
world.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director, Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith, 366 Fifth
Ave., New York 1, or to your
diocesan director: BUhop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2; RL Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis, 24 DcGrassc St.,
Paterson.
Saints of
The Week
Sunday, Dec. 27 St. Mb.
A potUe, Evangelist. Youngest
of the Apostles, he witnesaed the
Transfiguration, the Agony in the
Garden and the Crucifixion, be-
ing thi only one of the 12 who did
not desert Our Lord. Wrote three
Epistles and the Book of the Apo-
calypse. Died at Ephesus in the
year 100.
Monday, Dec. U Holy Inno-
cents, Martyrs. Males under two
ordered murdered by Herod in
the hope that Jesus, the new-
born King, would be among them.
Tuesday, Dec. 29 Bt. Thomas
of Canterbury, Bishop-Martyr.
While serving as Lord High
Chancellor of England, he be-
came Archbishop of Canterbury
on the insistence of King Henry
11. Protecting the Church against
encorachments by the state, he
quarreled with the King, was
banished to Ersnce and on his
return in 1170 was murdered in
his cathedral.
Wednesday, Dec. >9 St. Sabl-
nas. Bishop, sod Companions,
Martyrs. During the Diocletian
persecution. St. Sabinus, Bishop
of Assisi, was apprehended and
his hands were cut off before his
death in prison. Two of his dea-
cons and a convert and hiMam-
ily were beheaded.
Thursday. Dec. 11 8C Byl-
Tester, Pope-Cesdesaor. Became
Pope in 314, reigned for 23 years
during which the persecutions
ceased and the Church moved
out of the catacombs. Died in the
year 333.
Friday, Jaa. 1 Circumcision
of Our Lord. Commemorates iLe
day on which Our Lord was cir-
cumcised according to the Jewish
law and received the name of
Jesus.
Saturday, Jaa. 2 St. Macar-
ius the Yonager, Hermit Be
came a monk la Egypt around
333 Banished by the Arlan Pa-
triarch of Alexandria because of
hi* orthodoxy, he died around 409
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-knowa Facts for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY fdfdf
Is Cradle-to-Grave
Security Coming?
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Four Social Security experts
recently peered into the future
and unanimously predicted that
cradle-to-tbe-grave security for
Americans was only a matter of
time.
They concluded that by 1975
at the latest:
Old age and survivor* pen-
sions will in-
crease at least
50% from the
present maxi-
mum of $l7B a
month for a re-
tired couple
and will go
up automatical-
ly as living
standards and
prices advance.
Medical and hospital care will
be available to all Americans re-
gardless of ability to pay, probab-
ly through a combination of pri-
vate and Social Security insur-
ance programs.
Unemployment benefits will be
increased and extended far be-
yood the present maximum of 2«
week* and will not be cut off
during a recession.
The Federal Government will
provide money to move persons
from economically depressed
areas to those needing additional
workers.
'Persona temporarily as well as
permanently , disabled • win re-
ceive Social Security benefits and
be rehabilitated and retrained.
Public assistance benefits will
be uniform throughout the U. S.,
and persons seeking relief will no
longer have to prove they have
been residents of a state or a city
for a certain length of time in
order to qualify for assistance.
THE FOUK speakers who
made these predictions at an
American Public Welfare Assty
elation convention in Washington
were Charles I. Scbottland, a for-
mer administrator of the Social
Security program; Nelson li.
Cruickshank of the AFL-C10;
Eveline M. Bures of Columbia
University; and Wilbur J. Cohen
of th« University of Michigan.
They ara all top-flight experts in
the field of social security; it re-
mains ,to be seen whether they
are good prophets. Time alone
will tell.
Tbs Important point is whether
or not "cradle-to-the-grave” se-
curity would be desirable from
the viewpoint of sound social
ethics.
As coincidence would have it.
this question was discussed by
Cardinal Tardini. Vatican Secre-
tary of State, just a week or two
before the Washington meeting.
The Cardinal answered "yes" or
“no."
On the one hand, he said
in a letter to Spain's 19th Catho-
lic Social Week—government so-
cial security programs ought to
be expanded to cover “more
subjects, more cases, more
needs."
On the other hand, he
cautioned that there should be
a* lessening in the effective-
ness of private charity and
equally important, insisted that
▼•lnutary, non-governmental
associations or organizations in
social welfare should not be
disturbed "provided they ren-
der real service to the commun-
ity and are of effective aid to
the weak and needy. ..."
I CAN SEE no essential con-
flict between Cardinal Tardim'a
conclusions and those of the four
American experts. The Csrdinal
wants to see government social
security programs expanded. So
do they. At the same time, the
Cardinal wants to keep the spirit
of private charity alive and. in
addition, wants to safeguard the
role of the Church and other non-
governmental organizations in
the field of social assistance.
Presumably the American ex-
perts did not explicitly discuss
the latter points at the Washing-
ton meeting. I think it Is fair
to assume, on the basis of their
previous writings, that they too
recognize importance of pri-
vate charity and the need for a
cooperative relationship between
governmental and non-govern-
mental organizations in social
welfare.
I would suggest, however, that
they look for an early opportun-
ity to clarify their position in this
regard.
What they said at the
Washington meeting was entirely
unobjectionable from the point of
view of sound social ethics. But
they didn't ssy enough.
Or, to put it more positively,
they might have emphasized
. »b*l i- this field. .. in every
•♦her field of kumaa endeavor,
they want the government to
euoourage private Initiative and
to respect the rights and the
prerogatives of the Charch and
of other non governmental or-
ganizations.
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Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
I Tho hymns “O Salutana" and “Tantum Ergo" are usually
sung during; (a) High Maas* (b) Benediction? (C ) Re-
• quietn Maas? (and) Stations of the Cross?
O Which of the following Apostles was not present at Uis
Transfiguration’ (a) James? (b) Peter? (c) John (and)
Andrew?
•> What was Christ's first miracle in Ilia public life on earth?
(a) Cure of the leper? (b) Miraculous draft of fishes?
♦c) Cure at the pool? (and) Changing of water into wine?
A On what day is the actual founding of the whole Church
«*»®«noretod? (a) Holy Thursday? (b) Easter Sunday?
(c) Pentecost? (and) Christmas?
5 Jwne * Hohan was an eminent Catholic architect who de-
signed (a) St. Peter's Basilica? <b) The White House?
(O St Patrick's Cathedral? (and) The Empire State Build-
ing?
Where is the well-known picture of Our Lady of Guadalupe?
(a) The Vatican? (b) Panama? (c) GuaUmala? <d)
Mexico?
7 The Jewish priests and Pharisees resolved oo the death of
Jesus following what miracle? (a) Railing of Lazarus to
life? (b) Miraculous draft of fiabeo? (c) Walking on the
water? (and) Multiplication of loaves?
O Which of the following decodes of the Rosary ft a Joyful
Mystery? (a) Crowning of the Blessed Virgin in Heaven?
(b> Ascension? (C ) Jfatlvity? (and) Resurrection?
Cm/0 ymruif 10 aunb /or each cserwt aaturr ktlov.
Katirng: 80 -ExcUtml: 70-Very Caa4; 6frC,ooJ. 50 Fair.
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‘Heartbroken ’ParentsAskHow
To .Rehabilitate UnwedMother
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Loots L'mirtrsity
Our 17-year-olddaughter (tingle) is expecting a baby
In two months. There will be no marriage. The baby
will be adopted by our married daughter. Is these
anything you might advise that might help to rehabil-
itate our daughter?A brokenhearted Mother and Dad.
Before taking up your request,
it seems to me that your plan to
have the baby adopted by your
married daughter is shortsighted
and very ill-advised. I recognize
your sincere desire to take good
care of the child, but have you
chosen the best
way? A little
long range and
realistic think-
ing will indi-
cate that you
are making a
mistake.
Let's look at
the facts. You
discover
your
young daughter
is prepant and marriage is out
of the question. You are disap-
pointed, humiliated, angered,
frustrated, and perhaps, even a
little guilty about past careless-
ness and neglect. Your daughter
is frightened and will do anything
you say.
So you hold a family council.
The child is your own "flesh and
blood” and you must provide for
it. Your married daughter volun-
teers to take the baby. It will
properly remain in the family and
not be "abandoned” for adoption.
You're not happy, but your con-
science is clear.
IS THIS REALLY a sensible so-
lution? Consider some of the
problems it will necessarily in-
volve.
If the young mother eventually
marries, as she probably will, can
she have her baby back?
When the child starts to grow
up, are you going to tell him
that Aunt So-and-So is really
nis mother, or will you wait
until he finds it out for him-
self?
How can the young mother re-
adjust to life when she will be
constantly reminded of her in-
ability to mother her child, and
his continued presence in the
family circle serves as an en-
during sign of her past indiscre-
tion and failure? How will she de-
fine her relationships to her
child?
NO MATTER HOW you look at
it. your proposed solution is
bound to generate suffering and
trouble. What should you do?
Why not contact Catholic
Charities and have the child
adopted throagh a legitimate
agency? Be convinced that this
is not “abandoning" the child.
There are hundreds of wonder-
ful couples who have not been
blessed with children and are
eager to adopt some.
The agency will carefully se
lect one of these couples, and you
can be assured that the child
will receive all the love and care
that parents can give. This solu-
tion wi'l save both mother and
child from much future sorrow.
HOW CAN YOU HELP the
young mother? First, you must
help her understand that her real
offense against God is not in be-
ing pregnant or in having a baby
but in violating His laws regulat-
ing chastity. This distinction
seems lost on the modern mind.
Parrot* and young people
alike become disturbed about
offenses against chastity only
if pregnancies result. Your
daughter must understand that
the focus of her sorrow and
repentance must he her viola-
tfaa ef GWi law, Mtkrit-
nlUat prepaacj.
In carrying her child tad giving
it birth, the U performing a rood
act, pleasing to God. though by
its very nature necessarily in-
volving aerioui personal and so-
cial consequences that must Hi
faced realistically.
ONCE YOU* DAUGHTEB
has the correct moral view ei
what has happened, she will rec-
ognize that her life is not hope-
lessly ruined, remembering that
God looks to the future, not the
past. Hence she should set out as
soon as possible to complete her
education.
Help her realize that her whole
life lies before her, rich in prom-
ise for success and happiness pro-
vided she is willing to make the
effort to prepare herself ade-
quately. She may need consid-
erable emotional support in the
beginning since her sclf-confi-
denre and self-assurance are
bound to have suffered from her
experience.
Let her know that you stand
behind her and have confidence
that she will succeed. Above
an. don't play the martyr’s
role as If you have suffered
unjustly. Perhaps you have, but
chances are that considering
bey age, you have played your
part in her misfortune.
Why mince words —as long
as American parents continue to
promote or tolerate the current
practice of frequent, unsupervis-
ed and uncontrolled dating among
their relatively uninstructed, un-
disciplined and immature young-
sters. we must be prepared to
face an increasing rate of pre-
marital pregnancy.
December 24, IM9 TB* ADVOCATE 7
FOR 1960
visit
the storybook lands
of the
Northern
Capitals
on an AAA Escorted Tour
Spend 52 or S3 cool, wonder-
ful days vacationing in
Ireland, Wales, England, Scot-
land, Norway, Sweden and
Denmark. All-inclusive raw of
only $1959 in First Class in-
cludes transatlantic passage
via Canard's Britainnic, all
hotel accommodations, tips,
transfers and. the services of
an expert AAA tour conduct-
or.
Departure dates are June 8
and July 7, 1960. For further
details on AAA’s 1960 North-
ern Capitals Tours, consult
your local AAA travel coun.
selor. •
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Dignity, beauty,
and plainly marked prices
At Leber you may be uire to End exactly
the funeral aervice to suit your detirca. Your
choice of catiet it your* to mate—our con-
tribution U our ability to lighten your
burden* in time of need.
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Start the New Year
with a savings account
at FIRST NATIONAL!
YOUR SAVINGS
GROW FASTER
% INTEREST
Sine* 1957
...
First National hat paid
3% Interest on account* from $lO te $25,000
Best resolution you can make (and one of the moat rewarding,
too) is to start saving in ’6O! You'll find that yoor wring*
grow faster at First National. In addition you’ll enjoy the ad-
vantages of ONE-STOP BANKING, with every service is at your
disposal, includingsavings accounts, regular and special check-
ing accounts, safe deposit boxes, loans, money orders, trust serv-
ices and many others.
It takes only a few minutes to open your saving* account. Plan
to stop in at First National before the year ends!
TIME TO JOIN FUST NATIONAL’S 1960 CHRISTMAS CLUBI
If you want to save specifically for the 1960 gift-giving season,
nothing’s more convenient than First National's Club I
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Help Fight TB
Use Christmas Seals
Strong Faith of Wise Men
Should Prompt Sacrifices
faith of the Wise Men is
one that Christians may ponder
today. It remained unshaken atl
Jerusalem's indifference and did'
net waver when the star that led
them was for a while eclipsed.
Neither did it fail them when
theyfound that the King they had
come to adore was in a stable in
Bethlehem without the trappings
of royalty.
The 1,200 miles they traveled
took them many months by cam-
el and afoot, through sandy
wastes and knife-edged mountain
peaks infested with wild animals
and Bedouin raiders.
Christians today can marvel
anew at these earnest seekers
after truth whose strong yet sim-
ple faith urged them along the
road, led by a star and the in-
ward call of grace, to find Him
Whose love took human form that
all mankind might enjoy eternity
in heaven. •
May we return the Wise Men’s
gifts to God in Bethlehem in the
form of mission aid to the So-
ciety for the Propagation of the
Faith! The Holy Father wUI dis-
pense your charity to mis-
sionaries in the greatest need of
help.
Missioner Exiled
On Christmas Day
“Love it not a gift the com-
munists can give." These are the
words of Rev. Oddo V. Galcazzi,
S.X., whose Christmas gift from
the communists was banishment
from China.
One Christmas Eve Father Gal-
eaxxi was visited by the village
police officer. Before leaving, he
checked every single item in Fa-
ther Gaieassi's room, hurrying
through business files, desk draw-
ers, bookshelves, closets, finally
hesitating before a pile of small
packages upon the desk.
“This was not a bad man,”
says Father Galeazzi. “He need-
ed rice to keep his family alive
and in communist China this
meant to obey party orders. His
job was to watch me day and
night to try to eatch me in some
act which could be reported to
the party chief.
“On this Christmas Eve I
felt a strange foreboding. Even
my privately precered gifts for
the orphan girls at the mission
would be an extreme crime to
the party. I wondered why the
officer had not opened the
packages. Instead he stayed
away all evening, and I went
about my job of making the
little ones happy for the last
time.
"Christmas morning came, as
miserable as it can be for a mis-
sionary under the communists.
An officer stood by the church
door to take the names of those
who ‘wasted their time in super-
stitious practices with foreign
criminals instead of going ju>
work.’
“The officer came to me at
noon to say my presence was ur-
gently requested at the police sta-
tion.
"My fate was one thing, but
what frightened me was the fate
of the orphan girls 1 could no
longer protect.
"The verdict was: ‘Get out of
the country. Our people do not
need you any longer. The Com-
munist Party will take care of
everything.
“That was it I was unwanted
as a priest, unwanted as a man
and unwanted even as a unit in
their concentration camps.
"The rain came down drearily.
The guards took me to my boat
and my exile. Former parishion-
ers stood weeping on the shore.
For love is not a gift the com-
munists can give."
Aid Christmas
Fund for Lepers
Of all the tasks that face mis-
sionaries working in leper colon-
ies, none is harder than the one
that forces them to turn away
suffering, hopeless souls who
have no,place to go for help.
They grow sad when they must
tell these poor people, “We have
no room."
Will yon be one to help the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith provide the mission-
aries with means to receive
the suffering lepers in mission
lands, “as though they were
Christ"?
Send your contribution to Bish-
op Stanton for the society’s
Christmas Leper Fund.
Jesuit Seeks Funds
To Transport Milk
The latest efforts of Rev. Ber-
nard O’Leary, S.J., to help the
poor of Dhanbad, India, by dis-
tributing milk powder, will need
a little financing for transport ex
penscs.
It will cost $1 to transport 25
of the 4-1/2-pound cans he has
on hand.
Father O’Leary requires more
than transportation expenses for
his milk.
His house also needs a roof
that will cost $6OO. His vestments
need replenishing and a set costs
$2O.
And there is always the need,
for prayers.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
*«*• W Stouten, S.TJ)., IVD, LLJ).
SI Mulberry SC, Newark 2, N. J. Phene: MArket 2-2XOI
Henri: Dally, 9 am to 5 pm; Saturday, 9 am to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
KC her. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.CJ>
O
DtG S“" 8t " ir * ter »°» 1. N. J. Phone! Altmory 44499.
_* *-*• »♦ 9 P-m.; Saturday. 9 am to 12.
Obituary
U Is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the souls of the follow-
ed who have recently departed
this life:
Robert V. Ansbro
Gerald T. Burns
Thomas J. Maloney
Patrick J. Tuite
UNDER CONSTRUCTION: This is the architect's concept of the new rectory be-
ing erected in St. Elizabth'sparish,Wyckoff. Ground was broken in September;
the exterior is complete and the building is expected to be ready for occupancy in
May. Rev. Benignus Harkins, O.F.M., is pastor. The new rectory has beep designed
by Kordys arid Oldziey, Wayne.
With Humble Pride
Tale for Modern Times
By Dan Herr
We were talking about Christmas, my friend
and I. About the Gospel story and about the
many and beautiful. legends which, through the
years, have so richly embroidered the magnifi-
cently simple statement of the birth of Christ
As! listened quietly, my friend told me this
story:
“Once upon a distant time,
three men set out upon a great
journey. Each had begun the
journey from a different hnd
without knowing that the oth-
ers were seeking the same des-
tination. Aa it sometimes' hap-
pens when people travel, all
three arrived at a certain
crossroads at the ssme mo-
ment, and since each bad been
long alone and ailent, they hailed feach other and
fell to talking. In this way their common goal
became known and they decided to journey on
together.
“DAY AFTER day they traveled, crossing
wide deserts and scaling high mountains. They
shared the searing heat of noon and the pierc-
ing cold of windswept night. They fought to-
gether against attacking bandits and dressed
each other’s wounds. Each man soon came to-
regard the other as his brother.
"At length the three travelers came to a
great city, and passing through its gates sought
out an inn where they could rest and refresh
themselves before continuing their journey. But
each place they sought to enter they were driven
away by the innkeeper and his guests who set
■iporr them with sticks and pursued them, shout-
ing foul names and curses.
■' What a strange and hostile land this is,’
said the first man, ’to turn away travelers
who have nought but peace in their hearts and
gold in their hands to pay for their comfort.’
’* ’ln my country,’ said the second man, ‘it
is a terrible wrong to turn any traveler away,
even if he cannot pay.'
•
’’ ’Let us hope that we shall receive better
treatment in the place to which we journey,’
said the third man.
“SO THE TRAVELERS left the city and
spent the night in the open by the roadside,
and in the morning went on again. But every-
where it was the same: as night came on and
the three men sought shelter they were abused
and driven away.
“ ’Perhaps it is our strange clothing that so
enrages these people.’ one suggested. So they
purchased new garments and attired themselves
in the fashion of the’ other travelers they saw
and that evening approached another Inn. Their
efforts had been in vain for they were set upon
even more furiously than before and the third
man was wounded ao that he could not travel
further. »' •
" ‘Our brother must have shelter/ said the
first man. ‘Remain here and care for him
while I seek someone in this savage land who
knows compassion.*
"SO THE FIRST man continued on alone
until he came into a village where he found
but a single inn, which he approached fear-
fully. But he was received warmly and bade to
sit by the fire and had .hot food and sveet wines
proffered to him. The first man rejoiced but he
did not rest. Bidding the innkeeper to prepare
food and beds for his companions, he departed
at once to bring them to the inn.
"When he returned with his two companions
the innkeeper stood in the courtyard to light
the way. But as the three travelers came Into
his light, the innkeeper of a sudden became
distraught and anxious. He backed sway and
began to stammer and excuse himself, address-
ing the first man; saying:
“ ‘You must seek lodging elsewhere for all
my rooms are now occupied by travelers who
came after you. . . I am but a poor innkeeper
,
who must seize the bird at hand for 1 Tiad no
way of telling if you really would return with
your friends.’ And turning away he entered the
inn and shut and bolted the door.
“THE REJECTED men once more pushed
forward into the night, the first two supporting
the third between them. Stumbling and falling,
they lost their way and strayed from the road.
In their extremity they cast aside their heavy
packs so they could better help one another.
'The ground* grew steep and rocky beneath
their feet and thorn bushes tore their bodies
Lost, cold and hungry, possessed of nothing now
save the tattered clothes upon their backs, the
three men stood together again beneath the sky.
“Looking about them, they saw a brilliant
point of light coming from the base of a nearby
hill. The men drew near the hill and saw that
the light came from behind the timbered en-
trance to a tiny cave. From within they heard
the rustling of straw and the gentle lowing of a
cow. Pushing open the door, the travelers en-
tered into a stable, where, beside the animals.
Uiey taw a man and woman seated before a
fire. Close by, in a manger filled with straw
an infant lay sleeping.
EVEN AS THEY entered, the man rose
up from the fire and bade them welcome. When
they were seated he offered them food while
the woman ministered to the injured man. And
so did Melchoir the traveler from Tharsis, Bal-
thasaar from Arabia, and the wounded Negro
Gaspar, find love only at the end of their great
Journey." -
Testimonial
Planned for
Msgr. Mahoney
JERSEY CITY Parishioners
of St. Paul’s Church, Greenville,
are planning a testimonial re-
ception for Msgr. Leo. L. Ma-
honey, pastor, in observance of
his elevation to the rank of do-
mestic prelate and in anticipa-
tion of his 30th anniversary in
the priesthood.
Msgr. Mahoney will celebrate
30 years in the priesthood on
June 6. He will l»c» invested as
a domestic prelate Jan. 3 in Sa-
cred Heart Cathedral.
The aflair honoring Msgr. Ma-
honey will be hold Jan. 25 in
St. Paul's School.
All parish societies will partic-
ipate in arrangements for the
testimonial, which Is sponsored
by the United Parish Societies
Council.
The general chairman is Har-
old J. Ruvoldt, council president.
Co-chairmen include presidents
of cooperating societies.
A committee of 1,000 will hold
• general meeting Jan. 4 to work
out specific details.
WVNJ to Carry
Montclair Mass
MONTCLAIR - The Midnight
Mass at Immaculate Conception
Church on Christmas will be
broadcast in its entirety by Radio
Station WVNJ. The Newark sta-
tion has carried this program
live for more than five years.
Celebrant of the Mass will be
Msgr. Thomas 11. Powers, pas-
tor. Deacon and subdeacon will
be Rev. Joseph G. Sheehan and
Itev. John E. McCarthy. The
■ermqn will be preached by Rev.
Thomas E. Davis.
The Mass will be described
and narrated by John Mullvihi]
of the senior CYO. The music
will be sung by the parish adult
choir, directed by Mrs. Luciila
Shulver.
Aliens Reminded
About Registering
NEWARK - Aliens living In
the U-S. must 111* an address re-
port card during January, It has
been announced by the U.S. Im-
migration and Naturalisation
Service.
The card may be filed at any
Tost Office or office maintained
by the immigration service. The
Newark office is located at 10SO
Broad 8t
Pontiffs Prayer
For Missions
SCVt'C. Seut Service
Following it s trends!ion of s prsyer compoted in Lstin
by Pope John XXIII for Csibolict in mitiionsry dress. The
Prsyer csrriei s psrtisl indulgence of three yesrf every lime
•I it reeled with contrite beset; s filensry indulgence, sub-
jr<7 to the ususl conditions; once s month when recited piously
every dsy for s month.
O Jesus, living Son of God, who became man to reveal
the mystery of the Heavenly Father’s love and, with the pre-
cious sacrifice of Yourself, performed HU will of mercy andof salvation for. all peoples, we adore You and praise You
for having enlightened and' redeemed ua *
i.? Wt !°
-
Jent Your A P° ,tlcj •<> r '*P harvests of souls
in the fields of the whole world and promised to draw all
to Your crucified Self, we thank You for having sent us those
people who have taught us Your truth and communicated
Your grace to us.
THROUGH THE intercession of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Your mother and our heavenly mother, Queen of
Angel, and of Saints, we prsy to You that we may be
worthy sons of Your Church, faithful to Your teaching and
to Your commandment*. under the guidance and protection
of Your vicar on earth, the father of our souls.
Grant that we may be docile to our Biahops and priests
for whom we Invoke the graces of sanctification and of the
**■* w f b«. according to Your will, the saltind light of our land anct our people.
.i. Z* b*'* Y ° U 0,6 trtct ,0 frow *'■ tolth, hope and in
charity so that we may make everyone know the Joy and
peace that the Holy Ghost has spread in our hearts and
prepare ourselves for the happiness and glory without end in
the paradise that You have opened to all sons of God Amen
RATEFULLY ACCEPTED: Very Rev. James J.
Shanahan. S.J., president of St. Peter’s College, accepts
a check for $2,000 from Fred C. Westphal, manager,
Bayonne Esso Plant. This la the third consecutive year
that St. Peter’s College has received an unrestricted
grant from the Esso Education Foundation. In center
is Thomas Fallon, St. Peter’s alumnus, supervisor of
the Esso Asphalt Division.
De Paul High School
Approved by State
WAYNE Initial approval by the NJ. State Board
of Education has been granted to De Paul Regional High
School here, following a recent inspection of the school,
its.teachers, students and curriculum of studies.
Announcement of the approval was made this week by
Rev. John P. McHugh, director.
fa IU report, be visitation
committee declared that it eat
"con aiders My impressed' with
the stability that has been
achieved b sach a relatively
*hort period of operation.
"The beginning of anew sec-
ondary school is, at best, a
most dHCcult operation. However,
the De Paul High School has
profited gteatly bjr the foresight
professional preparation and
planning of Director (Rev.) John
P. McHugh and Principal Sister
Ann Joachim."
Particularly commended by the!
committee *U the adminiitntivo
leadership of the school and the
educational procram; the spirit
ot the students; the dedication uf
the teachers; the new boUdiac
“located in an attractive setting
and excellently maintained by the
custodial staff," and the enthusi-
astic support of the parents.
Plan New Cathedral
JLA CROSSE, Wis. t RNS)—Con-
tracts have been let for construc-
tion of anew St. Joseph Cathe
dral here coating $l.B million.
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URIAL FRUIT FLAVORS
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Beverage Cos,
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The ManKTfrom CCS
He is Joseph "Len”
Reilly and he main-
tains an office of
Community Coun-
selling Service in Nutley, New
Jersey. Mr. Reilly is prepared to
make available to all the Cath-
olic clergy in thisarea, the "Pat-
terns of Success’’ that have made
CCS the largest all-Catholic
fund raising andpublic relations
firm in the United States. To
■: date,CCS hasraisedover
$300,000,000f0r theChurch.
Len gathered experience in
all types of parochial, in-
stitutional and multi-parish
drives when he was a campaign
director for CCS.
For a free analysis without obli-
gation on the possibilities of a
fund raising effort patterned to
your specific needs write or call
him collect:
Community Counselling Service, Inc.
384 Franklin Avenue, Nutley, New Jersey— NOrth 1-1440
Head Offics: Empire State Bldg.. New York 1. N.Y.—Oxford 5-1175
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speeialistt
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life Behind the Grille
A Nun Tells Why
She’s in Cloister
By Anne Mae Buckley
SUMMIT "Why art you here?"
.
h,d *° •* il She -looked me through the doublelattice-work of the cloister grille, her small dark eye* alive
end sparkling like beads of jet. her smile possessed of an
elfin quality.
She had taught in a university before she came to this
place. She had been a social worker, a case supervisor, far
13 years.
Asa social worker, or even as a Sister caring for
the sick or the poor, wouldn’t her life be more fruitful than
this life of prayer and penance’*
Asa social worker," she said, “I was always wonder-
ing what else could be done for people. I had opportunities
to give some help securing better environment for some,
helping others with their emotional problems.”
THAT WASN'T ENOUGH for her. She wanted so-
ciety transformed. “Grace is the only thing that will do that.”
she said.
When she became a Catholic 20 years ago, that helped.
But four years later she walked into the cloister of the
Dominican Nuns of the Perpetual Adoration and Perpetual
Rosary at Rosary Shrine here.
She carried in her heart the faces of those needy
hundreds whom she had helped as best she could. She thought
to help them more by “drawing near to God” and whisper-
ing their needs.
“Now it is all enlarged and purified,” she told me.
"Now I see more than those clients I see the whole Mystical
B<)dy of Christ. Now I cover a much wider area. Now I em-
brace in my prayer not only the whole world, but the souls
in purgatory as well.”
She is one of 30 cloistered nuns at Rosary Shrine, which
was founded in 1919 at the invitation of the late Bishop
O'Connor.
There are four exteme Sisters who perform the duties of
the shrine that require contact with the public. There are
three new candidates recently admitted.
WHAT WERE THESE WOMEN before they came to the
cloister? Teachers, an airline hostess, a factory worker, a post
office clerk, a farm girl, a journalist, an office manager, an
•and agency executive, a nurse.
What are they now? They are "beings of praise” whose
primary work is to recite the Divine Office in the name of
the Church, to keep a perpetual hour by-hour watch before
the Sacramental Presence of Christ, to weld an unbroken
chain of Rosaries, “to adore, praise and thank God by day
and by night in union with Christ ...” This, they tell you,
is "no small privilege” to be the Church's "ambassadress
to the court of heaven.” You have to agree.
BUT THERE IS MORE to it than praver
There is work the household chores are divided up,
nd special duties like shoemaking, sewing, manning the
printing press, hand-lettering, making Rosaries, etc. There is
even play table tennis and bowling, picnics in the garden
games like Scrabble.
And always there is penance. These “beings of praise"
jet up to pray in the middle of the night from the lightly
cushioned boards that are their beds. They never eat meat.
They speak only when necessary. They remain behind the
cloister grille all their lives, and can be visited at the grille
by their families for only 12 hours a year, and by friends
for six hours. They read no newspapers, see no television, sit
in no easy chairs. They own nothing, not even their wills,
whicl) belong to God through their superiors.
It s not an easy life,” she admitted. “I wouldn't water
it down. It requires a great act of generosity.”
WHAT ABOUT THE PROCLAIMING of faults before all
of tfte Sisters, and what about prostrating oneself on the
chapel floor In penance?
“We live a life of striving for Christian perfection,” she
said. "We accuse ourselves of certain exterior faults publicly
before our Sisters. Sisters may point out the faults of others
in charity.”
(She drew the analogy of the obvious need for a social
worker to be told that blood red nail polish and a floppy picture
bat are unsuitable.)
I aiked about the prostration. She answered by performing
it as the nuns do in the privacy of the cloister kissing
her scapular, lying on the floor with her face sideways. It
was a beautiful gesture. If this was the external of humility,
what was its essence In the soul of this nun? I was em-
barrassed to have witnessed it.
She obliged my curiosity by revealing alto that If ooe
committed some small offense against another nun, one kissed
the nun's feet, as one would kiss the feet of Christ If that
were possible.
She emphasized that the nuns treat only small external
faults in this way, reserving other matters for the confessioo-
al.
The "venia” (prostration for a fault) and the kissing of
the feet are ways the nuns have of helping each other toward
perfection.
PERFECTION, SURE, I thought. But happiness?
"Are you happy?" I asked. No question surprised her
serenity.
"Just as in the natural order married couples find happi-
ness in each other, we find our happiness in our Divine Spouse.
In the natural order a happy family is a great blessing, and
here we have the companionship of the Trinity, the saints,
the angels and others striving with us to love and serve
God.
"In the world, s happy person is one who gives service
we give our lives to prayer and sacrifices for souls to
be brought to God."
“Tes," she said. "I am very happy.”
A MOTHER'S WELCOME: Prioress embraces a cadi-
date at the door to the cloister of the Dominion Nuns
of the Perpetual Adoration and Perpetual Rosary in
Summit, where the girl will find the nuns her sisters,
Christ her spouse.
CELL: Each nun’s room is a simple cell with a bed con-
sisting of a two-inch mattress on a board, desk and
straight chair, crucifix and small statues of Our Lady
and St. Dominic.
SHOEMAKER: Shoes of soft black leather for themore
than 30 nuns at the Summit cloister can be turned out
at the rate of a pair a week by this nun. The shoes last
over five years.
VOWS: At solemn profession after five
years in the cloister the nun kneels
before the Prioress who clasps her
hands as she promises to spend her
whole life serving God and saving
souls.
PERPETUAL ROSARY: The Summit
cloister is the only one in the Arch-
diocese which has perpetual Rosary as
well as Perpetual Adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament exposed. Domini-
can cloister in Newark has Perpetual
Adoration; another in Union City, per-
petual Rosary. Newark is the only U.S.
Archdiocese with three Dominican
cloisters.
WORK: Varied tasks sometimes bring
out hiddentalents in the cloister nuns.
Above left, a nun does painstaking
hand-lettering; below left, another
makes Rosaries (which can be purchas-
ed at Rosary Shrine) above center, a
nun repairs binding of book for cloister
library (set up by Msgr. Charles Mur-
phy and assistants of Seton Hall Uni-
versity) and in photo below that, nuns
chare the labor of the laundry room.
POWERFUL PRAYER: Nuns chant the Divine Office
before the Blessed Sacrament perpetually exposed in
their chapel. Their special perogative is to recite the
Divine Office in the name of the Church itself, a duty
and privilege reserved only to nuns with solemn vows.
“Gaiety of Spirit” is listed as a requirement in
candidates to the Dominican cloister, and recreation
is part of the routine. Above, a nun turns the cloister
walk into a bowling alley.
SACRISTAN: Nun arrang-
es unconsecrated host on
paten before Mass. Her
life is a total consecration
to the Eucharist and the
Rosary. Her prayers are for
all mankind and priests in
particular. For this she has
given up her family (she
may visit with relatives
through a double grille for
12 hours each year, with
friends, six hours), com-
forts (she never eats meat,
speaks only when neces-
sary).
SEAMSTRESS: Nun cuts out a habit from snowy white
wool according to the centuries-old Dominican pattern.
All nuns have chores, even the Pripress. Work, as well
as prayer, is regarded as a way to sanctity.
RESTING PLACE: The nun may expect to live out the rest of her days within the
walls of the Summit cloister, and be laid to rest in the cemetery in the monastery
garden. Only if her cloister reaches a population of 50 nuns is there a possibility
that she may be one of those selected to found anew cloister elsewhere The Sum-
mit monastery was founded in 1910 from that in Union City.
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Christmas is a Birthday Party for Each of Us
By June Dwyer
Christmas bai become a time
far family, friend* and festivi-
tfaa ia the world. It ii a time
far gifts and giving; for mow
•ad Santa Claus; for music
and memories; for visiting and
parties and toys and candy.
The Jingle bells that ring
from Che stores as you shop
for mom and dad; the fun of
wrapping up your own pres-
ents; the surprise of opening
gifts from Santa on Christmas
Day—all these things are mem-
ories of Christmas.
What would happen if this
Christmas the family was away
and the friends forgot to call?
What would happen if there
were no gifts and you, could
not find gifts to give? What if
it never snowed again and if
there were no Santa Clauses
On the streets or visiting little
children on Christmas Eve?
What if there were no Christ-
mas songs and, try as you did,
you could not remember what
Christmas was like before?
What if this year you did not
visit anyone' to share the
Christmas spirit .and there were
no parties or toys or candy?
Thera would be ao trip ta
stores to bear Jingle twtU aiK ]
■o wrapping of presents and
so opening of gifts.
If all of these things were
gone, would it still be Christ-
mas?
YES, YOUNG Advocates, If
there was no one else in the
world but you; if there was
not a tree to decorate or a hill
covered with snow to remind
you of winter; if there was not
a piece of straw left to make
a crib for the Baby Jesus,
it would still be Christmas.
For Christmas is Christ’s
birthday. Even if the whole
world forgot about this great
day it would still be true that
the Baby Jesus, God Himself,
came into the world in a stable*
at Bethlehem over 1,900 years
ago. It would still be true that
Mary and Joseph were there
to welcome their Son and that
the shepherds saw the star and
heard the angels sing: “Glory
to God in the highest and on
earth peace to men of good
will.” it would still be true that
the wise men had come from
afar to adore the little King
and fast they brought gifts
With them. And it would be
true, no matter what happened
this year, that far hundreds of
years after the world stopped
for ooe day and remembered
the woodetful day the first
Christmas Day when God
came into the world. ,
CHRISTMAS wiD come if we
remember it or not. But to
have Christmas mean some-
thing to us—mean the birthday
of Jesus—we must make ji crib
in our hearts. We must make
our eyes shine with the beauty
of the afar to afitas others that
Christ is being lorn again in
oar hearts and souls. We must
try to lead the rich tM the
poor—the wise men and shep-
herds of today—to the stable
in their own hearts. Then
Christmas will come to each
of us whether there is snow'
or Santa Claus or shopping.
But Christmas today is more
than that. It is warm and
friendly; it is happy and bright •
It ia a time when the spirit
of Joy and peace are shared
'with everyone we meet. This,
too, to Christmas. Perhaps ft
to a gift from the Baby Jesus.
It to Hb way U. showering the
wor|d with birthday presents
from Him. ■;
'
So sing your songs and tough
with friends <and make your
tree' the prettiest in the block.
Deck the world with smiles
and warmth and happy faces.
Enjoy your toys and help mom
bake the cookies. This, too, is
Christmas. It to a gift given
to the world by the little Baby
Jesus. Take it and enjoy it;
then thank Him at the crib.
COLORFUL CHRISTMAS: Students of Our Lady Queen of Peace, Maywood, turned
their school into a Christmasland. Following customs that are in most of the grade
schools, the children decorated the halls and classrooms with cribs, candles, candy
canes and Santa Claus. The prize for the best art work went to the eighth graders
shown above, left to right: Helen Trinka, Margaret Sheehan and Jean Lambert.
Addie’s Perfect Gift
THE GIFTOF GIVING: Donna Johnson gave Bishop-McNulty a gift from the
chilsren ofSt. Peter claver Mission, Paterson, at a recent Party given by the Mt.Carmel Guild for the children. Turnabout is fair play, for Donna and the 200
children who attended. Shown at the party, left to right, are: Sister Marie Venard
superior; Rev. Thomas J. Boyle, pastor of Our Lady of Victories; Bishop McNulty
and Msgr. Walter H. Hill, Paterson Guild moderator.
Golden Crutches
Did you ever hear of the
golden crutches of Christinas?
Any angel will tell you the
story. Of course it is up to you
whether you want to believe U
or not. The story began on
Christinas Eve.
Among the shepherds who
were tending their sheep on the
hills of Bethlehem was a little
boy who had to walk on
crutches. His name was Peter.
The shepherd} thought the boy
was one of the best workers
on the hilltop.
When the star appeared and
the angels came and the sky
was bright with the gldry of
heaven, Peter was there. He
saw the shepherds gather and
he too started across the hills
to see the Baby Jesus.
BUT PETER could not keep
up with the rest of the shep-
herds. As hard as he tried he
could not stay in step. The
shepherds slowly moved ahead
of him and the great choirs of
-angels moved off over the
stable where Jesus lay in the
manger.
Peter would not give up. He
walked over the rough rocks
and the steep paths. He kept
looking after the shepherds un-
til they were out of sight. Then
Peter sat down on a rock to
rest. He did not know what to
do. He did not know where the
shepherds had gone and the an-
gels were at the stable too
adoring the Infant King.
At first he thought he would
turn back. Then he thought of
the angels and he could hear
their beautiful voices singing:
“Gloria! Gloria!" And he knew
that he too wanted to see the
PETER stood up and started
down the hill. Then all at once
a little angel appeared. He said
he was Peter’s Guardian Angel.
“But don’t you want to go with
the other angels to the Baby?"
Peter asked.
"Yes," said the Guardian An-
gel, "I want to be at the stable
but my job is with you first.
That is what Jesus would
want.”
'"But don’t you want to bring
the Baby a present?" Peter
said. "Maybe he’ll think you
forgot His birthday.’*
The angel smiled. “My pres-
ent to my Xing is helping
you," he said. “My sacrifice
means more to. Him than my
being there.”
So it was that the little shep-
herd Peter had an angel to lead
him to the Christ Child that
first Christmas Eve. The angel
tried to push away the stones
so the boy’s crutches would not
get caught. He moved aside the
bushes and carried him when
they came to a deep brook.
WHEN PETER, arrived at
the stable, he saw the star and
Mary and Joseph and all of the
shepherds kneeling adoring a
tiny Infant. But most of all
Peter saw his little King. He
went up to Him and offered
his gift the crutches that
had brought him to Jesus.
Our Lady picked up the
crutches and touched them to
the Crib. In a moment they
turned to gold. Then Our Lady
handed them to the angel by
Peter's side.
“My Son wants you to have
these," she said.- “They are
His Gift to you tor giving Him
the best birthday present of
all." Then she turned to Peter
and kissed him on the cheek:
“Thank you for coming to my
Son’s party,” she said. “You
Will not need your clutches any
more.” ■ ‘
Peter stood up and walked
away. His first steps were (o
the Crib whfcre be knelt for the
very first time. And the angel
took his crutches and that is
why each Christmas you will
see a tail on the light of the
Christmas star. There is an an-
gel up there who is carrying
a pair of golden crutches his
gift for giving.
ADDIE SAYS: I hope each
and every Young Advocate
Is blessed with the Joys of
Christmas and with health
and happiness in the New
Year.
Lives of the Saints
Holy Innocents
The English people ■ used to
call Dec. 28 Childermas day,
for on that day all of the male
children of Bethlehem offered
their lives that Jesus might
live. The tiny babies, all under
two years old, did not know
they were giving their lives for
Christ, but they are still honor-
ed as great martyrs and are
known as the holy Innocents.
The boys were killed by or
der of the Emperor Herod who
had heard that a boy had been
born in Bethlehem who would
one day be King of the Jews.
Herod was afraid that the Boy-
King would take away his pow-
er. He called together his wis-
est men who told him that the
Messias (Jesus) would be born
in Bethlehem of Juda.
THEN HEROD heard that
the wise men were following
the star to visit the new Babe.
He called them and told them
to find the Child and then to
come back and tell him where
He was so Herod might also
go and adore.
The three wise men went to
Bethlehem and adored Jesus.
But on their way back to He-
rod, they had a dream. They
were told to go back to their
homes another way and not to
visit Herod.
An angel also went to Joseph
and warned him to take Mary
and Jesus and to go to Egypt
“for it will come to pass that
Herod will seek the child to de-
*trojr Him." Joseph obeyed the
angel and took his little family
from the stable where God
Himself had come down to
earth.
When Herod did not hear
from the three wise men. he
knew that he had been tricked.
He then ordered his soldiers to
go to Bethlehem and the sur-
rounding land and to kill every
boy under two years old. That
way he felt sure he would kill
the baby who woiild one day
be the King of the Jews.
We are not sure how many
boys were killed. Some say 14,.
000, while others say 64.000 or
even 144,000 We do know that
these little children wcr. the
first ones to die for Jesus, and
in their death they kept tha
little King alive.
This Christmas ask the Baby
Jesus to help you to live youf
live for Him that you too may
go to Him as an Innocent Child.
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DOLLARS or j
SENSE?
The eye physician offersi
knowledge the value of]
vhich cannot be computed]
n dollars or cents.
Juild Opticion who renders]
And with KEEGAN the]
don't gamble.
Take our advice, consult
complete eye care service
that is unsurpassed. You
your eye physician for all
eye conditions.
SHOULD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
The Optician
B 7 HALSEY SHEET
NEWARK, N J. Ml 2-9171
MOT!...MOMMY!..
MOMMY!
To mot hen, that cry means that
there's another cut, scratch, scrape,
or bum. It alio mcam the thou Id
get iodine—but ihe often doesn't,
because iodine bumi and stings,
upsets youngsters. Here's good
news. Science has discovered a
new kind of iodine that stops in-
fection best yet doesn't bum or
sting. It's polyvinylpyrrolidone-
iodine, found only in ISODINE*
ANTISEPTIC Where other typea
of antiseptics may kill only 1.1 or
3 types of germs, ISODINE kill*
all types—even virus and fungus.
And up to 40 times faster. Get
painless
Money-back guarantee.
Founded in 1899 by the Sister* of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convant Station, Now Jarsay
CALDWILL, NIW JBUIY
CAIDWEIL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.t. and B.S. Degree*
Securua
LIFE INCOME FOR YOURSELF
whil* you support our missionary work
Th« Salvadorian Investment-Grant program provides
you with an annual Income for life, ranging from
4% to 15%, depending on your age. (See table at
right)
A retirement program may be worked out on a tingle
or |oint basis through our unique Age-Credit feature
to permit an even higher annual income.
Several plans pre available. One can be tailored to
fit your particular needs. Our program ji highly flex-
ible to provldo the best possible tax advantage for
you.
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Clifton
Parents
Celebrate
CUFTON The Parents’ Aux
Diary of k. Philip the Apostle
■ musical Christmas (his
The group beard the parish
■Owr stag Latin and English car
2! *** • odi «nce and
singers joined for a community
•mg.
President Joseph Mathias pre
scnicd g check to Sister Corita.
pnneipta, for the Dominican Sis-
ters Building Fund. The principal
announced that the January
meeting would be cancelled in fa-
vor of a parent-teacher open
•«*> interview period which
»ill be held the 17th.
Seered Heart, Cl if too _ The
Mothers' Guild presented gifts to
the priests and faculty at its re-
cent meeting Mrs. C. Robert
Cocdaro. hostess, led the group
In Christmas carols.
MARSHMALLOWS AND KINDNESS: Little girls of St. Josep's Village, Rock-
leigh, crowd around two of the senior Village residents for marshmallows to roast
at the fir place in the Red Coach Inn, Closter, as Walter Woit, proprietor and Sis-ter Teresa, look on. Woit entertained all 200 Village children, 50 at a time, at
pre-Chnstmas dinner parties. Some 20 organizations partied the children between
Dec. 5 and 23.
Pint-Sized French
IMPERIAL. Ps (NC) - Sec-
ond graders at St. Columbkillt
school here study French and
love it. Franciscan Sister Mary
says interest is high and results
astounding, proving, she said,
that youngsters can learn a for-
eign language.
Open Philadelphia Nun’s
Beatification Process
LONDON (RNS) Bishop Cy-
ril C. Cowderoy of Southwark
presided at the opening of a dio-
cesan proceis for the beatifica-
tion of Mother Cornelia Connelly,
a Philadelphia-born convert to
Catholicism, who founded the So-
ciety of the Holy Child Jesus.
Devoted primarily to the edu-
cation of girls, the society was
begun by Mother Cornelia in 1846
after she had been widowed. The
society was approved in 1887 by
Pope Leo XIII, and the rules and
constitutions confirmed and ap-
proved by the same Pontiff in
1893. It has several houses in the
U. S., and the motherhouse is in
Rome.
Three persons who knew Moth-
er Cornelia (she died in 1879 at
the age of 70) will make deposi-
tions before the dioepsan tribu-
nal. They are a nun living in
California, a gardner at the May-
field, Sussex, provincial house,
where Mother Cornelia is buried,
and a resident of Brighton, who
was once taught by the foundress.
It was announced meanwhile
that an anthology of Mother Cor-
nelia's spiritual writings was be-
ing published by a London firm
under the title, “God Alone. ’*
FOR EDUCATION: G. R. Murrell, manager of Esso’s
Bayway Refinery, presents Sister Hildegarde Marie,
president of the College of St. Elizabeth, with $2,000
unrestricted grant from the Esso Education Founda-
tion. The college was one of several New Jersey
institutions receiving grants for undergraduate
education.
Holy Name Offers
Maternity Class
TEANECK A class for ex-
pectant parents will begin at
Holy Name Hospital Jan. 11 at
10 a m. in Marian Hall, according
to Sister M. Canice, maternity
supervisor.
The course will continue until
Feb. 15. Candidates may register
by telephoning the hospital be-
tween 8 and 9 a.m. each day.
Discussion at the classes will in-
clude pregnancy, labor, delivery
and infant care.
Maryknollers Host
Communicants
CATOCA, Bolivia (NC) —An
all-out drive for youngsters in
this isolated mountain pariah
to receive First Communion
has resulted in 775 boys and
girls receiving the sacrament.
Maryknoll missionaries invit-
ed children who had not made
their First Communion to stay
at the mission for a week of
atudy. The first group num-
bered 160, between 7 and 16.
In all, eight groups totaling
77S took advantage of the offer.
“When we finished," said
Rev. James P. Courneed,
M.M., of Rochester, N. Y.. “we
were literally eaten out of
house and home. But it was »
pleasure to do it for boys and
girls so badly la need of spir-
itual nourishment." '
With New Jersey Women
Yule Record
By June Dwyer
The parties « over and It
la time for North Jersey worn*
en to bring Christ into their
own individual hearts. They
have fulfilled themselves with
acts of chafity for those less
fortunate and they have ahared
good fellowship with their
friends. Only the recording of
their. Yule activities remains
Memories
Rosarians of 8U Mary's,
Rutherford, heard the Ave Ma-
ria chair under direction of
Thomas N. Monroe at their
Christmas party this week.
New officers were also elect-
ed to lead into the New Year.
Mrs. Patrick McCauley, chair-
man, installed the officers . . .
Fifty attended Court Notre
Dame’s (CDA) Christmas par-
ty in Teaneck Dec. 15. Mrs.
M. Sethman was chairman of
the holiday event . . .
Regina Columbiettes of
Rutherford gave a check to re-
tarded children at their Christ-
mas party. The women also
sent a check to the blood bank
and agreed to get support for
the blood program. Mrs. Harry
Faley was chosen as group
representative for the pro-
gram . . .
The Auxiliary of St. Mi-
duel’s Hospital, Newark,
brought Christmas right into
the wards for tiny tots and
adults as well. They had a par-
ty for the children and then
Santa Claus visited each pa-
tient with a special gift. Ma-
rie Heutle and Mary Kuaick
were Santa’s helpers at the
happy affair .. .
Here V There \
Nine novices were professed
in the third order of Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel at St. Anastas-
ia's, Teaneck, recently.. Mrs.
Virginia Ltiedeke, prioress, an-
nounced that a day of recol-
lection will be held Jan.‘ 10,
1:30-4:30 p.m.
May all ef the wwnea ef
North Jersey find their good
works returned a hundred-
fold in the joys of Christinas
and the blessings of the'New
Year.
Youth Honor
Sacred Heart
NEW YORK Fifteen hundred
schools are getting closer to the
Sacred Heart, thanks to a pro-
gram initiated by the Messenger
of the Sacred Heart.
Be?. Thomas H. Moore, S.J.,
editor, has announced that 1,500
Catholic schools throughout the
country have enrolled in the mag-
azine’s Family Consecration
Plan since the beginning of the
school term in September. In-
cluded in the enrollment are 73
schools from the Newark Arch-
diocese.
The plan enables families of
school children to consecrate
themselves to the Sacred Heart
in their own homes through tha
recitation of the consecration
prayer by the head of the family
before an image of the Sacred
Heart. To date 43,000 families
have consecrated themselves.
Detroit Women
Advertise
DETROIT (NC) More than
30,000 automobile window stick-
ers with the motto ’’Observe
Christmas as phrist’s Birthday”
have been distributed by the De-
troit Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women as part of a
four-point program to bring the
religious significance of Christ-
mas to public attention.
Other pre-Christmas activities
of the council included: placing
posters with “Observe Christ-
mas as Christ's Birthday” on 23
billboards, erecting 30 Christmas
cribs in heavy traffic areas and
public buildings in the Archdio-
cese, and distributing copies of
prayers for the blessing of Christ-
mas trees and cribs, and dem-
onstrating the use of Advent
wreaths.
KEEP CHRIST in Christmas.
Tot-Age Party
CALDWELL—Going to col-
lege was a fascinating experi-
ence for over 160 tots ftom
some 30 parishes and several
orphanages of the Newark
Archdiocese and the Paterson
Diocese recently.
The college was Caldhrell,
and the major course of study
was a puppet show presented
by the Rod Young Puppet
Theater of Hoboken. Watching
the dancing snowman, the ca-
vorting clown and the cocker
that leaps through a hoop was
a real ’’education’’ to the
youngsters.
The party, tendered by the
college Mission Club and Sister
Immaculata, 0.P., also includ-
ed refreshments, Santa with
gifts, and games conducted by
the elementary education stu-
dents.
Georgian Court
Honors Jersey Girls
LAKEWOOD Janet Lamb of
East Orange and Loretta Mer-
kovsky of Bayonne have been
named to Who’s Who Among
Students in American Universi-
ties and Colleges by Georgian
Court College. Both students are
seniors working in the fields 'of
chemistry and mathematics.
Miss Lamb is a graduate of
Benedictine Academy, Elliabeth,
“and Miss Merkowsky was gradu-
ated from Holy Family Academy,
Bayonne.
CHRISTMAS STUDY: Msgr. John J. Dougherty, pres-
ident of Seton Hall University, introduced the tots at
the faculty women’s Christmas party to a friend, Santa
Claus. Mary Holland was held up for a talk to Santa
while Brian and Martha Keefe looked on. Over 400
children of the faculty attended.
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Thousands of Toys
NEWARK Twenty-one hundred Christmas stocking* and
7.430 toy* and doll* were lined up Dec. 17 for display at the
Mt. Carmel Guild county office*. The four archdiocesan
agencies were central "Santa Center*" for parish guild*
Holy Name and Rosary Societies and Scout troop*.
The gift* were distributed to needy children.
Outfitters to the Sisterhood
ROBERT EMMETT TIRREU, INC.
H CHAMSSRS STRUT
»• “• v - worn.
COMPLETE POSTULANT SUPPUIS
Dresses Underwear luggage. Trunks, etc.
FOP THI PRIEST OR SEMINARIAN
BLACK lUOOAOI
Two Suiters • Club Bags • Trunks • Gifts for Religious
AT YOUR
GROCERS
NOW
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MONKS' BREAD
tf •• M»« «MM '
Trappists have been famous for
ttwir homemade bread foe can-
twits ... Mocks' Bread brings
Met a long lost satisfaction
Bm staple joy of eating sub-
•twtiof. hearty bread. Rich in-
pHiaati, skillful kntidinf,
•nd great cart In baking grvt
this bread its rare, superb
fUvor. Monks’ Bread, Ull and
*l*nder, firm in texture, brings
mi exciting new discovery in
honest good eating to your
«
Jksevs finest
T. rrmmbrr ud be remembered... the eiquiiite decor,
mmt famous continent.l cui.ine, the .uperb French aerrice.
E*nry glamorou. detail arranged with impeccable taate. Select
from 20 beautiful function room*. ,U fully air conditioned.
Accommodating from 10 to 1500 penon*.
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Start from the bottom
up . . . with now ear-
pots from BREHM'S. j
Broadlooms with last-
loi beauty
Honest value prices j
“3
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show nfcm open Tues
and Thurs. till 9.
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J.,
Flanders 1-1100
Expert Cleaning and
Eepalrlng toe.
iuikt
DRY CLEANING
HUmboldt 5-5500
ENGRAVING
fl'H) ?4 HOUR SERVICE
••
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SAMUEL SACHS
Forget
Am?
L,ss|l
New Jersey's
Largest Drag
Department Store 'v\
hat an excellent
selection of
"Small Chang*"
Gifts to Barely
Badge a Christmas
Budget.
For Him... For Her
Make it a one stop
money-saving
affair NOW!
All Nat. Brands
TOYS
60%
Discount
LISS 9
DMJO MMtTMSNT STOM
It Jeered I ewer. HI S-1004-7111
To all our
friends and customer*,
o very "Merry Christmas'*
and a Happy New Year
Gratzel’s Bakery
474 CEDAR LANE TEANECK
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Wt extend to you friendly holiday greetings
uarm with the old-fashioned Yuletide Spirit.
May this enchanting season gladden your hearts
with its magical splendorattd make this the
best Christmas ever for your family. We say thanks too,
for your continued loyally to our firm.
YOUTH CENTERS
• Bergen Mall • Hackensack • East Paterson
Wist Naw York • Morrristown
SI. Peter's-St. Mary's Meeting to Add
Punch to Christmas Holiday Cage Bill
JERSEY CITY The first meeting on any basketball
court of St. Peter’s Prep and St. Mary’s (E) figures to high-
light the annual Christmas tournament season, which will
have 21 North Jersey Catholic teams playing 10 assorted
festivals.
The Petreans and Hilltoppers,
perennial contender! for *tate
championship honors, should
meet head-on in the semi-final
roupd of the St. Peter's tourna-
ment on Dec. 30 at the Jersey
City Armory. First, however, St.
Peter’s must dispose of Toms
River in an Opening round game
on Dec. 28.
St. Benedict's is also entered in
this affair, which promises to be-
come an annual December clas-
sic. The Bees face Bayonne in the
opening round on the 28th and.
should they get by this one. will
have the pleasure of tackling
Trenton Catholic on Dec. 30.
THE SIX TEAMS entered in
this tourney all boasted unde-
feated records, not counting the
meeting of St. Mary's and Ba-
yonnc on Dec. U. All figure as
contenders for assorted . local
league and state divisional titles
before the season ends. Come
March, it might be possible to go
back and pick the winner of this
tourney as a mythical state
champion—the field is that good.
Honors will rest a little more
lightly on the shoulders of other
tourney champions crowned be-
tween now and Jan. 2. Some con-
tests will merely provide a pre-
view of league races to come:
such is the case in the other two
Hudson County affairs the
HCIAA tournament where St. Mi-
chael's (UC) vies with seven pub-
lic school rivals, mostly other
North Hudson teams; and the
Jersey City tourney, where St.
Aloysius defends its title with St.
Michael's, St. Anthony's and St.
Anthony’s and St. Mary's also in
the field.
BERGEN COUNTY has four
tournaments within its borders,
involving nine Catholic schools.
The St. Mary’s (R) festival at
Fairleigh Dickinson tops the list
with Pope Pius meeting St. Ce-
cilia's (K), Immaculate Concep-
tion tackling St. Mary's and Our
Lady of the Valley facing Ruth-
erford in first round fames on
Dec. 26 and 28.
Bergen Catholic and Don Bosco
get the Bergen County festival
at Don Bosco under way on Dec.
28, the former against Lodi and
the latter against Northern Val-
ley. The Dons are cofavored
with North Aritngton in this one.
St. Luke’s takes on the East Pat-
erson-Ramscy winner in the
North Bergen festival at Glen
Rock on Dec. 28 and St. Cecilia’s
meets Ridgewood in the opening
round of the NNJIL festival on
the same date at Teaneck.
Two schools will travel over
the Hudson River for their holi-
day exercise. Marist opens de-
fense of iU Marist Invitational
“B” title on Dec. 27 against Bish-
op Dußols at Mt. St. Michael’s,
while St. Joseph’s (W) faces
Manhattan Prep in the Christian
Brothers Invitational the same
afternoon at Manhattan College.
One tourney, the Northwest
Jersey Conference affair, got a
jump on the field by opening last
week at Our Lady of the Lake
and had its title game listed for
Dec. 23. Out of the picture this
year is the Paterson Diocesan
tournament, which had been
sponsored the past four years by
Seton Hall (P).
St. Peter's Tops
Bowling League
JERSEY CITY - St. Peter 1 !
Prep moved into first place In
the Hudson County Catholic High
School Bowling League by taking
two out of three games from St.
Michael's (UC) on Dec. 16.
This moved the Petreans' rec-
ord to 13-8, a game ahead of
both St. Michael's (JC). which
dropped two out of three to St.
Aloysius, and St. Joseph's (W),
which took two out of three from
St. Mary's behind a 629 series
by Dennis Hoeppcl.
lfoeppel continues to lead the
league in high series with 649
and average with 198. Teammate
Charles Glanda has bowled the
top individual game at 255.
Peacocks Top Pirates
SOUTH ORANGE-St. Peter*
College defeated Scion Hall, 45-41,
In a swimming meet held last
week at the Pirates’ pool. Tom
Clark won two events for the
Pirates and also swam on a win-
ning relay team, while Ken
Burke scored a double for the
Peacocks.
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CatholicTeams Not Asked
JERSEY CITY New Jeney Catholic high school track
and field team* leaned thi* week that they woeld not be
Inrlted to take part In the renewal of the NJSIAA Indoor track
and field championships on Jan. M at the Jersey City Armory.
The Information came In a letter to Brother Leo Francis,
F.M.S., president of the New Jersey Catholic Track Cbufer-
erence, from James Growney, president of the NJSIAA and
director of the meet. Brother Leo had written to Growney of-
fering the services of the crnck NJCTC officials' crew for
the affair.
Growney’s letter announced (hat the meet would be con-
ducted In two sections—one for Groep IV public schools and
the other for Group I, n and ED public schools. It referred
to the problems the NJSIAA would have in staging the
meet for the first time this year and said that Catholic
schools would probably be included neat'year.
BROTHER LEO said that the Catholic schools were not
especially Interested in the creation of a third section of the
meet solely for them, but would prefer to compete directly
against public schools of like size, as they will do at the
NJSIAA relays to be held in March at the Essex. County CYO
meet.
This would put Catholic “A” teams such as Setou Hall
and St. Peter's in the Group IV section and the “B” schools
such as St. Michael's and St. Aloysius in the combined section.
The NJSIAA used this system at its annual cross-country
championships for about five seasons prior to IKP.
What particularly riles the Catholic school coaches Is the
fact that, since the NJSIAA meet died about nine years ago
(as an indirect result of a racial incident), there have been
only two open Indoor meets staged in New Jersey each year—-
the Essex County and Hudson County CYO affairs. Moreover,
of the four major New York armory meets held each winter,
three are sponsored by Catholic high schools—Bishop Loughlin,
SL Francis Prep and Cardinal Hayes.
St. Benedict's, Bergen Catholic Top List
Of 11 Undefeated Scholastic Quintets
NEWARK With several important games of Dec.
22 still unreported as The Advocate went to press, it
appeared that North Jersey high schools would enter the
Christmas tournament season in this general state of
affairs:
1) Eleven teams itiU toasting
undefeated record*, topped by the
4-0 marks of St. Benedict’* and
Bergen Catholic;
2) St. Mary’* (R) leading the
North Jersey Catholic Confer-
ence “A” division with a 1-0
mark, while St. Aloysius is 2-1;
3) St. Anthony’s heading the
NJCC ”B" division with a 3-0
record, while St. James Is one
game behind at 2-1;
4) St. Booaventure, St. John's
and Don Bosco Tech all locked
up at 1-0 in the Passaic-Bergen
Catholic Conference;
5) Delbarton, St. Peter’s and
Our Lady of the Lake respec-
tively leading the Ivy League,
HCIAA Southern Division and
Northwest Jersey Conference;
6) No successor to Bill Raftery
as a super-scorer in sight.
FORM HAS been followed al-
most slavishly in games to date
with the result that pre-season
prognosticators are looking pret-
ty good at this point. The two
major upsets that have occurred
Valley’* 72-67 overtime defeat
of Don Bosco and St. Aloyaius
74-56 rout of St. Michael’* (JC)
have been outside league rank*.
It (till appear* that close race*
will mark all of the conferencea
except the Tri-County Catholic
"A,” which hasn't had a game
as yet. But it also looks as
though the favorites St. Mary’s
or SL Aloysius in the NJCC “A,”
St. Anthony's in the NJCC “B”
and St. John's or St. Luke's in
the NJCC "C,” will be on top
when the season ends.
THE PETREANS put their best
foot forward in a 73-41 rout of
Lincoln as they opened defense
of their HCIAA title on Dec. 20.
St. Mary’s had a rough time In
its first game against Bayonne
before winning in overtime as did
Valley against Don Bosco. but
the other three clubs have passed
all tests to date without breath-
ing hard.
Our Lady of the Lake's 39-34
conquest of Blairstown handed
that team its first league loss
after three wins and put the Lak-
ers In a fine position to take the
title. Delbarton picked up its
second Ivy League win over
Montclair College High School.
4S-45, Just before its holiday
break.
St. Peter’s, Seton Hall (P)
Win Pre-Tourney Starts
JERSEY CITY North Jersey’s three Catholic col-
lege basketball teams signed off their pre-holiday skir-
mishing last week with a series of victories! as they entered
a 14-day period which will be broken only by participation
in two Christmas festivals.
St. Peter'* College, patched up
like a Santa Claus who went the
wrong way down the chimney,
flattened Colby. 97-73, on Dec. 18
at the Jer*ey City Armory; Seton
Hall, not much better off, came
from behind to top Rider, 71-82,
and Seton Hall (P) contributed
triumph* over the National Ag-
gie*. 88 81, and Newark State,
73-88.
The Peacocks wllj face Muh-
lenberg in the first round of the
Winged Foot Tournament at the
New York Athletic Club on Dec.
28. The other half of the twin bill
has Belmont Abbey, sporting
three local boys, matched with
the hosts. The final of this four-
game set will be Dec. 30.
GEORGE HAINES was missing
from the St. Peter's lineup in
the Colby tilt and will also be out
for this tournament. His place
will be taken by another St. Aloy
siu* grad, Bill Shrekgast, who
tossed In 19 points against the
Maine club. Coach Don Kennedy
will need all the height he can
get for Muhlenberg, which has
one 84 boy and another 8-7 in
the starting lineup.
On the Belmont team, are Joe
Butts and Bernle Brennan of Sa-
cred Heart and Joe McDermott
of St. James, all freshmen. Mc-
Dermott hat grown a lot since
his high school days, crurently
being listed at 84. The coach 1*
a familiar New York figure, A1
McGuire, former St. John's and
New York Knick star.
Seton Hall (P) Is down for ac-
tion in the NAIA District Festival
at Asbury Park, being due to face
Pace on Dec. 28. The Bucs will
count heavily on A1 Pogorelec,
who scored 53 point* In the two
games last week to raise his sea-
son’s mark to 123 in seven
games, matching the mark of
John Ebner.
A REST UNTIL the Jan. «
game with Loyola is on top for
Seton Hall and the Pirates can
probably use U. Jack Rowley had
to ait out the Rider game and
the team was In trouble until
ltank Gunter, also Injured, came
Into action. Gunter relieved a bad
rebounding situation and the Pi-
rates went on to win a rather
ragged game.
Seton Hall Divinity had a rough
week of it as it alternated be-
tween high school and collegiate
competition. The Padres bowed
to three scholastic foes, Seton
Hall Prep. St. Mary’s (P) and
Queen of Peace and then lost one
that really hurt, a 8048 decision
to Brooklyn Cathedral in the Mi-
nor Seminary League.
St Peters, Delbarton, Lakers
Candidates hr League Titles
JERSEY CITY Catholic high school teams will be
major factors this winter in each of the four leagues in
phich they compete against public or private schools.
St Peter’s is a strong choice to cop two leaguetitles
all by itself Jersey City and Hudson County. Delbarton
is a favorite in the North Jersey
l?y League race, while Oar Lady
of the Lake will make a solid
bid in the newly formed North-
west Jersey Conference.
Joining St. Peter’s in the Jersey
City loop is SL Michael’s, which
could finish in the first division,
ltarist is the other South Hudson
entry, while St. Michael's (UC)
and Holy Family both figure in
the North Hudson race, where
Emerson is favored.
Oratory, which went undefeat-
ed last year in 13 games, could
be a surprise in the Ivy League
chase, while Morris Catholic, with
no senior class, still seems out-
matched as it debuts in the
Northwest Jersey loop.
(There follows a rundown of
each team’s prospects with the
1958-59 records and players’
heights in parentheses):
ST. PETER’S (23-5) The Pe-
treans build their hopes on two
of the finest players in North
Jersey: junior Jim Barry
(6-4 1/2) and senior Joe Keily
(5-10). Other starters are Wayne
McGuirt (5-9), Jim McGeady
(6-1) and Frank Nicoletti (6-0).
All five can shoot and run. Re-
serves are Jim McCarren (5-8),
Ken Nies (5-8) and Bill Steele
(5-9) in backcourt, Richie Brzenk
(6-4), Richie Carroll (6-3), Lou
Dißari (6-1), Charlie Garbaccio
(6-2) and Don Lacey (6-2) in fore-
court.
ST. MICHAEL’S (UC) (12-16)
Unexpected loss of 6-4 Steve Leon
put big dent in title hopes. Irish
still have Danny Waddleton (5-11),
an Advocate all-star, as
well as Mike Whalen (6-2), Fred
Sabato (5-11) and Tony Guma
(5-8) from last year’s club. Fill-
ing Leon's shoes is Mike lorio
(6-7), while Tom Luciano (5-10)
is in the starting lineup at least
until Guma gets rid of football
kinks. Reserves are inexperienced
with BUI Hazleton (60), Weldon
Griger (6-4), Fred Neuschwanter
(611), Dennis Woods (56), Chick
Garretson (510), Roland Marion-
4 (S4) and John Giordano (511)
all newcomers.
HOLY FAMILY (7-15) - Best
team In several years here with
Henry Finkel (6-7), Jim Clarke
(5-10), Gerald Flynn (5-10),
Charles Wortmann (6-0), Larry
Weber (6-2), Pete DeSantis (5-5)
and Fernando Almodovar (5-T)
all in starting picture. Could
threaten bigger schools (or North
Hudson title if juniors Weber and
Wortmann should improve fast
enough.
MARIST (18-7) - All of pl?v-
ers who provided punch last year
are gone, leaving a tall, but in-
experienced roster. Tom Farrell
(6-0), Denny Campbell (6-0), Lar-
ry Kackos (6-3), Charles Alek-
siewicz (6-3), Jim Carlin (5-11)
and John Kosakowski (6-3) wil.'
do most of the playing, with Eric
Bachinski (5-10), Bob Paradine
(5-10), Joe Hogan (5-10) and
Richie Gill (5-10) in reserve.
. DELBARTON (11-5) Very
tall and fast team will give~all
rivals headaches. George Roff
(6-1), Daryl (6-2) and Dennis (6-3)
Russell, Bob Findley (6-1) and
Dan Cacchio (6-1) are the start-
ers, with Bob Lynyak (5-11),
Nick Marinaro (6-3), Frank Walsh
(6-3) and Frank McGuire (5-11)
in reserve. If shooting improves,
Green Wave might win them all.
ORATORY (13-0) Key to
Rams’ hopes is Ron Zazzara (6-3)
who started last season at Seton
Hall. If he can work well with
veterans Jim Breslin (5-10 1/2)
and Ed McDonald (6-1), team
may be in league race. Phil Car
roll (6-0) and Hal Swann (5-9)
are other regulars, with Larry
Kramer (5-8), Harold Zuna (6-1)
and Bob Ormsby (5-7) on the
bench.
OUR LADY OF THE LAKE
(2-17) First senior class should
mean great Improvement here.
Transfer of Lew Stowe (5-11)
from Trenton Catholic won’t hurt
either. Vince Mulhall (5-11), Sue*
mx County’s leading scorer last
year, is back, along with John
Keslo (*-2). John Deßergh (Ml)
and Bill Nestor (*-0). Reserves
are Rein Clabbers (54), Georg*
McEntee (64), Tim Morris (M).
Pat Bright (5-2), Jim McChesney
(6-0) and Steve Tilton (54).
MORRIS CATHOUC (M)
Lack of seniors makes this n
“wait till next year” club. Seven
boys will see majority of duty:
A1 Verdi (54), Joe Daley (Ml),
Tom Curtin (6-1), Tom Russo
(5-9), George Ziacoma (5-10), Ted
Tichy (5-10) and Ed Joyce (5-10).
Reserves include Walt Darbin
(5-10) and Gary Marcello (54).
ST MICHAEL’S (JC) (15-15)
Only rebounding weakness keeps
this from being a first-class team.
Scoring punch is there with Den-
ny McGovern (6-1), Mike DePal>
ma (5-9) and Mike Yanuzzi (54),
i but board work must fall on Fred
Lipinski (5-10) and either Mik*
Dolan (6-1) or Jim Murray (6-1).
[George Connors is top reserve.
Wide-Open Pennant Race
Looms in Girls’ League
NEWARK Play opened in the North Jersey Cath-
olic Girls High School Basketball League last week, with
indications that the 10-team circuit will enjoy a wide-open
race.
St. Vincent’s Academy is the defending champion this
term and has two veterans
around which to build 1U squad.
Claire Langheld and Rochelle
Leonardls. The Vinnles need only
one more victory in the circuit’s
post-season tournament to retire
the Mother Aquinas Trophy.
Amodg the top challengers to
the defenders will be the Our
Lady of the Valley team which
placed third last year. Captain
Beverly Monica, a 17-point a
game scorer in 1958-59, haa re-
turned along with Margaret Wois-
ard, Ellen Maher, Ann Fox and
Bernadette McHugh.
HOLY FAMILY Academy, long
a power in girls’ basketball cir-
cles, Is opening its 16th season
under Mrs. Florence Gantly and
has a veteran team headed by
Joanne Bonner and PhyllLa Peru!-
lo In the forecourt and captain
Mary Jean Hamburg in the back-
court.
Another experienced team is
St. Michael’s (UC) with Dolores
Stoltz, Dottle Klrsch and Gail
Hettersheimer all returned at
guard, while Renee Dolan. Ginny
Barker and Eleanor Notre are in
the forecourt. St. Michael’s (JC),
which won the league tourna-
ment last year, is not entered
this time.
Ml. St. Dominic Academy, pe-
rennial champion a few years
back, hopes to claim its old perch
with co-captains Jacqui Griffin
and Lis Sullivan backed up by
Nancy Busby. Peggy Flynn. Ave
Clark, Mary Hanlan, Cathie En-
right and Ellen McMahon. The
Mount also has two legs on the
Mother Aquinas trophy and are
entering their 10th season under
Mrs. Pat Kuzman.
TWO SEASONED veterans,
Bernadette Gunn and Carole Hoi-
ovaes, bead the St. Mary’s (R)
entry, with Angela Bodet aa an-
other sparkplug. St Mary's (E).
however, opens with a young and
inexperienced club with Pat Ra-
•inski, the only senior, and Diane
Dißenedetto as the stars.
Graduation hit hard at St.
Dominic Academy on the for-
ward line, but left the guarda in-
tact including captain Mary
Beth Keenan and Barbara Ban-
del.
A large turnout at Immacu-
late Conception resulted in U
players being listed for the var-
sity team, half of them veterans.
Glnny Arnold Is the captain. St.
Luke's has anew coach in Dot
Solomon and its lineup will be
composed chiefly of Juniors.
In opening games last week,
Mt St. Dominic trounced Immac-
ulate. S*-». St. Michael's <UC>
tripped St. Mary's (R), 4741. as
Miss Dolan scored M pointa. Holy
Family defeated Valley, ftUI,
with Misses Bonner and PeruUo
totaling H points and St Domlak
of Peace, ST-4*.
Announce Finns
For Relay Meet
SOUTH ORANGE New Jet*
sey Catholic Track Conference
schools will continue prepara*
lions for their Jan. 9 indoor relay
championships at the Newark
Armory with tuncup races Dec.
26 at the Setou Hall board track.
Entries were sent out this week
for the relay championships, list-
ing four races for varsity (mile,
two-mile, 880 and distance med-
ley), two for sophomores (sprint
medley and mile) and three for
freshmen (sprint medley. 880 and
mile). Titles will be awarded only
at varsity and freshman levels.
Races this week at Seton Hall
will include two-mile and six-lap
(1,056-yard) relays for varsity,
mile and six lap for both soph-
omores and freshmen. There will
be a similar program, at slightly
different distances, on Jan. 2.
St Michael’s (JC) continued it*
relay domination on Dec. IS as it
won the open mile event in
3:38.9 at the Mt. St Michael’■
“Snowbird" carnival.
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CRA Sponsors
Roster Contest
NEW YORK The Catholic
Preti Association will sponsor
■ poster contest for Catholic
bifth schools and colleges dur-
ing February, Catholic Press
Month.
Cash prizes will be awarded
to national poster contest win-
ners, James A. Doyle, CPA
executive secretary, announced
iq explaining details of the IKS
Catholic Press Month program.
Eligible for the contest is any
student of a Catholic high
school, minor seminary, con-
fraternity class, college, uni-
versity, major seminary or
novitiate. Schools will conduct
their own local contests and
then enter the winners in the
national contest.
Pull details on the contest and
other press month materials
may be found in the IKS Cath-
olic Press Month P anning Kit,
now available for $1 from the
Caf olic Press Association, (
E. 39th St., New York, 1«.
SCOUT HONORS: Rev. John F. McDermott, moderator of GirlScouts at Our Lady
of the Lake, Verona, congratulates the troop’s first recipients of the Marian Award,
left to right, Norine McGraw, Mary Ciccotti, Barbara Mergen and Joan Hughes.
Essex Young Adults
To Visit Sisters
NEWARK—Young adults from
member parishes of the Essex
County Council of Catholic Youth
will visit the Little Sisters of the
Toor on Dec. 27. The project is
tinder sponsorship of the social
action committee headed by Bet-
ty Ann Lee of Our Lady of the
VaUcy, Orange.
) The young adults have been
Visiting patients at veterans hos-
pitals in the area throughout the,
month.
Parish CYO Briefs
Our Lady Queen af Peace
(Maywood will hold a semi-
formal Christmas Ball on Dec.
27 in the school auditorium
with Marguerite Lipton and
Steve Hilbert as co-chairmen.
...
St. John's (Leonia) will
hold its annual Christmas
dance and party on Dec. 26
with the homecoming alumni
as special guests.
A holiday dance will be hel(l
Dec. 28 at Immaculate Heart
of Mary (Maplewood) on Dec.
28 . . . Richard Nagy won a
transistor radio for selling the
most CYO seals at Sacred
Heart (Elizabeth). Pat Houston
got a watch for placing second
and Barbara Klug a silver
medal and chain , for finishing
third. A couples-only Snow Ball
dance will be held Dec. 28, with
Peter Reilly and Doris Wojtow-
icz as chairmen.
Juniors and seniors at St.
Michael’s (Elizabeth) will have
parties at the Jersey City CYO
Center on Jan. 8 and 15.
More than 100 members took
part in the Communion Cru-
sade at SL John the Apwstle
(Clark-Lindcn). A contest is
now under way for a name for
the new monthly newspaper.
Paulette Tollotson and Mar-
garet Anderson topped the CYO
seal sellers at St. Patrick’s
(Elizabeth)
. . . Jerry Coyle
is new president of the SL
Mary’s (Elizabeth) juniors,
with Pat Murray, Irene Kelly
and Pat O'Leary as aides. A
roller skating party will be held
at Twin City on Jan. 2 and
there is bowling for boys each
Sunday afternoon at the Eliza-
beth Lanes.
Carollers from Immaculate
Conception. (Elizabeth) visit-
ed St. Elizabeth Hospital and
Memorial Osteopathic Hospital
on Dec. 20. as well as homes
of parish shut-ins . . . Blessed
Sacrament (Elizabeth) girls
will have an ice skating party
In Elizabeth on Dec. 29, while
the boys will have a party
that night in the parish audi-
torium.
Junior and senior Don Bosco
clubs for boys and junior and
senior Sodalities for girls will
be formed next month as the
CYO units at St. Anthony’s
(Elizabeth), with Rev. Anthony
Milano, 5.D.8., as moderator.
ARRANGEMENTS for Ex
treme Unction should be made
while the person to receive it is
*1(11 conscious and in posssssion
of his faculties.
Vocation Notes
God's Greatest Gift
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
It *M Christmas morning in the year 1538. A 46-year-old
priest was offering Mata at the Nativity in the Basilica of
St. Ifaiy Major in Rome. He seemed nervous; he was trem-
bling. Only a few of his nearby friends knew that it was his
first Mass. Only a very few knew too that he had been or-
and a half. He had spent' 18 months prepar-
ing himself, trying to make himself less un-
worthy, to offer Holy Mass!
He was 33 years old when he began tn
study for the priesthood and sat in class
with little boys to study Latin. Thirteen years
it took him to become a priest, and to bo
able to do the thing he wanted most to do—-
offer Holy Mass. Then he waited 18 months
to do it! Why? Because he was completely-
overwhelmed by the splendor, the magnifi-
cence, the sublimity, the holiness, the utter
incomprehensibility of God's greatest gift to
man, the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Ever after when he
offered it, he would spend two hours tn thanksgiving.
Undoubtedly you have suspected that the priest was a
saint, because saints understand things so much better than
we. He was a saint. He was the founder of the Jesuits SL
Ignatius of Loyola. V
' Difficult to Understand
Although St. Ignatius understood the Mass so very much
better than we, he was far from understanding it as the saints
and angels understand it, or as God understands it. St. John
Vianney, the saintly pastor of Ars and patron of all palish
priests claimed that, "If we could know what the Mass really
>is, we would, die of love and gratitude.”
What a distinctive privilege to be invited by God to become
the human instrument through whom Jesus will, perhaps
thousands upon thousands of times, offer Holy Mass. And yet,
difficult as it is to understand, very, very few accept the in-
vitation.
Enough
The parents of St. Placid were anxious to dedicate their
two-year-old son to the service of God in the monastery at
Monte Cassino, but they were a bit uneasy about his speech.
All he could say was, "Yes, yes.” When they told St. Bene-
dict, his answer was, "Even though, in his whole life, he could
say not more than 'Yes, 1 it would be enough."
If Placid's answer to his superiors was always, "Yes,’*
he would be saying “Yes” to God all day long. For according
to St. Benedict, whatever a religious superior commands. . .
is to be received as if commanded by God Himself.” It
is an easy way of knowing and doing God's will all the
time.
Sf. Alary Magdalen DePazii Said:
That a nun "should have a high esteem and veneration
for her holy state, because after Baptism, a vocation to reli-
gious life is the greatest grace which God can bestow ”
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong, Seton Hall
University. South Orange, N. J. Telephone: South Orange 2-9000.
Paterson Diocese: Msgr. Edward J. Scully, 24 De Grasse St.,
Paterson. Telephone: Mountain View 8-1065.
DOLL-ING: Christine Ryan of Blessed Sacrament,, East Orange, center, topped all
entries in a doll-dressing contest which resulted in 100 dolls to be given to needy
children for Christmas. Elaine Marsh, left, also of Blessed Sacrament, placed sec-
ond. and Joan Fallen, right, St. Aloysius, Newark, third. CYO members of Blessed
Sacrament, Newark, and St. John’s Orange, also participated in the contest, which
was promoted by Frank Young.
College Notes
Alexander Fallon of Bayonne
has been elected captain of the
Air Force ROTC rifle team at
St. Michael's <Vt.>. He is a
major in the AH ROTC detach-
ment at the school . . . Stanley
Jurasic of Fort I-ee received
the French Club Dean's Prize
at Fordhsm University, while
Donald Gunther of Bdgota was
given the sophomore chemistry
award at the tame school.
Flugene L. Reagan of Hacken-
sack has been elected treasurer
of the Modem Language Club
at SL Michael's (Vermont)
. . .
Brian Daley of Glen Ridge at-
tained the highest average In
sophomore year at Ford ham
Cel lege.
Morris Catholic
Poems Accepted
DENVILLE A dozen Morris
Catholic students have received
certificates of acceptance from
the Annual Anthology of High
School Poetry.
The young writers are Valerie
Brozuski, Elizabeth Rively. Jud
ilh Schnenng, Edmond Hardy,
Thomas Russo, Barbara Hogan,
Patricia Johnston. Frances Kll
siewlcx, Lorraine Kolnik, Joanne
Mikolack, Margaret Tlttel and Jo
Ann Zipko.
The senior class of Good Coon
sel (Newark) will hold a Mistlc
toe Ball dn Dec. 28 at Thomm’s
. . . Marylawa of the Oranges
(South Orange) will hold Its
“Fantasy in Frost" on Dec 29
at the Hotel Suburban, Summit,
with Marybeth O'Brien and Bar-
bara Lair as co-chairmen.
Union Launches
Bowling Loops
ELIZABETH—The Union Coun
ly CYO will sponsor a bowline
irague (or ita high school age
, members, with competition due
to begin next month.
L>u Kreidel, veteran amateur
Elizabeth bowler, will direct the
leagues —one (or boys, another
(or girls, with an age limit o(
18. They will roll on Saturday
and Sundays at the St. Michael's
alleys.
CYO officials are now can-
vasaing pariah groups through
the county (or team member-
ships. A meeting will be held
Jan. 4 at the CYO office (or
adult supervision discussion o 1
the new leagues.
A CATHOLIC who goes through
a marriage ceremony before a
non-Catbolic minister Incurs the
penalty o( excommunication re-
served to the Bishop.
Protestants
Tour Cathedral
STKI DKNVIU.E, Ohio (NC)
Thirty member* of a Metho-
odlst young people'* group
made a (our of Holy Name
Cathedral here.
During (he two-hour tour,
■aid to be the first of It* kind
la (hit area. Rev. Robert Fraa-
couer, a curate at the cathedral,
eaplalaed the algalflcaace of
the Stations of the Cross, con-
fessional*, etc.
Alter the tour, most member*
of the group—the Methodist-
Youth Fellowship of Jewett,
oMo— slajed for an evening
Mats offered by Father Fran-
couer. Many followed the Mass
with missals they had bought
daring the loar.
The tour was arranged hy
Rev. Frank Baodo. director of
the* Steubenville diocese's mis-
sion center la Pleasant Grove,
Ohio, and Rev. Frank McMU-
len, Methodist minister of Jew-
ett.
Father Baade said of the
tour: “This kind of reaamaaira-
tlon with (hose outside the
Faith can go far in breaking
down prejudice canned hy mis-
understanding and IgnouuCto
about the Catholic Church.”
Assumption Holds
Day of Recllection
WOOD RIDGE More than
200 teenagers took part in a day
,o( recollection sponsored by As-
sumption on Dec. 13 (or public
and Catholic high school studenta
I (rum its own and neighboring
parishes.
Rev. Gervase Walters. 0.F.M.,
ot St. Bonsventure, conducted the
discourses, Including a sermon at
the Holy Hour, and officiated at 1
Compline.
CHRISTMAS CHEER: These gifts, collected by St. Peter’s College and the United
Fund of Jersey City, were distributed to needy children through the ML Carmel
Guild. Looking them over are, foreground, left to right, Msgr. LeRoy McWilliams
of St. Michael's. Mary Judkins of St. Aloysius Academy, Carol Aughenbaugh of St.
Aloysius High School and Judith Haughey of St. Dominic Academy; background,
Peter Witkowski of St. Anthony’s, Thoma s Smith of St. Peter’s College, Charles
Dolan of St. Michael’s and Kenneth Giordano of St. Peter's.
Seton Hall (P)
Nominates 12
PATERSON A dozen stu-
dent* from the Paterson branch
of Seton Hall University have
been nominated to "Who's Wh-i
in American Universities and
Colleges."' doubting the number
chosen a year ago. r
Raymond Del Grosso, an army
veteran and father of three sons,
is among those listed this year
He is an accounting major and
serves as president of the sen
ior class.
Others chosen were Jeanne
Doig, Irene Guarraia. Floyd
I-ote. Arthur Frerichs,
Stranzl. Marie Scheuermann.
Ronald Batistoni. Sheila Gaffney.
Raymond Wolak. Joyce Tmgolt
and Rose DePaola.
Fairleigh Students
Get Newman Posts
NEW BRUNSWICK Ivan
Kurlick of Fairleigh Dickinson
was appointed coordinator in ar-
ranging for participation in the
national convention of Newman
Clubs at Cleveland next summer
at a meeting of the New Jersey
province at Doubias College.
Another Fairleigh-Dickinson
student. Marie Lofstedt. was ap-
pointed public relations coord i
nator, while a third. Russell
LaGasse. will submit a final re-
port on the November state con-
vention at the next meeting on
June 10 in the Rutgers University
Commons.
Essex to Assist March of Dimes
MONTCLAIR Essex County]
CYO units will again conduct in -
tensive campaign for the March
of Dimes during January, Rev. I
Vincent F. Affanoso, county mod-|
erator, announced this week.
Highlight of the drive will bej
March of Dimes Sunday on Jan.
IT, on which most units will take
up collections outside of church-
es aftrr each Mass There will [
also be benefit basketball games,-
dances and other activities.
This will be the 16th year in
which the CYO has participated
in the annual program of fund
raising for the National Founda
tion. During that time, it has col ;
lected $132.839 18, including $&,.
201.98 contributed in 1959.
Father Affanoso, in announcing
the CYO participation in the
1960 drive, said that the annual
effort “brings new hope and
courage to many who arc strick-
en with dreadful diseases, and of-
fers doctors and scientists the
means to continue extensive re-
search for the prevention of theie
diseases."
Our I-idy of the Lake, Verona,
ltd the drive in Essex County
.last year with $637.55. This
brought its total contributions
ever the preceding 15 years to
over $lO,OOO, the only parish to
I pass that figure.
There were 26 other parishes
! in Essex w hich topped the $lOO
I mark last year.
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Earn 3H%Saving* Imured to $lO 000
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
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THE
THINITABIAN FATHEHS
off#f an opportunity to young men and boy* of Grammar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of fund* no impediment.
Write toi
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
M-ryle*
Never Enough Missionaries!
Visit
St Joseph’s
Shrine
Stirling,
New Jersey
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
Write Father Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Mission* Silver Spring, Md.
%
The Fraiciscai Fathers
THIRD ORDER REGULAR
INVITE YOUNG MEN TO STUDY
FOR THE SACRED PRIESTHOOD,
LACK OF FUNDS NO OMTACLL
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
So* 177
HOIUDAYSBURG 4, FA.
Will IJott Also
Bring Christ To Africa?
The Society of African Mtulona
<S M.A | u dedicated to the conver
•ion of Africa and of NegYoce in
general Over 100 yean acrvkng God
on the Weal Coaat of Africa and in Ike
TODAY over 1200
priceta are active la
title work of eaving
toull, but many
more are needed.
We need YOU loo!
Let ui aend you
_ more deiiilt. well
fce happy Indeed to aruwer your pereooal queetione about
our life and work
Writ* to: REV. JAMES HILL, S.MJL
Vocation Director
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SRNO A WttKtNO WITH GOO
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WiFi
C-AiM fey mmmkt ml
TMI
hom
PARK PLACE. NEWARK
co«oiaut iHvim too*
•HHVATIOM3 KM
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAI
FUNCTIONS
ROBERT
TREAT
SfAHirr 1 AKUI
TOR RESERVATIONS
Call MArk*t 2-1000
A KNOTT HOTEL I
AIMVT W JTDffin. - it - I
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
For Persons Over 21
• :30 P.M. to 12:15 A M.
CLUB ST. LEO
St. Leo's New Auditorium
Market St., at the Roulsvard, East Paterson, N. J.
ections:
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 158
(One Minute from either Exit)
Free Dancing Lessons from 8:30 P.M. to 9 P.M.
THE FINEST
★
• HAM
• BACON
Churches
Hospitals
Camps
PRIME MEATS
POULTRY
• BUTTER
• EGGS
Serving Exclusively
9 Schools
# Institutions
• Clubs
PRIDE OF THE STATE
LINCOLN
HOTfl SUPPLY CO., INC.
Prime Meats and Poultry
ROUTE 17 WOOD RIDGE, N. J.
•In N. J.s WEbster 3-1500 In N. Y. ; Pennsylvania 6-7574
TOUR CONTRIBUTIONS
NEEDED!
HELP US BRING SOME JOY AND HAPPINESS
TO NEEDY CHILDREN THIS CHRISTMAS
Every year The Mount Carmel Guild, Thru Its Facilities Distrib-
utes Toys To Less Fortunate Youngsters. Your Cash Contribu-
tions Will Help Us Defray This Expense, And At Thp Same Time,
Give You The Satisfacton Of Helpng Others.
ADOKf SS YOU* CHECK TO:
The MOUNT CARMEL GUILD
99 CENTRAL AVI. NEWABtf u l
PERUVIAN BOYS TOWN: Some of the 100 youngsters cared for at a boys town
started four years ago near Lima, Peru, by a Capuchin missionary, pitch in to help
the missionary (right) build new facilities. The institution had its start in a tent
which was home for 19 boys.
Urges Suppression
Of Desire to Sting
VATICAN CITY - People are
like bee*. Not only are they in-
dustrious, but sometimes they
have an instinct to sting. Pope
John XXIII said here in a recent
talk.
The Pontiff made the remark
at an audience with beekeepers,
who had come to Rome for a
convention.
The Pope told them that not
all of man's instincts' are good
but that man must rise above
those that are not.
Globe of World
Given Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE—A 40- inch
glass-pancd globe of the world
has been presented to Scton Hall
University by Alpha Kappa Psi,
national business fraternity.
The globe, given to the fra-
| temity by the National State
Bank of Newark, will be placed
jin the library at South Orange,
jFor the past 33 years it has
hung from the ceiling of the Fed-
eral Trust office of the National
State Bank of Newark.
Constructed of multi - colored
glass panels, the globe is
equipped with inner lighting giv-
ing a stained glass effect.
Phil Guidonc, president of Al-
pha Kappa Psi, who received the
globe for Scton Hall from the
bank, announced that it will be
presented formally to Msgr. John!
J. Dougherty, president of Scton'
Hall.
K. of C.
Regina Pads Coward. New-
ark As in past years, this
council is selling Christmas trees
for the benefit of St. Mary's Or-
phanage The trees are being
sold on the orphanage grounds,
j South Orange and Sandford Aves.
Chairman is Henry Milonich.
Carroll Coacil, Union City
The Dec. 17 meeting was des-
ignated "Father Stephen Night,”
in honor of Rev. Stephen Paul
Kenny, C.P., chaplain, who is
leaving for new duties. John
Carnicelli was chairman.
Onr Lady of the Highway Cooa-
cil. Little Falls An exemplifi-
cation of the second degree was
held Dec. 10 for 13 members.
.During the business session, Wil-
| liam Griffin was appointed mem-
bership chairman.
America Gives
Money When
People Needed
CHICAGO While America
has contributed 5% of the funds
used to help underdeveloped
countries, it has given only 4 % of
mission personnel.
Elizabeth Reid of Grailville
Community College. Loveland.
Ohio, a lay missioner, made that
point here while outlining the
desperate world-wide need for lay
missionaries. She gave the key-
note address at a two-day nation-
al conference on lay mission work
sponsored by Loyola University
law school.
"Too many Americans are not
aware of the crises of our time
. . . the disintegrating voices at
work in the world." she said.
"What is needed is not an . . .
ineffectual and inadequate feel-
ing that something must be done,
but a positive step into suffering.'
love in action."
"We are called to give the
best people and the young pe-
ple.” she declared, pointing to '.he
need for teachers, journal-
ists, doctors, architects and for
tradesmen to work in mission
areas.
Officers Named for
Friendly Sons
PASSAIC Robert B. Hopkins
has been elected president of the
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick in
the Passaic Clifton area.
Other officers are: Dennis J.
Fenelon and Michael Harnett,
vice presidents; Richard J. Hen-
ncberrj, secretary; Richard J
O'Brien, treasurer, and Law-
rence J. Lyons, historian.
The meeting was addressed by
Msgr. Philip J, Coyne, spiritual
director and pastor of St. Nicho-
las, Passaic.
‘Scientific'’ Russian
JERSEY CITY Dr. George
Condoyannis, associate profess ir
of modern languages at St. Pe-
ter’s College, has written a
new book, "Scientific Russian."
It is published by John Wiley
and Sons. Dr. Condoyannis had
previously written a book on "Sci-
entific German."
Pray for Them
Sister Mechtilde .
ELIZABETH — Sister Mech-
tilde of the Benedictine Sisters
of Elizabeth died Dec. 9 at Bene-
dictine Hospital. Kingston. N. Y.
The daughter of the late
Thomas and Mary Armstrong,
she was born in Ireland and en-
tered the Benedictine Order on
May 19, 1902, at Elizabeth. Dur-
ing hpr religious life she was sta-
tioned at various convents, in-
cluding SL Henry's. Bayonne; St.
Jmeph's, East Rutherford; St.
Michael's, Cranford; and Immac-
ulate Conception. Hackensack.
A Requiem Mass was offered
for the repose of her soul in the
chapel of the Benedictine Mother-
house here on Dec. 12. Burial
was in the Sisters' plot in St.
Gertrude Cemetery, Woodbridge.
Surviving are two nieces and
two nephews.
Sister Maria Socorro
CONVENT — A Requiem Mass
for Sister Maria Socorro, of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eljza-
beth, was offered Dec. 23 in St.
Anne's Villa chapel here. She
died Dec. 21.
Daughter of the late Eusebio
and Nicolusa Escalante of Yuca-
tan. Mexico, she entered the Sis-
ters of Charity in 1902 and was
professed in 1904.
In her religious life, Sister
Maria taught Spanish in the Aca-
demy of St. Elizabeth until 1934,
when she retired to St. Anne’s
Villa because of illness.
Surviving are a brother. Ra-
fael, and a sister, Josefa Es-
calante, both of Yucatan.
Robert V Ansbro
JERSEY CITY-The funeral of
Robert V. Ansbro took place Dec.
21, with a Requiem Mass in Our
Lady of Victories Church, cele-
brated by Auxiliary Bishop Stan-
ton. He died Dec. 18.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Helen Faikowski Ansbro; his
mother, Mrs. Mary Ansbro; two
daughters, two sisters, Mother
Dolorita. O.P., superior general
of the Dominican Sisters of Cald-
well. and Sister Roberta. O.P.,
?nd five brothers, including Rev.
John J. Ansbro, chaplain at
Caldwell College.
C Z. Pechulis Jr.
NEWARK — The funeral of
Cyprian Z. Pechulis Jr., 2 Broad
St., took place Dec. 19, with a
Requiem Maaa la Our Lady of
Good Counsel Church. He died
Dec. 14.
Surviving are his wife. Mrs.
Rita Perret Pechulis, his father.
Cyprian Z. Pechulis Sr., a son.
a sister, and a brother, Rev.
Justin Pechulis, Our Lady of As-
sumption Church, Charlotte, N.C.
Patrick J. Tuite
NEWARK — A Requiem Mass
for Patrick J. Tuite, 10 Norman
Rd., was offered Dec. 22 in Sa-
cred Heart Church, Vailsburg
Mr. Tuite, father of Msgr. Jo-
seph P. Tuite. Newark archdio-
cesan superintendent of schools,
died on Dec. 18.
The Requiem Mass was cele-
brated by Msgr. Thomas J. Con-
roy. pastor of Sacred Heart
Surviving in addition to Msgr.
Tuite are his wife, Mrs. Mar-
garet Leary Tuite. a daughter,
a sister and a granddaughter.
Buffalo to Assume
Control of Hospital
BUFFALO (NC) Emergency
Hospital here will coma under
the direct control of the Buffalo
Diocese starling Jan. L Bishop
Joseph A. Burke recently an-
nounced.
The hospital will be operated
by lay personnel. It is at present
under direction of the Sisters of
Charity.
Personnel shortages and lack of
funds are causing them to give
it up.
Bishop Mark Carroll
Resin After Collapse
WICHITA. Kan. (NC>-Biih-
op Mark K. Carroll of Wichita
was reported in Rood condition
at St. Francis Hospital after
suffering what doctors called
a ’'gas'ro - intestinal disturb-
ance" which had affected his
heart.
Bishop Carroll, 63, was taken
to the hospital after he lost
consciousness while offering
Mass in St. Mary's Cathedral
here.
He will remain in the hospital
for a few days to rest.
language Group Picks
lona Professor
NEW ROCHELLE Brother
Cornelius P. McDonnell, assist
ant professor of modern lan-
been elected president of the
Catholic College Conference of
Modern Languages.
The conference has establish-
ed a recording exchange bureau
to make language recordings
available to college language de-
partments.
To Edit Quarterly
MILWAUKEE (NC) - Donald
J. McDonald, former editor of
the Davenport Catholic Messen-
ger, has been named editor of a
new quarterly magazine. Pub-
lished at Marquette University,
it will discuss scholarship
’
and
ideas, with emphasis on achieve-
ments, objectives and problems
of higher education.
FOR THE KIDDIES: Msgr Joseph A. Dooling, areh-
diocesan director of the Mt. Carmel Guild, inspects
some dolls gathered by the Guild for distribution to
children. Holding the dolls are Mrs. Matthew Hruby,
left, chairman, Essex County toy department, and Mrs.
Louis C. Milford, archdiocesan chairman of the guild's
Christmas program.
Drug Addiction Rise
Blamed on Doctors
ROME (RNS) Doctors arc
partially at fault for the increase
in opium-smoking and other
harmful drug-taking in many
parts of the world, Civilta Cat-
toiica, a Jesuit publication, de-
clared here.
Noting the “alarming propor-
tions" of drug addiction, the re-
view said that 34% of it came
from medical origin. The publica-
tion said thousands of patients
who had been given drugs for
medical treatment continued to
take them illegally after being
cured because they had become
addicted.
HOLY ORDERS Is a sacrament
enabling the recipient to conse-
crate the Eucharist, forgive sins
and perform other sacred func-
tions.
Dominican Given
Key Assignment
VATICAN CITY—A Dominican
priest who once taught in the
U.S. has been named to an im-
portant Vatican post by Pope
John.
Rev. Paul Philippe, •0.P., an of-
ficial of the Sacred Congregation
of the Holy Office, has been
named secretary of the Sacred
Congregation of Religious. A na-
tive of Paris, he taught at the
Institutes of Spirituality at Riv-
er Forest, 111., and at Notre
Dance University between 1951
and 1955.
In another major appointment,
the Pontiff named Msgr. Vit-
torio Bartoccetti to be secretary
of the Supreme Tribunal of the
Apostolic Signature, the Church's
highest court which hears ap-
peals from decisions of the sa-
cred Roman Rota. The Italian
priest had been under secretary
of the Sacred Congregation of
Sacramental Discipline.
Will Administer
Fargo Diocese
WASHINGTON (h’C) - Auxili
ary Bishop Leo F. Dworschak
has been named Apostolic Ad-
ministrator of the Fargo, N.D.,
Diocese.
Bishop Dworschak, Auxiliary
Bishop of Fargo since 1947. will
govern the See until a successor
is named for Cardinal Muench.
Bishop Dworschak, a native of
Wisconsin, was ordained May 29,
1926. After serving as Chancellor
and then Vicar General of Fargo,
he was named Coadjutor Bishop
of Rapid City, S. D.. in 1946 and
a year later returned to Fargo as
Auxiliary.
Groundbreak Set
For Fordham Campus
NEW YORK (NC) Ground-
breaking ceremonies for Ford-
ham University's $25 million Lin-
coln Square campus have been
set for next May.
The law school will be the first
unit to be constructed at the site.
The entire project is scheduled
for completion in June, 19C3.
TO OUR LADY: Rev. Vincent Burkowski, chaplain of
Benedict XV Council, Knights of Columbus, Cliffside
Park, blesses the shrine of the Blessed Mother built by
members. Present at the blessing was Deputy Grand
Knight Joseph Feraldi; Marvin Intermann, chairman,
•hrine committee; Alfred Gliedt, Catholic activities
chairman; and Rev. William Sesselman, pastor, Epiph-
any Church, Cliffside Park.
Asks for Recitation
Of Family Rosary
NCV'C Seut Service
Following it lbo tremlaiion of a message broadcast to the
people of Ecuador on Dec. It, 1959, by Pope John Will, urging
Catholics there Vo prey the fentity Rotary.
I-ikc the child in the lap of his
mother, you have gathered, very
beloved faithful of Ecuador, at
the foot of Our Lady of the Ro-
sary of Agua de Bannos, and,
climaxing this pilgrimage, you
have gone to her throne today to
place a royal crown on the head
of the Most Blessed Mary and to
proclaim her
Queen of the
Missions in
Eastern Ecua-
dor.
The spectacle
offered by your
nation today ia
comforting: a
Rosary in hand
and a prayer on
the lips.
Mary is the
Mother of God and our Moth-
er. Her divine maternity gives
her the title of Queen that sums
up all bar greatnesses: aha moves
tha heart of tha Savior and ia in
potm. salon of tha haart of man.
She la tha Mother of the Church
and cootrtbutaa with her power-
ful prayara and with the graces
aprrad by bar hand* on tha world
to tha towing and apraad of the
taad of tha Coape]. Doc a ahe not i
•lwaya heap alive tha flame of
the missionaries In her apoalo-
lata, that during her earthly lif a
waa to intimately aaaocutad with
the work of Chrtat and of ilia
disciples?
BOW MANY paint have bean
aoflaned by Mary’a glance! How
much fervor baa bean awakened
among tha fearieaa heralda of the
Goapal by that holy image that
you adorn with a gold crown!
What history of kindneaa and
ganaroaity la found in tha ahrtne
of Afua Santo, entruated to the
loving aeal of the Dominic ana!
We are certain that the set-
• malty of Mia day la net to be
•dy a paiateg event far yen.
It aiyraaaaa tha renal a at da-
vattoa of n whale aalloa and
•tea can ha aaaa aa a pact, a
Ptedga. IN Mary la Quran, each
one of you longs to profess
yourself her servants. You hope
for grace from her kindness.
Then give her your love; prom-
ise perfect obedience to the
law of Christ.
Thu is why, before giving you
Our benediction, We wish to in-
vite you to live a Marian life.
May the family recitation of the
Holy Rosary be the balsam of
peace for your homes. May your
children go lo Mary to protect
Uielr innocence and purity. May
youth receive from Mary the urge
to work well and to aafeguard
carefully their purity. May the
suffering hope for comfort from
the Virgin, and those who govern
hope for wisdom and prudence
from her.
LAST, DO NOT forget that the
vitality of a nation'i Catholicism
Is measured in a special way by
the sacrifices it makes for the
missions. Raise your eyes then,
dearly beloved people of Ecua-
dor.
With a Catholic apirit attend
to the naeda of the Church In
| your country and alto in thd
whole world.
Tha geographical line which,
patting through your land goaa
around the whole earth, ear-
rte« everywhere the aroma of
your charity, apraad to the
moat dlatanl corner* the gift*
that you receive from heaven
reciting Ave Mariaa.
May there detcend on all of
you, on Our beloved Cardinal Leg-
ate, on the episcopate, the au-
thorititea, the clergy and on the
Catholic people of Ecuador, the
tpeclal apostolic benediction we
give you In the name of Mary
and aa a pledge of her maternal
help.
Digest Bans Ads
LONDON (NC) The British
qlUioa of the Reader*! Digest
hat dropped plana to publish next
year further advertisements oo
birth prevention.
Bishop Terms UN
Symbol of Hope
NEW YORK (RNS) Auxiliary Bishop James H.
Griffiths of New York told some 2,500 persons at a United
Nations Solemn Pontifical Mass here that the intemation-
al body continues to stand out as a symbol of mankind's
“reasoned hope.”
The Bishop, who has represent |
ed the Holy See at the UN and'
is chairman of the Bishops' Com
mittee on the Pope's Peace Plan.!
preached at St. Patrick's Cathe-
dral.
The annual Mass was at-
tended by more than 250 officials,
delegates and UN Secretariat
staff members from 50 nations.
“IF THERE IS any one quality
or virtue of which the world
stands in need today, it is hope,’’
Bishop Griffiths declared at the
Mass, over which Cardinal Spell
man presided. Worshippers
included Henry Cabot Lodge.
American Amh- 'ie UN. 1
and Victor Andres BcUunde of
I’cru, president of the Gen ral
Assembly. Auxiliary Bishop Jos-
eph F. FlaAnelly, cathedral ad-
ministrator, was the celebrant.
Inscribing the representa-
tives of the ** “men and
women of hope,” Bishop Grif-
fiths said: “If you were embit-
tered cynirs, Rrim pessimists,
people without hope, you would
have no place in the interna-
tional community which is the
I'nited Nations.”
Bishop Griffiths said the World
Refuge? Year was one of the
"most deeply moving" projects of
the UN. lie added, "In a sen.su
it is an indictment of mankind
that after so many years and
with so much technological prog-
, ress. there still remain so many
; thousands of men and women and
j children, the flotsam and jet'a'n
of conflict and persecution, w io
are still floating and bobb r *
about in a Sargasso Sea of misery
from which they cannot extricate
themselves."
Won't Approve
Seduction Film
HOLLYWOOD—"Private Prop
erty,” a film produced independ-
ently by Stanley Colbert with
Leslie Stevens as writer-director.
Has been denied a seal of ap-
proval by the Motion Picture As-
sociation of America Production
Code.
It was reported that the seal
was denied because the film
deals “frankly and in detail with
the implications of a long,
thoroughly planned sedition.' 1
It was the third film denied
a seal this month The decision
in the other two cases was ap-
pealed and seals were given aft-
er changes in the films
The makers of “Private Prop
erty” do not plan any changes
or an appeal.
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Religious and Social Instruction
Called a Duty of Catholic Press
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lS ‘ 1959’ * " •**'"»* with tb, juff 0 f UAw*
»y, (Fmlnr, Of luly), ClbdlU daily m Bologna. Tb,
°£\£? c*** h-~u~.Beloved som of the editorial
*nd reportorial family of L’Av-
venire d’ltalia:
Thia audience auumea a wholly
■pecial tone becauae you repre-
sent the daily newapaper which,
in Ita enieU -in ita spirit of
information and
in ita moat yep-
reaentative men,
We have known
and appreciated
ever since Our
young priest-
hood; because
for six yeirs it
cooperated with
Our pastoral
ministry in Venice; and, finally,
because today the Pope is en-
countering officially a Catholic
journal that is, in a manner of
apeaking, an expression of that
high and difficult apostolate.
All Our children are equally
dear to Us. But it is quite na-
tural that We feel those most
near to Us who make an open
profession of fidelity to the
teachings of the Church and
who support Its cause.' Among
these you occupy a place of the
first order.
We have always considered
L'Avvenire d’ltalia an effective
bulwark of the Catholic apos-
tolate, and We have been pleased
to call attention to it many times,
underlining the comforting prog-
ress accomplished by it both in
its editorial and reportorial de-
partments. But, above all, We see
it as a shaper of consciences, and
this ii the mo«t beautiful praise
that a newspaper can receive.
Wishing, therefore, to recall be-
fore such an elite assembly some-
thing that is within the theme of
this sector of the apostolate. We
take the occasion of today’s audi-
ence for a more elevated treat-
ment of the subject, so that the
thought of the Pope and the
Church on the most important
problem of the Catholic press
may be better known, and so that
the faithful may give their at-
tention to these matters.
(I) THAT WHICH characterizes
and justifies the life of a Catho-
lic newspaper is, above all else,
its positive program. As all ac-
tivities of man, this one is not
evaluated by what it is not, or
by what it ought not to do
which would be a limitation
but accosting to how it fulfills its
proper functions with praisewor-
thy effort and clear vision.
Today the Catholic press exists,
above all, to exert an active
presence and testimony.
its presence most be active.
Intelligent and alert In respect
to the innumerable problems
posited by present-day life, so
that it may give them an in-
terpretation according to jhe
valid criterion of the eternal
troths which reflect upon time;
a presence which lets nothing
escape, so that it may inform
the reader and assist him in
forming an enlightened con-
•cieace in the face of the inter-
rogations and bewilderments
tkat today'a world acta Man
Ua.
It must be an active pretence,
therefore, which orientatea, clar*
fiet and restores all things to the
light of revealed truth.
But there must also be an ae-
tive testimony; that is, a testi-
mony which takes a position,
serene but secure, without com-
promises and without human re-
spect, with loyalty and patience.
The Catholic Journalist does not
follow the changing caprices of
public opinion and even less ori-
ents them according to his own
pleasure, but he feels the duty to
serve the truth, remembering the
words of Our Lord Jesus Christ,
"Let your light shine before men,
in order that they may see your
good works and give glory to your
Father in heaven" (Matt. 5:18).
In this manner, beloved sons,
you may carry out your mission
always worthily and pursue it
boldly.
(2) THE DIGNITY of this mis-
sion is manifest also in its ex-
ternal form, which ought more to
attract and conquer, and with an
amiable and -gentle grace. We
wish to refer to the style that is
proper to a Catholic newspaper
and that gives to it an unmis-
takable mark: a style that is al-
ways transparent, even when it
assumes a bellicose tone, a style
characterized by truth, by charity
and by respect for the erring by
a gentlemanly and dignified vo-
cabulary.
Unfortunately, it Is true that
a manner of acting and writing,
being reflected even in the press
dedicated to childrrn We say
it weeping is making in-
creased headway, trampling of-
ten upon the elementary re-
quirements of gentleness, re-
serve and modesty, and using
a terminology and photographic
documentation that is repugnant
to every hooest conscience.
In the presence of such a phe-
nomenon, which often conditions
the aucceac of a resolute press,
the Catholic Journalist can be en-
snared for • moment by the lure
of following the current, justify-
ing a vision less severe than reali-
ty, and coo ceding to less edifying
facta of,the news more than they
warrant.
Well, beloved sons, the style of
your newspaper cannot permit
such a veering of conscience. Con-
fronted with the ability of the
“children of this world" (Luke
1«:S), may you will and continue
to react with your good sense,
with your faith and your courage.
Educate your readers to an ap-
preciation of what la good, true
and beautiful. .
Know then how to draw the
material of your services from
the inexhaustible fountains of
goodness, truth and beauty that
spring from the illustration of the
various epochs of history, of the
world of art and poetry, from the
conquests of science, from the
marvelous life of the universe,
and from the travels of explorers
and missionaries. What splendid
horizons can be offered to well-
educated families, without how-
ever making dull with erudite dis-
play those pages destined for the
serene parentheses of time in
one's daily labor.
Do not let it be said that the
labor of the Catholic journalist
is more difficult because it is
"bound" more to the require-
ments of moral norms, but let it
be demonstrated with facts that
it can be developed with open
breadth of view and Information,
because, as the Apostle affirms,
“All things are yours. . . and you
are Christ's, and Christ is God's"
(I Cor. 3 : 22 23).
(3) FINALLY, the newspaper
that expresses and defends Chris-
tian doctrine must live on the
fervor of Catholics. This is an
elementary truth but one which,
in practice, is understood by few.
Taking, therefore, the occasion of
this audience. We want to open
to Our beloved sons the hope of
Our heart.
We trust that many of the
clergy and the laity, but especial-
ly he who baa the exact measure
of the Christian tense, wish to
understand that one of the sacred
Christian duties is that of reli-
gious and aocial instruction. It is
true that this, according to the
norma of the Council of Trent, of
the synods and of the more recent
instructions of the Roman Pon-
tiffs, must be given through the
pastoral teaching of the Bishop*
and through the catechetical in-
structions imparted by pastors.
Rut in practice this vital word
reaches few, also because of
the conditio*' of labor aad be-
cause of variosu activities, and
because of discomforts aed
changes la places of residence
ia which maay find themselves.
Well, tbea, one of the most pww-
erful mesas by wbicb awe is
able to serve the word of G«d
by eateriag bones aad aiakhiK
it understood and loved is
precisely the Catholic press.
If from this there la derived a
grave responsibility for tU Catho
lies to support It and disseminate
it, the burden la no less grave
that weighs upon your mlaaion;
whtch also because of this be-
comes high and solemn: To ren-
der food ftnrkt to the word of
God. making it Vr sound la all its
beauty and newness, without im
poverishing it or altering It. but
rendering it vttal and attractive.
What honor, what merit before
God and before men!
THERE REMAINS, Our beloved
ions, for Us ta and Our wards
of treat and anrnntam—i win
a request suggested to Ui by the
day's liturgical feast, from which
there springs spontaneously an
auspicious symbol for your labor
as Catholic Journalists and for all
the elect and steady army of
L'Avvenir* d'ltalla
Today is Oct. U, the feast of
St. Luke, third evangelist, la there
for the good people who work at
Bologna for the aake of truth and
Justice and peace, a more famil-
iar and more melodic voice than
that of St. Luke and the Madonna
of St. Luke, who from ike sunity
hill (overlooking Bologna) serene-
ly stands above and protects the
towered city, laden with ancient
religious and civic glories,
stretched out on the plain in
dedication to the intense fervor of
human fatigue which cornea from
resounding labor?
Reciting Our breviary in tiicl
first hours of the morning and al
ready thinking of the meeting of
this happy morning with yon of
the family of L’Avvenire, We read
through the colored pages of
Exechiel. which the liturgy ded-
icates to the celebration of the
beloved Evangelist, portrayed in
the vision of four cherubim, where
symbolism certainly overpowers
naturalness; but the prophetic
significance is astonishing and
exalted. It is exnited for St. Luke,
one of the four; and it is exalted
for you. for your entering into this
daily written affirmation of evan-
gelic truth, brotherhood and
Christian peace.
Of these four cherubim It b
said that each one moved for-
ward. and all moved together
where the spirit directed them,
and they moved forward without
turning back.
BELOVED SONS! In your work
and in the worries which this
work causes to eseh and every
one, such is the precious teach-
ing of St. I.ukr and of the other
three associated with him in the
ministry of evangelisation: Al-
ways orward. without ever turn-
ing hack
Vss carry this ese—ragiag
admonition ia (be name of
yo*r newspaper. L’Avvenire,
which is not a historic or ret-
raspective work hot a continual
advance toward spiritual con-
qoesta of human and Christian
progress for the honor and love
of Christ and of lib Holy
Church, from which flow peren-
nial, benefits of prosperity and
peace and for the honor of the
most beloved country of Italy.
j With the sentiments that the
j solicitude of Our heart has dic-
tated to Us and that Wc have
j simply wished to communicate to
I you. We assure you that Our
I prayer* accompany you so that,
l having received the glorious in-
heritance of a past that so hon-
ors you. you may continue it in
your daily work, and so that you
may keep yourselves well-deserv-
ing in the good cause of truth,
Justice and peace.
In pledge of continuous divine
assistance, which We implore on
the beloved Catholic daily. We are
happy to impart to you all, di-
rector*. journalists, editors and
workera of L'Avvenire d'ltalia,
and at the same time to all your
dear families and to the greater
and more dear family of promot-
|ers and readers. Our paternal and
I special apostolic blessing.
BIG CHANGE: A former dairy barn will look like this when construction is com-
pleted in Our Lady of Good Counsel parish, Washington Township. The church was
designed by John Krausche, Washington Township, and much labor was supplied
by volunteer parishioners. Rev. Eugene F. X. Sullivan, pastor, expects comple-
tion early in 1960. The Washington Township parish is the latest to be erected in
the Archdiocese of Newark. Father Sullivan was appointed its first pastor last June.
Holy Name Societies
Hods— Co—ty Federal!—
Alfred Bundies, part president,
has been named federation his
lorlaa. aad Harold J. Ruvotdt.
| public relations direct*. Both of-
fices were held previa—ty by the
late Jam— J. Carroll. At tho
Dee U meeting, it vy voted to
send official congratulations to
the nine priests in Hoda— Coun-
ty re really elevated by Use Holy
rather.
St- A—‘a. Fair Lawn New-
ly fleeted officers are Norman
'Gray*—, president: Matt Brad
try. Bernard Sweeney, Emil Gal-
lina, Peter Andretta. and Ed-
ward Flanagan. Tho group was
addressed at the Dec. U meeting
by Rev. Valentino long. 0.F.M.,
superior of St. Raphael s Monas-
tery
Newark Fir* Departs**—
Jam*s IKxUoo heads lb* Ust of
new o/ficvrs elected at the re-
reat meeting at St. Thomas
Aquinas Church. H* wtll be as
slsted by John Demp*ey. Richard
Mas«r. Thomas Butler. Edward*
L**, Albert Essig. and Robert
Roy.
W. Jf soph's. Fart Orange
Peter J. A bene sir. is the new
president. He held the post pre-
viously In IKO and 1956. His as-
sistants will he Fred Musa, Jo-
seph Schettini, John Carpentieri,
Fred Fierro and Philip Loria.
Oar Lady at Good Coeasel.
Washington Township Started
la September with a member-
ship of only 65 men. it now has
223 members. A special Induction
ceremony wai held Dec. U with
Rev. Eugene F. Sullivan, pastor,
officiating. At the following
meeting. George Harkins was
elected president. Other officers
are J. Vincent Farrell, William
Burkhardt, Edward Benetende.
James Maloney, Frank Siakacs
and Thomas Grady. Meetings are
held In St. Andrew's School,
Vrslwood, the first Thursday.
Christian Brothers
To Staff College
jourr. m <rns> l»»u
College » Lorkport. Ut
.
will be
placed under the admlniatralloe
o i Ibe CMrUlian Bcotiaere o{ the
SI. Louie Out net at the be*u»
oiaj at (be IMD *<hooi term.
Uaho* Mania D McNamara ol
Joliet, a—nrinred here.
TV college haa been under Ibe
control ot Catholic |t)on for a
number ot yean. Uubop Me
Namara a* id be hated weariy all
the pra leal (acuity member*
wmdtf remain ea the .taff.
Archbishop Cousins
Advisor on Decency
WASHINGTON Archbnhop
WilUam K. Couima ia among
Bine American* named to a Citix-
eti* Adviaory Committee on Lit-
erature by Poatmaater General
Arthur K. Summerfirld.
TV committee will help Sum-
mertield ia hia campaign againet
pornographic literature by giving
ad* lee on ehether a apecilic
piece of literature aubmitted (or
mailing ia obaceoe.
Brussells’ Fair Group
Holds Final Assembly
BRUSSELS (KNS) - Some
worabippera and former
tltilon to the Vatican Pavilion
at Um IHI World'a Fair crowded
the national Koekelbrrg Baiilice
here at the cloeing aaaembly ot
the Civiiaa Det (City ot God) or
ganMalioa which handled Holy
Sew participation In the event.
FAITHFUL, ATTENDANCE: Patsy Criscuolo Jr. of
Scotch Plain*, left, and Alfred Del Negro of Newark,
exchange congratulations while holding silver medal-
lions given them in observance of their 25th retreat at
Loyola House of Retreats, Morristown. They were
members of a group of 72 which made a retreat recent-
ly. The group, heeded by Judge Felix Forlenza, don-
ated 15,800 toward the wing now being erected.
Newark Directory
Published by CYO
NEWARK The 1960 edition of the Directory and
Almanac of the Archdiocese of Newark was published thif
week. The 180-page book, listing clergy, schools, institu-
tions and agencies of the Archdiocese is being distributed
by the publisher, the CYO Press, 101 Plane St.
This is the fourth annual edition
of the directory. Contents include
an index of parishes, archdioce-
san officials, schools, religious
communities, archdiocesan insti-
tutions and organizations and
agencies. The book’s center sec-
tion contains a 35-page telephone
directory.
The directory is described as
the most complete, accurate and
up-to-date source of information
about the Church in North Jer-
sey. All data are supplied by the
parishes, schools and organiza-
tions listed.
UNDER THE PARISH listing
is given the address of the church,
rectory, schools and convent,
with telephone numbers, as well
as the name of the pastor, as-
sistants and-priests in residence
The school listing gives the prin-
cipal, the teaching order, enroll-
ment, kindergarten, addresses
and telephones.
According to the directory,
there are 247 parishes and mis-
sions in the fonr-county area
it covers, 1.082 priests. 100
Brothers, 3,318 Sisters and 224
seminarians.
Information is given on three
institutions of higher learning. 51
high schools, 219 elementary
schools, nine hospitals and eight
schools of nursing, 12 children’s
homes and orphanages, thres
homes for invalids and aged,
Catholic cemeteries, and priests
serving in the Armed Forces. The
Directory is priced at $2.50 pel
copy.
New Jersey Girls
In Honor Society
IMMACULATA. Pa -'Alberta
Donlan of Union and Pauline Me
Kcnna of Leonia have been
.named charter members of the
ihonor society of Immaculata Col-;
i lege.
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CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 Noon
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCE REPAIRS”
REPAIRS •
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS • ~ ,
AMHERST
APPLIANCE * SUPPLY CO.
OEanaa 3-7838 EAST ORANGE
PLUMBING—HEATING
MICHAEL T BAUDERMANN. INC.
PLUMBINO AND HEATING
ISI WILLIAM ST.. NEWARK 1
MA %-litn
SAFES
NEW AND USED SAFES
ALL TYPE
Vault* Bought, Sold and Ramrod
Salt tntailor* mad* to spaclflc.Uons
All kind* or Ptroproof wuHoiai lot
Institution*. Induatrp. Raaldanca
MAFTEVS KEY SHOP Mai. Itia
UTI E. Grand St. Ellas hath. N. J.
EL SIS—-
ELECTRICAL WORK
WIRING FOR ROME AND FACTORY
BARRY ELECTRIC
■ LINDEN AVE.. KEARNY. NJ.
W\ MMS
RfUOIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS
THE MIRACLE SHOP
111 Rtdas Road. LrodburW
loop. Rita Tha.tr*>
Dailr 1 M I- I U I
WEbatar MMS
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE
NOBLE S. Eat IV3O—7S—S Main SL
FEES PARKIN**!
©pan Mon. Thurs.. Frt. til •
“
REST HOMES
: abbey nursing home
g- COMPLETE SERVICE
Aaad. ConralaaranL ChronlralLr 111
> 86 Von Ns»» Ploc©
Bl 3-0303
■< Nawark. N. J.
“> REALTORS
UNION COUNTY
r» Bhj or M C»a m
JOHN P. McMAHON
_ A.. . UMn MU
Opm Kvm » WmMi
NimiY
: SELL OB TRADE
: INVESTIGATE OUR
: TRADE-IN PLAN
W*. win • tut nu Iwm Mr alt. «t
maMtr burlmr U. U iw Kudkua u-
•tter be
■ p*« nu nmnwrli Ei
u<lWMin Mil Mn. K.Ur WB
Mr. OblUcferr. NO nm.
STANLEY JOHNSON IMt
APARTMENT TO UT APAJtTMMT TO UT
SAIT OSANGS. N. I.
NOW LEASING FOR
JANUARY OCCUPANCY
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
Luxurious mw a. 4. ud S-rooa utrtanU . . , COMTURILT Al*
CONDmONEDI NIWHT GENUAL HJU.TIK UNITS WITH INDI-
VIDUAL BOOM comou . . . Allshcuu mrtwll xrtUl MU— <rMu
MtiaUi-to* run II M. ft. nttlnnUK >rtlA l— InilK, 41A»lft»l
Ml IS color. . , . Mill! Mill rtw Mcnlm . . . MM PASSING! A MPLS
nu» PASSING ASSAM COVEBSD PASSING PACIUTISS ST >44lll—cl
* ■oo— a lilniu at:
« BOOMS U Mtooial 8U
a mkum a Mn«w i mw m
bkntal onrtct on ramus
OTSN u A. M. TO f r. U. INCLUDING SUNDAYS
as 4-TSM
MS OUB
CMInl Ato to
A*». nB to.
BY CAB. MnlaM sal
■V MMt Taha Na> SI
Ns M at At Iw to
ALUMINUM SIDING
TODAYS
HOMES
PR11863 ®J»»H
ALUMINUM WWDUm ,
TODAYS J
UAwrr
"
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
TODAYS■
I
Joseph H. Browne
Company
I*o4 - oui SM> TUI - Tt jo
insrmnionai
Cleaning Supplies
ASM CAMS • MATS • tOAP
KXISM • MOOMS • MUWM
wax • voMOts • rsxi
• TOfin fAm
• MOOOtMO tOUIIMIWT
«MS • tami Towns • am
271 Ways* Stroot
Jtrtoy ClfyrN. J.
Mtn
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
nTAIUIHR) mi
HIGH UVH
ROOFING IXFWTS
SHOT MfTAi
- CONSTIUCnON
KX
«. A
Uour‘>ei&oilheatiamCt'1
"/
yfo'Co- p ETR Q
FUEL OIL and BUHNER SERVICE
Season's
Greefiwjs
from the employees
of
FIDELITY UNION
TRUBT COMPANY
Th# Bonk That’s Strong for Yowl
NORTH ARLINGTON
ESTATES on SCHUYLER AVE.
Capes—Ranch—Splits
‘17,350
MODELS OPEN DAILY
WY 1-7320
FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!!
...Better Hurry!
BRAND NEW FULL SIZE
ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINES
E-Z TERMS ARRANGED
95
FllUffi
buyfabulous
We
passing
limited
Theyyou hurrv.
HURRt!
ULLMLLECT Ml 2-7960
OWN 14 HOURS A OAT - fVBIY DAY
nu HOUR TRIAL • *• »UI M«
r*m r haw to mm mi try. »• mu, m
DrfHAapAaw ■nis 44 pike
Frto
CHN^SK121 SRricffUM Avt.
NamedActingDean
Of Medical School
Dr. Grady
JERSEY CITY The Board of Trustees *of Seton
Hall College of Medicine has appointed Dr. Hugh G.
Grady of Maplewood as acting dean. The announcement
was made by Msgr. John J. Dougherty, secretary treasurer
of the board and president of Seton Hall University. Dr.
Charles L. Brown, dean aincc in-
auguration of the college in 1956,
died Dec. 4.
Dr. Grady has been associated
with Seton Hall since 1957 when
lie was appointed a professor and
director of the department of
pathology.
He had been the scientific
director of the American Regis-
try of Pathology of the Armed
Forces Institute.
A native of Philadelphia, he is
a graduate of St. Joseph's Col-
lege and received his medical
degree from Jefferson Medical
College in 1934. In 1936 and 1937
be was resident pathologist at
Philadelphia General Hospital
and on the Jefferson Medical Col-
lege faculty.
During 1938 Dr. Grady was
a research fellow for the Nation-
al Cancer Institute, Harvard Un-
iversity, and 1939-42 held a fel-
lowship at National Cancer Insti-
tute, Bethesda, Md. He entered
the Army in 1942 and following
his discharge in 1946 as a Lieu-
tenant Colonel, rejoined the fac
ally of Jefferson Medical College
for two years.
He joined the Armed Forces
InsUtUte in T948, serving as chief
of the division of Pathology from
1954 to 1955. Dr. Grady in a mem-
ber of the American Association
of Pathologists and Bacteriolo-
gists, the International Academy
of Pathology, the American As
sedation of Cancer Research and
the American Society of Experi-
mental Pathology.
Msgr. McWilliams Editor
Humane Group Issues
Its Own Publication
. „iERSEY CITY Just oft press is the first issue
of God s Animals,” quarterly publication of the National
Catholic Society for Animal Welfare. Editor-in-chief is
Msgr. Leßoy E. McWilliams, pastor of St. Michael’s Church
here. _—
The magazine is published by
the society at 733 15th St., N. W.,
its headquarters in Washington,
D..£., and distributed to mem-
bers, Bishops and various hu-
mane societies.
MSGR. MCWILLIAMS, who is
president of the society, is well
known locally for his love of
dogs. He started with his pets
w-hen he was a young boy and
since becoming pastor of St. I
Michael's, the rectory has never|
been without its four-legged in
habitant.
At present, Msgr. McWilliams'!
constant companion is a 2-1/2-
year-old German Shepherd. Pre-
viously there have been two
Great Danes and two Irish Set-
ters.
REMEMBER THAT Christmas
is Christ’s birthday.
Christmas Eve
The office of The Advocate
will be closed on Christmas
Eve and Christmas, Dec. 24
and 2S.
Social Services
Director Named
At St. Elizabeth’s
ELIZABETH Mrs. John F.
English of South Orange has been
named director of social services
for St. Elizabeth'* Hospital here.
Sister Ellen Patricia, administra-
tor, has announced.
The position will involve work-
ing with in patients and out-pa-
tients who need help with emo-'
tional or environmental difficul-
ties arising out of their illness 1
Mrs. English will also work
through referrals to other com-
munity agencies.
Born in Winnipeg, Mrs. Eng-
lish received her BA. and
M.S.W. degrees from the Uni-
versity of Manitoba and its grad-
uate school of social service.!
From 1948 to 1956 she was asso-
ciated with the Family Service
Division, New York Catholic
Charities, where she supervised
training students in social work
and conducted a similar program
developed by Catholic Charities
for orientation of seminarians in
the same field.
Exiled Cardinal
In FormosaPost
CITY (NC>
- Car-
dinal Hen. S.V.D., h,s been
named apostolic administrator of
the Taipei Archdiocese in Formo-
sa.
His appointment follows the
resignation of Archbishop Joseph
Kuo. C.D.b., who has been
named Titular Archbishop of Sa-
lamina and will devote his time
to directing the Disciples of the
Lord, the Chinese religious con-
gregation of which he is the head
Cardinal Tien, exiled Archbish-
op of Peking, China, currently re-
sides at the Divine Word Fathers'
seminary in Techny, 111. He plans
to leave the U.S. on Feb. 15 and
fly to Taipei by way of Rome.
Munich Preps
For Congress
MUNICH, Germany-Elaborate
preparations are being made
here for the International Eu-
charistic Congress Jqly 31-Aug. 7.
The Bavarian state government
is preparing rooms for the Papal
Legate in the former residence of
Bavarian kings. German - "
roads are spending aDout *>.s
million to improve transportation
in the Munich area.
Church, city and even Protes-
tant officials are concerned with
providing housing.
Dedicated to Mary
LAFAYETTE. Inc. (NC>-Thc
Diocese of Lafayette has been
placed formally under the pa-
tronage of Mary, under her title
of the Immaculate Conception.
7,100 Apply
For Stale
Scholarships
i TRENTON More than
7,100 high school seniors
have applied for state schol-
arship awards and those who
have not already taken a
test to determine academic quali-
-1 fications will be required to do
so on Jan. 9.
1 Less than half the applicants,
however, will receive the $4OO an-
nual awards. The law setting up
the state scholarship program
limita the total number of grants
to a maximum of 5% of each
year's graduating class from the
high schools.
AN ESTIMATED 3.CKJO awards
arc the most that could be given
out next year, but that number
could be decreased if the Legis-
lature fails to appropriate suffi-
cient funds to cover the cost of
scholarships.
The State Scholarship Com-
mission is now processing
scholarship applications from
about 2.500 college freshmen.
Acceptance of their applica-
tion* was delayed by a suit
challenging the manner in
which the law was passed. The
suit was thrown out by Super-
ior Court but an appeal is now
pending.
With only $500,000 for current
grants available, only about 1.250
awards can be made to college
applicants.
CHRISTMAS IN THE VATICAN: This intimate close-
up of Pope John XXIII shows the Holy Father offering
Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve in the Mathilde
Chapel of the Vatican Palace in the presence of the
Vatican diplomatic corps. The scene, enacted shortlyafter the Pope’s enthronement, will be duplicated this
year as the Pontiff again leads the Catholic world in
celebrating the birthday of the Prince of Peace
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Yowr Catholic Funeral Directors
mix coumr
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FUMING AVENUE
* NEWARK. N. J.
MArfcet 3*0514
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320*22 Myrtle Avenge,
Irvington. N. J.
Conrad A Ray Woxnlak.
Director*
Rw« 3 0606
JOHN P. MURPHY
4EO SANFORD AVENUI
NEWARK. N. J.
Rmk 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323*329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 3*6341
PRANK McOEl
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2*2223
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
ORACE MURPHY. Director
301 ROSEVILU AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3*2600
tERNARD A KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMEOLDT STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3*0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Mgnn Avo.
East Oror\ge. N. J.
ORango 4-4445
MArket 2*2530
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANOE. N. A
ORango 2-2414
L V. MUUJN A SON
976 AROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3*0660
PCTK J. QUINN
120 BEUEVIIIE*AVENUE
ALOOMFIELD, N. A
Pilgrim 1*1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. A
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
• BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9*3503
COOEY*S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIOH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORango 4*7554
COOEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Plgrlm 4-0005
Of CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROI AMR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINOTON. N. J.
ESee* 3*1020
MUM FUNERAL HOMI
579 Orove Street
Irvington. Ft J.
Kee* 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY. N A
NOrlh 7*3131
KtGfW COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PCINfCKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOO. N. J.
FRANCIS. X. FAMIY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFPILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtter 9 0098
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNRAI HOME
274 Market Street
Eo»t Paterson
SW 6 0068
SW 7*9877
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOO - BOGOTA
LiniE FERRY
HUbbord 7*3050
JOHN J. FEENEY 8 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gl Ibert 4*7650
HUDSON COUNTY
'
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOMS
36 Tuers Ave.. Jersey City
(rear St. Aedan't Church)
HE 5 6451
DE 3-9259
RIIMAN FUNERAL HOMI
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
NICKBI-SMARPI
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7*0120
LEBRR FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. A HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N J.
UNIon 3*lloo
EARL P. BOS WORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N J.
Oldfield 9*1455
Oldfield 9-1456
LAWROfCI O. FAUON
157 BOWERS STREET
jersey City, n j.
Oldfield 9-0579
JAMES A. McIAUOHUN
591 JERSFY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
»
HOWARD i. BRENNAN
6414 BEROENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7*0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOMI
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD A SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MIUXR-AANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOMI
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. j.
Elizabeth 3*6464
WIRJON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN, N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAK COUNTY
OORMLIY FUNERAL HOMI
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRezcott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOMI
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetrott 7 0141
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMI
27-29 HARDINO AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J. •
PReecatt 7-3002
WNNESSIY
FUNRAL HOMI
232 KIPP AVENUP
WILLIAM SCHUMM. Inc.
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J. JPRSEY CITY UNION CITY
• A Hot 8*1362 UNIon 7-1000 ’
